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CHA.PrER I 
:mi'RCDUCTIQl 
Purpose of the .Study 
This studr is eoncemed Wi.th the dewlopment and evaluation or a 
tree-response instrument measuring ceunaeling perception for use as a 
training de~e 1n the preparation of counseling and personnel workers. 
More specifically it is concerned with the develop1119nt of an appraisal. 
instrument that would provide a more objective analysis of the degree 
or counseling perception exercised by counaelo!'-tl'ainees. The instrwDent 
was developed so as to consist of' two equivalent f'ol"'BS so that it could 
be used to determine changes in the counseling perceptim sk:Ul exhibited 
by the trainees as their counselor training progressed. 
Defini tian of' Terms 
CounseJing_ -The terms psychotherapy, therapy and counseling as 
used in this paper are synon;yuous. They are alike in referring to a 
process of' interpersonal relationship, involving two people engaging in 
a JDiltual experience characterized ~ the production of' changes in living 
patterns and .reeling states p:rimaril.y' of' one of the persons l~he clieni/ 
through so.a f'orm of interaction with a special.l..y trained person lthe 
ct:Mnseloi/. 
CounsAJing Perception - In the training of counselors, the concern 
-1-
2 
of the trainer and the trainee is focused to a great extent upon the m ture 
of the techniques the trainee uses and the attitudes llhieh they express. 
The wry 118nner in which a counselor respoois to a given s:1. tuation is an 
expression of his perception of that situation. In the .tace-to-face 
relationship with a client: 
"•• .A ps:rchotherapist is presented w1 th but three things 
with which to work; (a) verbal productions, that is, the content 
of the client's or patient's remarks, (b) gestural productions, 
that is, tone of voice, facial expressions and other b~ 
gestures, and (e) continuities and discontinuities of these 
productions .trom one part of an interview to the next and .from one 
interview to another ••• the therapist engages in 1iwi, distinguishable 
activities. First, he construes the productions Lot the clien]{ 
as having a certain signiticanee or meaning. This he does in bis 
mm mind and as a product of his own training, value system and 
.frame of reference. 'lhis activity we may call interpretatioq aua 
cons1;rqction. Second, be expresses to the client or pat:lent that 
construction which is best calculated by the therapist to be of 
help to the client or patient. This activity we nay call inter-
pretation aua expressim .... " l/ 
It is within this .frame ot reference that counseling perception 
DBY' be defined as the ability t.o discern different client attitudes in 
different situations and the implementation, on the part of the counselor, 
of sld.lls and attitudes that are appropriate to the situation. 
Justification of the Studr 
The ·need .tor training devices to simn1a.te the counseling relationship -
CDe of the l::asic competencies needed by guidance workers is sld.U in 
counseling. One of the major phases of the gE"aduate training program 
i/ E. H. Porter, Jr., "On the Nature of Psychotherapeutic Interpretatic:m", 
Joornal of Consulting Psmholoa, 1952., 16:345-546. 
for guidance and personnel workers is that which is devoted to the 
development of skill in dealing with the face-to-race relationship that 
is counseling. 
5 
Of this phase of guidance training, perbaps the most important 
activity- is that coneemed with practieum experiences in llhich the trainee 
actual~ takes part in the counseling experience, in sharing in a relation-
ship with a client. Because of the seriousness or dealing with a client 
in an actual counseling relationship, because the welfare of a human being 
is involved, the practieum cannot be used as a total.l.r experimental 
experience tor the counselor-trainee. The trainee cannot and should not 
use the practicum as a trial and error experience wherein he is the mjor 
beneficiary. Therefore, the trainee before reaching the practicum stage 
must have beiD exposed to an intensiTe experience wherein both the 
theoretical and applicational aspects of counseling have been dealt with. 
In regard to this last point, Porter -.y appropriately be quoted when 
he states that 1 
". •• The beginning counselor must do somi;hi ng when he enters 
the interrtew. It he enters the interview with a hodgepodge of 
ideas and notions and skips from one procedure to another 1 he is 
quite unlikely to learn DIUeh about the effectiveness o.t any of his 
procedures. It seems quite certain that he must deal with procedure 
in a consistent manner 1.t he wimes to determine .tor himself its 
suitabUity ••• I lmow of no f'as\er 'WBY of learning haw deeply 
involved the counselor's personality, values, philosophy' and. 
feelings are than .tor the beginner to get into the interview 
situaticn with a set of teclmiques or sk:Uls sufficiently developed 
to permit the operation of the therapeutic process ••• " l/ 
J./ E. H. Poner, Jr., Introduction to Iherapeutic Counseling, Houghton 
Mi:tflin Company, Boston, 19501 p.x. 
It therefore falls to the counselor trainer in conducting his 
courses on techniques and methods of counseling, to provide a wide 
variety of vicarious experiences for the counselor trainees so that they 
have ample opportunity to evaluate and assess their OWJ!1 therapeutic 
orientation and. counseling procedures. The development or the training 
device which is the concern of this stud.y' would serve just such a purpose. 
The device would provide counselor trainers with a training tool which 
when used in group and individual situations would provide (1) a structured 
experience giving trainees opportunity to practice their counsel.ing 
perception sk:Ul and (2) provid.e a means of assisting the trainees to 
gain an insight into their own attitudes and skills as they are reflected. 
in counseling perception through a comparison or the trainees' responses 
lfith the responses mde by expert counsel.ors. 
T.be uniqueness of the training dey;l.ce that iB the concern of this 
stud,x - Jlost paper-and-pencil. exercises that have been devised to assist 
counselor-trainees in evaluating their counseling perception consist of a 
short paragraph of client-talk followed by a number of given counselor 
responses. In other words, these practice exercises are or the mul.tipl.e-
choice type, the trainee responds to the client's sta temnt by selecting 
one of tbe four or f'ive suggested responses as representing the respoDse 
the trainee would make in that situation. Sa.ch exercises, for the 
sophisticated individual, are merel7 occasions for intellectuall,y selecting 
the "correct" response. It is felt that such exercises are mre in the 
nature ot testing a trainee's intellectual ability rather tban testing 
the mre specific counseling perception ability. 
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In the present study, this atorementioned 11weakness11 of paper...e.nct-
pencil devices used in counselor training is overcom through the use of 
the free-response t9Chnigm. The trainee is presented with an extensive 
statelll9nt made by a client, he is askBd to project bil1lSelt into the 
specific situation as if he were the counselor and acting in that role, 
determine what client attitudes and feelings are present andr espoi¥1 to 
themJ drawing upon his own resources tor his response. 
The tree-response tecbnique bas often been criticized in that the 
scoring and evaluation ot the subject's responses are vulnerable to the 
intluence of the evaluator• s personal frame of reference. That isJ it 
has been charged that as 1J1B.n7 dUferent interpretations of at est response 
can be DBde as there are different ewluators of that response~ 
The p:resent st~ is unique in the tact that two procedures have 
been followed to provide a more objective basis for scoring of the 
freely given responses. First, the study utilized the services of a 
coDIDi ttee ott rained.J experienced counselors to establish the criterion 
responses. The test items that are to be retained tor inclusion in the 
final test forms are only those which are mrked by a "llkeness11 or 
sim:Uarity in the nature of the responses as JJBde by the committee of 
expert counselors. Second~, the study' bas incorporated in its experi-
mental design and in its resultant product, the use of a counselor-
category cheek-list. 'lhe counselor categories describe in an objective 
way each or the various counselor-mde responses tlw.t DBY' appear in the 
eourse of a eounaeling session. They identity the nature of the 
counselor' s response wl thout reference to whether it might be good or 
bad from anyone's point of view am indicate what the responses shaw 
about the counselor trainee himselt • 
The need .tor deyices to be used as aids in the screening o.t 
6 
counselor trainees - The profession of counseling psychology has moved to 
the point where more and more attentim is being devoted to the need .tor 
establishing standards and the means ot detemining attainment of these 
standards that mst be JEt by those individuals wishing to serve in the 
role of the professional counselor. Wrenn has stated that: 
11 
••• There are two •jor unsolved problems in the preparaticm 
of student personnel 'R:>rkers - one~ the selection of those who are 
encouraged to work toward certification or graduate degrees in this 
field,; two, the balance between knowledge and practice in the 
graduate curriculum in this field ••• G:radmte institutions should 
accept responsibility for admitting to special training programs 
on]¥ tlwse for whom there is some evidence that they will succeed 
in the gradmte program and on the job~ There is, however, a real 
responsibUity upon the individual who chooses the field. He, too, 
must use judgement and know something of the qualifications that 
will lead to success ••• a person who is pro.tessional.ly' educated but 
who lacks certain sensitivities ar¥1 essential qualities my lmow 
a lot but prove to be a ver,y poor counselor ••• Nor is it adequate 
as a basis for self-selection that the iM.ividual feels t bat he 
wants to be helpful. to others and that he likes to be around people. 
2bis desire to "do good" DBy have its origins in personality needs 
that limit the person 1 s ability to be objective and etfective in 
11'.2,1'king 11ith o~rs ••• tbere is drudgery am hard work involved 
iJ.n counsel.irJ.il that requires more basic qualities than a sentiment •• ·"ll 
The past ten years bas seen an intensii'ied application or the 
i/ c. Gilbert Wrenn, "The Selection and Education of Student Personne1 
Workers"~ Tbe Personnel and <luid&nce Joumal, 1952, 51:9-14. 
scientific method to efforts to quantify and measure the essential 
qualities am abilities that are necessary for effective operation as 
'J/ 
a counselor. Studies by Dymond on the deTelopment of a measure of 
EJ 
7 
empathic ability and llcClelland on the development of a measure of role-
playing ability as devices to be used in counselor selection are represent&-
tive of the current efforts in this area of research. 
The present study is an attempt to contribute tot his continuing trend 
of develeping training and screening devices for use in counselor training. 
Specifically 1 this study is dealing with the concept of counseling 
perception am its measurement and in doing so1 cognizance must be made 
of' the · part played by the counselor' s own personality in counseling 
perception. In regard to this1 Komer states t bats 
" ••• The counselor conBiders nany possl ble waye of' look:l.ng 
at what the client is saying ••• and cho0118s one partioular way of' 
responding. This selection is mde by the counselor; it is his 
choice which determines the nature of the reflection or inter-
pretation ••• the counselor is involved with the client simply 
because both are h'W18n beings obeying the laws of human intei'-
action ••• he af'fect s the client unconeciously 1fi th 'I; he weight of 
his own personality and personality needs ••• " ~ 
Further 1 See:nan eta tes 1 
• ••• It is com.onplace conception that the therapeutic process 
is an interactive one ••• that among the multiplicity of variables of 
l/ Rosalind F. Dymmd1 "A Scale for the Measurement of Eut>athic Ability" 1 
Journal of Consu1t1ng Psy¢hology1 19491 15:127-1!5. 
y William A. McClelland, nA Preliminary Test of Role-Playing Ability", 
Journal of Consu1t.i.ng Psrebology, 19511 15&102-108. 
1/ Ija N. Korner, "Ego Imrolvement and the Process of Disengagement" 1 
Jouma1 of Consulting Psychology, 19501 14:206-209. 
which this process is a function must be included the personality 
dynamics or the therapist himself ..... l/ 
8 
Since the counselor's personality is so involved in his functioning 
as a therapist, some part of counselor training must direct attention ot 
the trainee to the significant facets and aspects of his own behavior in 
the counseling setting. It is the intention of this study to provide just 
such msans. 
The items that comprise the test are designed so as to consist or 
strongl,y emotionalized expressions of the f'eelings and attitudes of' the 
client tcrard himself' ard others in the areas of lite that are sources of 
threat to li&IlY individuals. The material extracted !'rom the typescripts 
o£ counseling sessions to DBke the items contained references to 
heterosexual and homosexual experiences, feelings of hostUity t award 
~rents, siblings, spouees and others, incest experiences, pre-arital 
sexual experiences, tears of child-birth and desertion, etc. It is the 
intention of' the device to confront the counselor trainee with sterial 
that may possibll' constitute a threat to the trainee, the raticmal.e 
being that it is illportant to tbe trainee to identity to himself', 
through an ana~sis of' his responses, those areas of' life in which he 
himself' bas an ego-involvement. The counselor trainer using the device 
could assist the trainee in detend.ning the limits 'Within which the 
trainee can effective~ function as a counselor. 
l/111l.liam Seeman, "Clinical Opinion on the Role of' the Therapist 
Adjustment 1n PsychotherapY" 1 Joumal of Consul.t:t ng PsYChologY, 
19 so, 14arl9-62. 
9 
Snl!R!!I.l'Y - This stuiy, then, seeks to construct and evaluate a 
counseling perception test, first, by designing test items, second, by 
empir:l.cal.q validating the test items through the use of a conmittee ot 
experts, third~ by administering the test to a-.ple population of 
counselor trainees, and, fourth, by treating the data gathered to determine 
the reliability of the instrument. 
CHAPrER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON COUNSELOR TRAINING 
standards and Selection for Counselor Traininc 
The past ten years has 'Witnessed an intensification ot ettorts d.evoted 
to establishing the stanclards ot training and eompetenc:r which the counselor 
mst Eet. Along with this, greater attention is being devoted to appraising 
present screening and selection procedures and the dewlopEnt of more 
adequate means ot selecting those indiTiduals who are admitted to the c:raduate 
training Procr&JIS in counseling and personnel. 
The •in sotU"Ce of i.Jipetus for the establishment; ot standar4s ot 
competeno:r and training have co., tor the most part, troa the pro.fessicmal 
organizations in the field. Among such organizations are the Division ot 
COIIDSeling Psychology of the American Ps;ychologieal Association, the .&.rican 
Personnel and Guidance Association, the American Collece Personnel Association 
and the Hational Vocational Guidance Assoeiatian. 
the role ot the connse].or -I. tundam.ental concern reprding the 
establishlllent of training and competenc:r standards was the claritication 
ot the role of the counselor and who is qualitied to till. that role. Jilch 
sa-.ntic contusion exists: anci a nwabar of attempts have been sde to clearl;r 
ietine the duties and responsibilities of the counselor • 
.l COoi deal of the differences in point Of Tielr appears to stem from 
the tact that counseling as a professioo tatmd its roots in a muaber ot 
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4iirferent areas such as education, vocational guidance., uental hygiene, &Dd 
psychology. Definitions of the counselor's role then often expressed the 
point-ot-Tiew held by a particular discipline • 
.FaUor discusses this topic . of the counselor' s role am distinguishes 
connseling trom the related disciplines ot clinical psychology and psychiatry: 
" ••• The most significant and., perhaps., tenable · characteristic is 
the central concern of counseling tor the essentially norual individual 
in an institutional setting of nol"DBl activity. This is in contrast 
to the e~~phasis of the clinical psychologist and ps,ychotherapist on 
deviation and !IBJ.adjustment. Counselinc is basically educatiODa~ 
dawlopmrmtal, and preTentiw ••• counseling is not concerned alone with 
Jl8intaining nonality and with the restoration to norJElity. It is 
enn more interested in assisting indiTiduals to discover and attain 
their best potentialities both in terms of i.Diividual satisfaction 
and socio-econollic ettectiTeness ••• the counselor!s serviste bas breadth 
rather than depth ot speoialisation ••• tbat is, /)te needf/ all the . 
possible personal characteristics., attitudes, knOidedge., skills and 
abilities requisite to rendering assistance to indirlduals in adjusting 
to themselves and their environment ••• The counselor deals with a larger 
number ot individuals and a broader range of probl.ems; educational, 
TOC&tional and personawoc1al ••• it is iaportant to remember that the 
counselor is a k97 figure in the provision of guidance services ••• 
Supplemsnting counseling, the core or cl"\1% of the guidance progxv.m., 
are the services or 1nd1v1dual appraisal, socio-economic infol'IBtion, 
placement., and follow-up, as well as techniques of coordination within 
the agency and with other agencies and or !roup techniques. Thus it 
is evident that the scope of actiTity of the counselor extends tar 
be;yoand the one-to-one or person-to-person relationship •• •" l/ 
A coJDdttee set up by' the Division of Counseling am Guidance, American 
Psychological Association, to investigate the problem ot standards has 
presented pemaps the JIIOSt comprehensive definition of the counselor's ro:. a 
n • •• The protessiCil&l goal of the counseling psychologist is to 
toster the psychological development of the individual. This includes 
all peopla on the adjustllsnt continuUJI troa those who function at 
tolerable levels ot adaquac:r to those suffering from more severe 
i/ Clarence w. Failor, "Distinguishing Marks of Counseling", Occupations, 
1952, SOa26o-263. 
psychologieal disturbances. The counseling psychologist will spend 
the bulk of his time With individuals within the normal range, but his 
training should qual.U'y' him to 110rk: in some degree with individuals 
at any level of psychological adjustment. Counseling stresses the 
positive and the preTentive. It focuses upon the stimulation of 
personal development in order to JI8T1w1se personal and soei.al effective-
ness and to forestall psychologically' crippling disabilities. This 
facilitation of personal growth takes place through utilising the 
interrelated techniques of PSY'Chological assess•nt and effective intel'-
co.unication between client and counBelor. It means also the utilisation 
ot the inter-personal relationships involved in group situations as well 
as in individual counseling. 
With the stress Gil facilitating optiDal personal development, it 
is understandable 'Ghat educational institutions provide a central setting 
in which counseling is carried on. Consiclering the relative plasticity 
of children and adolescents and the social respona:l.bility d schools 
and colleges tor this age group, it is both histor1eal.l1' and socially' 
fitting that educational facilities remain the most important 
institutional home tor psychological counseling functions ••• Closely 
related to this matter or settin1 is the fact tbat ••• counsel.ing 
psychologists often carry aciJdnistrative, superri.sor:y, training, 
researoh am public relations responsibilities ••• The activities of 
oounseling ps,chologists and 1tle types of clients arri probleu with 
which they dea.l place an emphasis on collaboration with people in !~Bey 
protessional settings. These incllde teachers and educational adminis-
trators, physicians and psyohiatrists, social case workers, g roa.p 
workers, other ps.ychologists, community officials and administrators 
of social. agencies, executives and other persomel in colllll8rce anll 
industr,-•• ·" 'JI 
FJ 
Trainipg stag;Jards- Rogers •s impressed by the frequent mntim on 
the part of psychologists ot a special interest in so• aspect ot therapy, 
• ••• it seeJIIJd /J,o hili! that this situation was very different from what it 
liD uls:l have been a nWiber of years ago ••• " This brought him to study and 
analyse these expressed interests. n ••• Perhaps we could ewn discover so._ 
thing about the changes which are taking place OTer the years in the degree 
i/ American Psychological Association, Division of Counseling a1d Guidance, 
CoJDittee on Counselor Tre.inins, "Recommended Standards tor Training 
Counseling Psychologists at the Doctorate Level n 1 American Payeho1ogist;, 
1952, 7:175-181. 
'IJ Carl R. Rogers, "The Interest in the Practice ot Psychotherapy .. , 
A•rican Pwcho].ocist, 19531 8a48-50. 
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to which psychologists are finding •jor personal involveJIIBnt in 
- __ -, ll 
,{psyehotheraPL' ••• • Using the biographical data listed in the American 
Psychological Association directories tor the years 1948 aDi 1951.1 Dr. Rogers 
in his sampling stuciJ touni that or the 1948 listing of psychologists, 1186 
mmbers, 25.5% were ilm>lved 1n psychotherapy 1 ot the 1951 listing, 2421 
lllEtllbers, 28.5% expressed interest in psychotherapy. 
Dr. Rogers concluded tbata 
" ••• 'l'wo out of seven American Psychological Association members 
have, as one of their fields ot special interest ••• sOD& phase of the 
practice of psychotherapy. We Day also conclude that among members 
born since 1915 (who constitute nearly halt of the membership), one 
out of three has an interest in psychotherapy ••• It is clear that this 
interest ma across a number of different dirlsions in the American 
Psychological Association ••• When aore than one-founh of the total 
profession are interested in a field of endeaTOr, and this interest 
is even stronger among the younger members, the question as to 
whether adequate training Will be provided is largely academic • 
.Adequate preparation ma.y be slow in coming, or it my not; the steps 
in the direction of providing it my prove very ditficu1t or JIB.y not J 
blt When the interest is so great the ultiDILte answer is positive, 
and. the onl.7 question is one of tim. Sooner or later the basic 
courses, the practicUll experience, the super't'isad internships will be 
prodded. the adequacy or training will al.Jiost certainly' grow llith 
the increasing aciequacy and depth of experience in psychotherapy ••• • 'iJ 
A lllltiplicity of problems have confronted efforts to set up standards 
tor the profession and &IIIOilg them •s tbe fact that the counseling function 
is performed at different levels and by individuals with a diversity ot 
backgrounds. 
In considering the first or the atoreDBntioned factors, the American 
Ps)'Chological Association has recognized three levels of functioning in the y 
role of the counselor. The first level i~ identified as the 1 part-time 
i/ Ibid. 1 P• 48. 
II Ibid..' P• 49-50. 
1/ E. s. Bo:rdin, Editor, Traiping of Ps;rcholorical Counselors, Uni"f'8reity 
ot lfichigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1951. 
cOWlselor'. Su.ch individuals assume soJIB counseling responsib111ties in 
connection with their activities in school~ chl.U"Ch1 social agency and 
industrial settings. The second level is identitied as the 'psychological 
caunselor•; this being an ind1vidl8l who bas completed a graduate training 
program and possess a DBster' s degree in a pertinent area of psychological 
work. The third lewl is termed 'counselor-psychologist' alld refers t o an 
ind.indual who has complsted a graduate training program and holds a 
doctor' s degree. 
The special committee on counselor training of Division 17 or the 
American Psychological Association brought forth a series ot recoumendations 
aimecl at the third level ot counselors, the 'counselor-psychologist' 1 am 
they are outlined as follawsa 
n ••• The counseling psyehologj.st should be given opportunity to 
acquire a core of basic concepts, tools and techniques 1b ich should 
be comraon to all psychologists ••• the training program should insure 
a broad knowledge of both psychology generall1' and or the "Y&riou.s 
counseling specialties, it should not be too rigidlY prescribed ••• 
An effective doctoral trainilig program can be poStulated only it one 
asswe s tba t training as a process continuing throughout the 
counselor's professional career ••• A counselor begins training in 
specialized areas ot counseling, in line with his interests aDi 
aptitudes, during his graduate study, but in the min his graduate work 
in counseling is ot a general rather than a specialised nature ••• The 
eDpbasis on breacitb, while imponant, ~mst be kept withiri l1mi1;s 
consoDarlt with the student's ability to •in competence in T&rious 
areas or counseling practice ••• The doctoral prograa itselt should 
include ••• the areas described below ••• (1) Persouality organisation and 
deftlopment ••• included in this area would be ••• revisw ot theories ot 
personality ••• analysis of developmental patterns or beba'rior ••• 
anal:yais of '\he psychological characteristics or deTi.ent indi. vi duals 
••• social anci. cultural determinants ot personality as well as social 
J,prning an,g colllllUlli.ca t1on ••• ( 2) Knowledge or social enT1ronment ••• 
Lto includJ/ the broad problems ot social structure and organization, 
cultural conditions ••• coliiJIWlity resources for meeting educational, 
e:mployaent, health, social and mrital neecls ••• socio-economic and 
occupational trends ••• (5) Appraisal or the ind1v1dual ••• 1nclude basic 
1.5 
training in test theory, in the use and interpretation of both 
objective and projective techniques, and in the use of such informal. 
•thocis of group and individual appraisal as interviews, auto-
biographies, questionnaires, and rating scales ••• (4) Counseling ••• 
involves a co~rehensive review of the major the.ories of counseling 
and psychotheraP,y ••• basie ideas and techniques involved in individual 
counseling and therapeutic worlc. •• such procedures as bibliotherapy, 
group therapy, group discussion techniques ••• One way by which the 
student •Y gain an enlarged basis for understanding the counseling 
process is by having been on ~ receirlng end of a comseling 
e:xperience ••• This report does not suggest that a didactic counseling 
experience be required ••• (5) Professional orientation ••• development 
of sensitivity to the counselor's responsibilities in social and 
inter-professional relationShips ••• ethical considerations involved 
in praotice ••• (6) Practic~ •• the proposed sequence of practicum 
work consists or prepracticum or laboratory work related to academic 
courses, followed by field work tor one or wo days per week :for a 
semester or a year, followed by a half-tills internship fort wo years 
or a tull.-tille internship for one academic year ••• (7) Research ••• 
provision tor actual research experiences ••• to carry out minor 
research studies in addition to the major research project representecl 
by the doctoral thesis ••• " l/ 
The pattern of training for level 2, tbe 'psychological counselor', 
follows very much the program outlined above for the doctorate program in 
ccn.mseling psychology. As a matter of fact, the outline ot the doctorate 
program evolved aore or less directly' from the recommendations tor the 
gj 
level 2 counselor training program. Perhaps the najor distinction or the 
lewl 2 program from that ot level 5 is that its end product is a mater's 
degree and that certain areas are not bandled. as extensively' as they would 
be tor level 5 training. A. case in point is that o:f the provision tor 
practicum training. In the level 2 program, it is reco1111ended that about 
i/ American Psychological Association, Division of Counseling and Guidance, 
CoDI!littee on Counselor Training, op. cit. P• 175-181. 
1J c. Gilbert; Wrenn, "The Selection and Education of student Permnnel. 
Workers• 1 '!'he Personnel. and Guidance Journal,., 19521 51:9-14. 
one-third of the entire program be devoted to pmctieum training whereas 
for level 51 much more time is set aside for the practicum which features 11 
a paid internship in counseling for at least one full year. 
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The recODIII.endations for the training program for level 1, the 'part-
time counselor', states that at least Wo-third.s of one year of graduate 
work sh011ld be devoted to study in the area of counseling. The training 
sh011ld be in the areas of personality development and d)rnamics, a bnor.al 
psycholo~, measurement and statistics, psychodiagnosis and appre.isal, and 
counseling theo17 and techniques. It is also suggested that at least one 
Z/ 
day per -.eek be devoted to supervised pmctice in counseling. 
Selection standards and procedures - Cou.nseJ.or training program, for 
the most part, have focused their attention toward preparing counselors 1io 
funetiCil in educational settings. Therefore, selection practices followed. 
those used in the selection of teachers and since counseJ.or training •s ot 
graduate erk level., a prerequisite bas been teaching experience. 
"• •• The recommendations Dade by the American College Personnel 
Association, the National. Vocational. Guidance Association, the Council 
of Guidance and Personnel Associations, am various other groups ••• 
whil.e they All outline the same broad areas of psychologic&~ 
knowledge ~s done by the American Psychological AssociatioDf these 
other organisations which are closer to school personnel programs tend 
first of all to place aoDI8What aare emphasis on ••• 'Knowledge of the 
Environment' , especial.:cy' as it relates to knowledge a bout occupations. 
Secondly, they recODIIlend that some background. training 1n professional 
education and teaching experience b.l. j,ncluded as essential preparation 
f'or counselors •• .almost universal /.ill this teaching requirement for 
lJ Ibid., P• 10. 
&/ Ibid., P• 12. 
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school counselors. In the twenty-three states that now have special 
certification for school counselors, som teaching experience, usually 
two years, is one of the specUications ••• In other states where no 
special counselor certificate is given, the biring of counselors from 
among the ranks of teachers is the accepted practice ••• • l/ 
In a study of the certiticatic:m requirements for counselors in forty-
Y 
two selected city school systems, Yeo reported that 95 per cent of the 
systems required a valid teaching certificate for cOWlselors. Of the forty-
two cities reporting, only' one did not require Sllccess.ful teaching experience 
for appointment to a counseling position. The number of years of teaching 
u:peri.ence ranged from c:me to ten, with ele'Y8!1 cities requiring three years 
as their minimua. 
Along this line of thought, Pierson states tbatc 
" ••• (a) Co\Dlseling as practiced in the schools should be a 
specialty within the general profession of education., (b)Training 
in cOWlseling should be at the graduate level, (c) Trainees ehould. 
be carefully selected from the :ranks of experienced and successful 
classroom teachers ••• Counselors are most effective when they think 
of themselves as experienced teachers., with special trainU1g in 
counseling and other adjust~~~mt techniques, whose job is to help 
teachers, administrators, and parents to carr,y on the process of 
educating the student ••• 11 W 
The American College Personnel Association through its Professional 
Standards COllllli ttee conducted a survey ot current screening Ill d selection 
practices utilised bT colleges and universities offering training programs 
in guidance and persomel. The survey obtained data .trom twenty-one 
graduate t::r:s1ning institutions regarding such matters as desirable personal 
l/ Leona E. Tyler, The Work of the Counselor., Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
New York, 1955., P• 263. 
Z/ J. Wendell Yeo, "Standards and Certifiea ticm Requirenents tor Counselors 
in Selected City School Systems•, Occupations, 1951, 50:112-114. 
W George A. Pierson, "Aesop and the School Counselor", The Persomel ancl 
Guidance Jourpal, 1954, 52:526-529. 
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qualities, academic abUities., related work experiences, previous areas or-
study, and extent ani type of participation in coDIIIIIUlity affairs expected 
of caMidatea for admission to guidance and personnel training programs. 
The report is summarized as follows: 
n •• .(1) There is rather wide divergence in selection standards ••• 
a range extending from one extrema where little is done by' way of 
e..aluation and selection (where all7one is given a chance to 'prove 
himself') - to the other extreme of rigorous selection and screening 
before one enters training for student personnel work ••• (2) Standards 
of selection are higher for those wishing to work for the doctor's 
degree than for those wishing to work at the master's hnel ••• (5) 
Personal standards ••• most often mentioned were such qualities as 
"healthy interest in the perso:rmel field', •good personal adjustment", 
and "ability to get along well with others" • . llentioned freq1ently 
were such qualities as "de1110nstrated leadership ability", •enthusiasm"., 
"physical attractiveness•, and "emotional stabilitY". Among still 
others listed were "integrity"., "{>oise", "friendliness11 ••• 11warmth11 ••• 
and "resistance to irritation" ••• (.&) Rating scales, letters ot 
recommendation, special application forms, transcripts, and interrlews, 
are relied upon most heavily in the determination of desirable personal 
qualities ••• the use of tests is limited. Less than balt oft he 
respondents indicated that SODIIB form of personality test is used ••• 
(5) Unergraduate work in psychology, education., or related fields is 
desirable, but not necessary ••• 11011t schools require undergraduate 
work to be approxillately "B" average quality ••• students wishing to go 
beyOJld the •ster' s le Tel ••• require an "outstanding mster1 1!1 record• 
••• Lthe slimy group concludes thai/ ••• the over-all picture is not an 
encouraging one. SoJIB institutions are doing Uttle, it anything, 
by way of initial screening. others re~ upon a limited amount or 
data, ignoring to a large extent, sources of ..aluable information 
and the use of techniques available for selection purposes. ••" 1/ 
It is noted that the foregoing report was tbat of a survey of seheols 
providing training for 'counselors and personnel workers in general' 1 and. 
that such programs are rather all-inclusive in nature since counselor 
preparation is just one aspect of it as compared to the training programs 
i/ Robert B. K&Ja, Chairman, •.&CPA Professional Standards Coattee, 
Studies Graduate Student Selection and Admission", The Personnel ag;l 
Guidance Journal, 1954, 52:56~66. 
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tor counseling psychologists which are primar~ ps,ychological in nature. 
A second s'Ul'T8y, conducated by the Dinsion of Coo.nseling Psychology, 
American Psychological Association, with its focus on selection Jr&ctices 
in effect in counselor training programs specifically, is reported in the 
literature. This survey contacted institutions that were selected 011 the 
basis of a frequency count ot the schools attemed by members of the dirlsion. 
The schools With the largest IIWIIber of graduates listed in the membership 
ot the diTision were chosen to be contacted. Data us obtained from twenty-
one of the twenty-eight I!IChools contacted that o:f':f'ered progr&JII!J in counseling 
psychology. The survey :f'ound that abou.t 10 per cent o:f' the graduate student 
populatioo in education and psychology is engaged in counselor training. 
Entnmce requirements follOW' the general pattern in that specific umer-
graduate ajors are not required but degrees in psychology or education are 
recoDIIended. A grade point average of "B" or better tor undergraduate work 
was the .,st frequent~ cited general requirement. Work experience 
recoDIIlEtndations tor trainees varied widely, usuall.J listing such activities 
as t eaehing, industrial work, counseling and research. The report points 
out that " ••• Having had some work &Jq)Etrience would almost necessarilJ" make 
the carviidate older. It may be the maturity w.riable which isreal~ 
11 
important though this needs to be investigated ••• • 
The specific selection procedures were !otmi to be of the :f'ollow.lng 
nature a 
• ••• (a) The interview 11as reported in use by 57 per cent of the 
schools ••• most selection interviews were quite in:f'ormal, unstructured 
i/ John w. Gustad., Cbail'IIILll, Sub-Co.tttee on Counselor Trainee-Selection, 
Division o:f' Counseling Psychology, nAn Analysis of Practices in Counselor 
Trainee Selection", Jouma1 o:f' Counseling Pswhology, 1954:1 1:1?._179. 
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affairs. In 48 per cent of the cases, candidates were intel'Tiewecl b;y 
more than one staff member ••• the kinds ot info~tion collected in 
selection interviews Dli.ght be subsuned umer two D&jor headings& 
interest in the field and the applicants personal-~ocial adjustment. 
Tnese were w.riousl,y described as good social relations, stability, 
DBturity, well,..defined goals, a thought-through philosophy ot lite, 
poise, positive attitudes toward graduate work ••• the material ga\here4 
in the intenriew was used, by and large, in a rather impressionistic, 
clinical tashion ••• (b) Letters of recommendation ••• are required by 
62 ptr cent of the schools ••• The typical and almost u.nanimous reaction 
to the value of letters of recolllllendation was that they add little or 
nothing to the selection procedure ••• Letters are used in DllCh the sane 
way as the data gathered from interviews: clinical17 or intuitiftll'••• 
(e) Grade point avepge u ••• most coiElOnlJ used measure of promise tor 
graduate training .L86 per C.\Ut oft be schools used this as the best 
predictor of future succes.§/ ••• (d) Tests -.re widely' used, but the 
specific tests used varies a great deal Lthe most coDIJlon tests used 
were the Miller Ana]pgies Graduate Record Exa:mi.Dation and the Strong 
Vocational Interes,l/ ••• (eS Another widely used selection device is 
the praeticum. Here, students admitted tot he graduate program are 
obsarnd in action and decisions Jade about their promise as counseling 
specialists. Hawrever, in about bal.t ot the schools, students are 
admitted formal.l;r to the counselor training program at t1'le time of 
entrance into graduate school so that any decisions mde on the basis 
of observations of practicum per.f'orDBnce 11118t1 it unfavorable, act 1io 
reverse the original decision ••• The end ot the first graduate year is 
the next most comon time tor admission into counselor training ••• • 1/ 
In regard to these last points, J&thewson report.s that in the counselor 
preparation program cond.uca1ied by the tour city colleges in New York City, 
the " ••• initial courses in 'Principles and Pra.c1iices of Guidance', •Study ot 
the Individual' and 'lfeasuremnt' are considered as screening media tor 
zJ 
observation and rating of student performance, both academic and personal ••• • 
It is fairljr apparent, from the exaRiination of the literature in the 
field that standards for selection have as yet not been clearl7 defineci. 
iJ Ibid., P• 176-179. 
I/ Robert H. Mathewson, "Graduate Training tor School Counselors", 
Occupations, 1952, SOaSS5-558. 
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Present practices range from one or two institutions that have established 
rather intensive screening procedures to those schools that fol.l.mr nothing 
more than the general procedure for admittance to graduate study. The faet 
that more adequate eelection standards and screening procedures are needed 
is evidenced by the growing concem of the profession in general and 
individual msbers in particular who have expressed themselves regaroing 
the responsibility the profession bas to its "public" to provide trained, 
competent counselors to serve them. In regard to this, lfowrer states thatz 
• ••• Rather than stress any ti.Dd, invariant training routine, 
what we need is a trustworthy method ot assaying something which 11e 
have no better word than personal naturity. This alone is not 
enough; there must also be an active interest in the process and goals 
of therapy, and there must be conceptual sophistication. But without 
stability and strength of character, these other attributes coma to 
naught ••• our problem then, is how to select for training in this field 
persons with the requisite motivation and maturity, actual or potential 
••• One reason for stressing motivation in connection With the practice 
ot psychotherapy is clearz therapy is not s01119thing one can do routine~, 
without sustained attention and thought. It is a thoroughly creative 
enterprise and c alls for the best one bas by liB.Y ot concentration and. 
intellectual prowess ••• • l/ 
Standards tor professional meprshi,p - Requirements that must be met 
in order to be accepted tor membership in the various professional 
organizations appear to be somewhat 110re explicitly stated than those that 
are reported tor admission to training programs. The setting of certain 
stamards by the professional organisations provides the leadership tor the 
profession to establish the guiding lines tor training institutions and 
i/ o. B. llowrer, "Tl'aining in Paychotherapyt•, Joumal of Consulting 
Paypholpgx, 19511 l5s274-277. 
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employers to follow in selecting, training, and hiring counselors aad 
'J./ 
personnel workers. Wrenn SUJJID&ri:&es these association requiremnts as 
haTing a eoDIIIIOn structure in tams of (1) the amount of graduate work by 
years or degrees, (2) the kind of graduate work in terms of appropriate 
field and approved institutions, {5) the amoUDt of experience ranging from 
one to five years, (4) the kind of experience in terms of the same field 
of training or supervised experience, { 5) endo1"8811lents fro:m members who are 
colleagues aai associates. Wrenn further reports that the trend appears 
to be toward (1) more acaclem:tc preparation in specific fields, (2) supel"-
vised experience, (S) to be currentq employed in the field of' specialisation, 
(4) endorseraents to be given by members 'Who have ~ the applicant work and 
know his local. reputation, {5) a written and oral examination as proof' of' 
competency. 
An eDmiDation of the membership requirements of' the various associations 
reveals that The American Psyehologieal Association's Divi.sion of Counseling 
Psychology has perhpas the highest standards (two years of graduate work or 
one year of study and one year of experience in psychology for Associate 
membership, the doctor's degree 'With five years of experience subsequent 
to the degree for Fellow status, the applicant mst be employed in counseling 
110rk and have the endorseD8nt ot two FellOW's in his state of residence) • 
'!he American College Personnel Association requires the master's ciegree in 
a related field of personnel work and that the applicant be employed in that 
field and that at least half his time is spent in student personnel110lic. 
l/ C. Gilbert Wrem, "The Professions and Professional Membership" 1 
Ogcupations, 19511 50s24-29. 
In addition, the endorseJII9nts of two mmbers are required. The National 
Vocational Guidance Association had perhaps the moat lenient standards, 
requiring only an interest in the guidance JIIOV'ement for admission to 
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genera.l membership; its top level of mmbership, the Professional, •s only' 
co~p&rable to the miniDBl nembership in the American Psychological Association. 
At its most recent con:vention (AprU, 1955) 1 the National Vocation Guidance 
Association adopted a revised set of requirements with higher standards, 
ard. three levels of JIBJibership. 
Training Prograa for Counseling am Personnel Work 
A number of studies have been conducted to determine the availability 
of and the nature of the counselor training progl'8llls in the United States. 
The u. s. Office of Education published in 1949 a study by Froehlich ani 
J/ 
Spivy in which they reported on the guidance offerings in 11 010 universities 
and colleges. The offerings ranged frOlll rather well organized training 
programs to 1;he offering of a ferr courses in the area • '!'he study brought 
into focus the tact that there is a lack of standardization in the counselor 
training programs. 
Location of the p:r;:ogram.- A recant study of 174 schools reported by 
'lJ 
Jliller revealed that the majority of counselor training prograJil8 are located 
11 Clifford P. Froehlich atd Helen R. Spivy, QJP.<ance Work;ers' Prepare.tiQJU 
Federal S.eurity Agenc)', u. s. otfice of Education, Washington, D. c., 19•9• 
zj Frank w. lli.l.ler, "Counselor-Training Programs in Col:S ges and Universities" 1 
The Personnel and Guidance Journal, 19551 32:152-154. 
in schools of education (55.4 per cent) and in a combination of education 
am psychology departments (4:0 per cent). Another study, reported by 
11 
Gustad showed that of the twenty-one schools reportirlg, 38 per cent 
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offered counselor training in psychology departments on]3 and 28.6 per cent 
offered such prograiiS ~ in education departments and 23.8 per cent 
offered progl'Qms1 independ.emtly or jointly, in both departments. 
1J 
Polmantier reports in a study on offerings of praoticum training tor 
counselors in sixty-eight UDiversities aa:l colleges, that 72 per cent of 
the schools located. the training in departments of education and on:cy 
11 per cent of the schools located traini.ng in psychology departmnts~ 
Most schools report that counselor training is ct' fered at both the 
master's and doctoral :e vela with the heaviest enrollments in the programs 
at the master• s level. Gu.stad .found that of the schools reported in his 
st'l.dy, only 14 per cent offered counselor training exclusi vel.y at the 
v 
doctoral level. Froehlich and Spivy list ninety-one schools that offer j/ 
the master's degree in guidance and personnel in the United states. 
Although data is not available, this figure has no doubt increased since 
1949. An irdicaticn of this is given by lliller when he reports that in the 
i/ John w. Onstad, "An Anall'sis of Practices in Counselor Trainee Selection", 
op. cit., P• 176. 
1/ Paul c. Pol.Dantier, Chai:ran, "Report of the COJElittee on Supervised 
Practice in Counseling", National Association of 0\dda.Dce Supervisors 
and Counselor Trainers, reportepresentecl at 1955 Convention, Chicago. 
V John w. Gustad, op. cit., P• 176. 
j/ Clitford P. Froehlich and Helen Spi'f'Y, op. cit. 
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course ef his slirvey he leamed that six schools were just begimling in 
11 
counselor training. 
FaciUtigs tor traipinr - Jl:l.ller further reports that or the schools 
answering his questionnaire, only 53 per cent DBintain specific guidance 
libraries, 60 per cent possess special interviewing and testing roou tor 
the traiaing prograa, 80.9 per cent uaintain tiles ot both test materials 
and. occ:n1pational intorDBtion. In answer to the question o! the requirell8nt 
o! a thesis and/or practical counseling experience for the degree, ~.6 
per cent reported that they require both, 14.6 per cent required only the 
thesis, 19.1 per cent required anl1 practical counseling experience and 
12.7 per cent required one or the other. Seveut;y-two per cent o! the 
schools require actual experience in administering tests to clients a:rd 
56 per cent of the schools require self-testing as part or the training. 
In regazd to experience in writing up case reports, 15 per ceJ:Iti a: tbe 
schools report; this as a requirement. llost schools report tbat the clients 
that the trainees work with are drawn trom the elemntary, secondary and 
college student populations; OllJ.¥ 53.8 per cent reported that trainees 




Pol.Dlmtier reports that of 102 schools emtaeted in his s1uciy'1 
66 per cent stated that they offer supenised x:raetic&l experience as part 
'i/ Frank w. Jliller, op. cit., P• 155. 
II Ibid., P• 1.54:. 
V Paul c. PolDBn:t;ier, op. ci 't. 
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o£ tle ir counselor training. ot those scbools that do offer practical 
experience, the uajority report that the trainees are placed in public 
school, college and eoJIIIlU.Ility agency eomseling services. It appears that 
most schools that provide experience training in their programs do so during 
the academic year and that no provision or a very limi.ted provision for it 
is made during the alliiUiler months. lack of staff and budgetary limitations 
are most frequent~ mentioned as obstacles in developing effective practical 
experience programs. Only 26 per cent of the schools report that paid 
11 . 
interships are available in tbeir programs. 
GoEmment sponsored training programs - The counselor tra:lning 
programs in the United States have been greatq stimulated 1r3' the activity 
of the Veterans Administration in instituting in 1952 a cooperative 
training program in counseling psychology. 'lbrough the appropriation of 
funds am requiring the meeting of min1mwa standards by cooperating schools, 
the Veterans .Administration bas done much to foster the adoption of standard 
procedures 1n training programs. Seventeen tmiversities have been approved 
by' the Education and Training Board of the American Psychological Association 
gj 
for the training of counselors for this program. The Veterans Administration 
program is a doctoral program with tbe trainee receiving a paid balf-time 
appointnent with the Veterans Administration whUe engaged in academic lVOrk 
at a cooperating school. 'lbe 'braining program takes at least tour years of 
graduate study and the responsibility for the trainee's satisfactory 
'J/ Ibid. 
1:/ John w. Gu.stad• op. cit., p. 174. 
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completion of his doctorate rests with the univer8!1.t)". During his graduate 
11 
work~ the trainee received about two years ot paid practic\UI exp:trience. 
A second gavel"''JDlent sponsored counselor training program is in the 
process of being f'ol'DDllated and will be instituted by un:i:versities in the 
fall of 1955. This program is concerned with the training of' vocational 
rehabilitation cOUJUJelors and 1e being sponsored through grants of' funds 
by the Office of Vocational Rehabilitatiom, u. s. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. It appears that the program 'Will consist of two years 
of' academic stud)" and practicum experiences leading to the mater's degree. 
Training Teclmiques Used in Counselor Training 
There is a paucitY" of published references "'hich relate to the actual 
teclmiques used 1n counselor training am those 1b ich are outlined in the 
follatring sections by no means exhaust the repertoire of techniques 
practiced by counselor trainers. It should also be pointed out that DBn)" 
of these mthods are not unique to counselor training. 
The pattern of' counselor training usually appraxillates the following 
sequence of experiences a first 1 academic classrooa instructim, second 
and oftentimes overlapping with the first, laboratory and practice 
experiences, third, practicWI1 or field work am fourth, supervised internship. 
In the classroom experience the trainee is exposed to an appraisal of' 
counseling theory and counseling methodology thrOugh readings, l3 ctures, 
discussions and a wriety of other activities that will be described later. 
The laboratory phase provides the trainee opportunities to practice giving 
l/ B. V. Moore and L. Boutbilet, "The Veterans .Adm1n:i strat1on Prcgram for 
Counseling Psychologists", Aooriean Pmholog1s1j, 19521 7s684-685. 
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tests, interpreting tests and case· data, taking part in role-played 
counseling interviews, experieneing therapy himself' and otherwise engaging 
in experiences wherein he is able to 'test' himself' and to clarify to 
himself' his own method of operation. The field work phase provides 
opportunities for the trainee to actually' come into contact with real clients 
and to varying degrees, assume responsibility as a test administrator or 
therapist in a relationship with a client. The trainee is also afforded an 
opportunity to come ir:lto contact with the day-to-day problems and experiences 
o:t counselors am personnel workers. The last phase, the paid internship, 
allows tbe trainee to function, under the intimate supervision of older, 
experienced therapists, as a counselor with full responsibility. 
'!he specific techniques outlined below nay be found in use in any one 
or all of the major sequences of the pattern of counselor training. 
The psyc;hotherapeutic mthod of teaching in the classroom - The past 
ffJW years ha"Ye seen a number of experiments in educational methods as they 
11 
relate to the area of personal relationships within the classroom. Rogers 
has been instrumental in the fomulation of principles, based on counseling 
techniques, for the guidance of teacher-behavior which results in considered 
gains in emotional ·growth on the part of the students. Such clAsses are 
conducted along the lines of group therapy llherein non-directive therapeutic 
techniques are used to effect a situation in which the Dlljor responsibility 
f'or the direction of the class is assumed by the students. A greater 
degree of participation and personal involvement on the part oft he student 
l/ Carl R. Rogers, Client-Centered Therapx, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 
1951, p. 38&-428. (Chapter 9, Student-Centered Teaching}. . 
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ll 
1n the material content of the class is thus achieved. Faw describes the 
conduction of such a class in psyehologya 
" ••• The relationship between student and instructor wae · oare.tull.y 
structured at the beginning of the term.. It 'W&.B explained that the 
instructor would express his iJI.eae during the lecture period and that 
the discussion period would be for the purpose of providing the 
student with opportuni~y to express his ideas or feelings on any 
subject that he eared to. The instructor did :net ask questions, 
correct shortcomings or inaccurate statements, or in any 118.1 try to 
direct the discussion a1ong particular li:nes, other than to designate 
the general area being covered in the textbook. He did not express 
his own views nor did he answer questions directed at him ••• The 
opening statements of the instructor at each class session were usuall,y 
non-directive leads ••• Usual.Jy a student would strike out on some mbject 
being dealt with by the textbook; occasionally he would start cementing 
an something he personau.,- had been considering. Whenever feelings 
were e:xpressed the instructor 'WOuld reflect the feeling by restating 
the student's expression in dit:Cerent words ••• Whenever there was a 
pause, the instructor s1mp:cy relaxed at his desk and waited for someone 
to start talking again ••• " gj · 
Faw concludes that such teaching practices brought forth a greater 
responsibility on the part of' the student and generated greater activity 
and greater need to pursue mterials in an effort to f'im answers to 
J/ 
significant problema raised in discussions. 
Rogers in describing the b?.sic course in the counselor training program 
at the University of' Chicago illustrates the values of the therapeutic 
method of teaching in counselor training. 
" ••• we have come more and more to look upon this course as an 
opportunity f'or the student to formulate the basic issues and basic 
attitudes upon which he will blild his own therapeutic work ••• It is 
intended ••• as an experience 1tl ich moves one toward a deeper integration 
in regard to therapy. To this end, the course is handled in the 
i/ Volney Faw, "A Psychotherapeutic Method of Teaching Psychology", 
American Psycho1oris:Ji, 19491 4:104-109. 
FJ Ibid., P• 104. 
II Ibid., P• 109. 
1earne~entered fashion ••• 'l'he student is given the experience of 
responsibUity for himself, and the experience of being understood 
and accepted as he reacts both negatively aM. positive~ to this new 
type of course. Gradually the instructional. staff bas learned ••• 
that it is safe to rel,y upon the group, and that the members are 
capable of taking responsibility ..... l/ 
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'l'he diecussion method -A concomitant of the learner-centered classroom 
is tree, active and open discussion. Again, referring to Rogers, he tells 
us that: 
" ••• The heart of the learning experience 11• in the discussions 
which occupy halt to two-thirds of the forml class meetings, and 
which often continue in informal grou.ps ou~side. Since discussion 
is so important, the aim of the facult)" bas. been to &bdivide a class 
it it is a large one, so that discussion can take place preferably in 
a group not larger than fifteen. It is in these discussions tbat the 
student reall.y coJDBs to grips with his 01111 attitude toward people. 
Often the mi>st minute practical issue DB)" raise profound personal and 
philosophical issues ••• the issue is faced and considered and the 
student tends to formulate some working hypotheses for himself •• •" gj 
Anal.;vsis of ease stg;ly data - A common training device tbat util.1.zes 
the discussion method is the case study technique. The case study provides 
an experience in clinical evaluation and gives the trainee practice in 
•king interpretations, utilizing his theoretical knowledge, ard in making 
clinical judgements. The instructor presents the trainees withe ertain 
pertinent data regarding a client and invitee them to discuss and evaluate 
the lmown data, otter diagnostic constructs of the client and the dynamics 
of the problem, suggest therapeutic measures that may be taken and to 
venture a prognosis for the client's ao1utian of his problem. The productions 
i/ Carl R. Rogers, op. cit., p. 464. 
&I Ibid. I P• 466-467. 
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of the trainees' discussion are then compared with the data of the actual 
situation giving the trainees opportunity to evaluate their awn hypothetical 
ll 
constructions With the rea1 events. 
Playbe.ek or 1;ape-recol'ded interviews - It is almost a universal practice 
among counselors, as part or their contimling in-service training, to :aake 
recordings of their counseling sessions with clients. The recording provides 
a permanent, accurate transcription or the events or the therapeutic hour 
and enables the therapist to study and analpe the dynamics of the counselol'-
client relationship. 
No data in the literature is available as to how O.CIDIIOO a practice it 
is tor counselor trainers to use recordings or actual counseling sessions 
in their training programs but it probably can be confidently asSUJD9d that 
such practice is widespread. 
gf 
Tennyson describes using the playbAck of recordings as the central 
feature of an in- service training program. 
"•• .It ll&s unanimously decided that a number or in-service 
meetings during the year should be devoted to an improvement of our 
JEthod or handling the counseling interview. The counselors felt 
that this objective could be achieved most effectively thm ugh the 
use of phonographical.l.y' recorded interviews ••• To stimn.late a technique 
consciousness on the part of the counselors, a series of excerpts from 
counseling interviews were recorded. In this 1BY', various parts of 
interviews were selected to illu.strate specific techniques ••• This 
recording method has proved its worth in furthering professional growth 
•• .at least two objectives can be achieved. · First, there can be 
developed an awareness that counseling is something more than mere 
conversation ••• awareness of these different kinds of remarks enables 
i/ Ralph F. Berdie, "Judgements in Counseling", in Readings in llodem ile"thods 
of Coynse11ng1 by' .A. H. Brayfield, Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York, 
1950, P• 56-75. 
1/ Wes Tenny-son, 11Playback of Interviews" 1 The Personnel and Guidance Jouma.J.., 
1954, 52:279-281. 
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the Ltraineii to enlarge hisntpertoire of techniques ••• Secon:Uy, and 
. of greater significance, a consciousness of the appropriateness of a 
given technique in a given situation my be developed ••• by critically' 
examining a number of these recorded responses, the counselor w111 
become more aware of his own responses in interviewing. He develops 
a sensitivity to his counseling role ••• " "J/ 
Discussing this point of listening to recordings, Mowrer states: 
" ••• Recordings made by another therapist are extremely useful to 
the student in advance of his being assigned his first case. By 
these neans he can have the experience of being in the therapeutic 
setting without, however, having the full responsibility for the 
situation. .lnd 'When the student starts work with cases of his own, 
recordings . are invaluable both to the student and to the supervisor ••• " V 
Rol.e-p],ay:ing - Role-playing refers to the process in which individuals 
act out organized behaviors or roles of real or imgined people. The role-
players identify themselves with certain persons and aesune attitudes and 
modes of behavior which they perceive as characterizing these persons. In 
counselor training role-playing is used to bring into the classroom the 
experience of the interview relationship through the acting out of client 
and counselor roles. 
'[)/ . 
Schwebel lists the purpose and values of role-playing as a training 
technique as being: 
" ••• (1) Role-playing g:l. ve s the student-counselor an opportunity 
to come :race-to-face with a client early in his training. In fact, 
he can start thie process in the early weeks of his first course in 
guidance. Operating in the protected environment of the classroom 
he can afford to DBke mistakes; !or here he is oounseling a student-
client who is relatively involnerable to damge from inept counseling, 
and he is under constant supervision by the instructor and other 
students. Thus the student-counselor can start from the first days 
jj Ibid. 
&/ 0. H. :Mowrer, "Training in Psychotherapy'', op. cit., p. 276. 
J1 llil.ton Schwebel, "Role-Playing in Couneelor-Training11 , The Personnel 
and Guidance Journal, 1955, S2sl96-20l. 
of his professional training the lengthy process or learning to be 
comtortable and nan-defensive in his relationship 1d. th a client ••• 
(2) Role-playing gives the student the experience of being a client. 
The psychoanaly'st experiences a personal analysis as part of his 
training ••• Playing the client's rol.B is an inadequate substitute for 
analysis, therapy, or counseling, but the simulated experience seems 
to be more productive than other learning devices in achieving a 
sense of the client's position. Soms students report learning more 
from enacting this role than from acting the role of the counselor ••• 
(5) Role-playing offers the student experience in developing a 
critical eye for the counseling relationship, espec~ for the 
feelings of the client. By focusing on feelings, be learns to 
analyze his impact on the client. RoJe -playing helps to develop 
early in the studen't;-counselor's training the habit of self-
criticism, or self'-&p:J?raisal, one DBrk of the professional,., rker 
in h'\ll'D9.11 relations ••• {4) Role-playing compels students to face 
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reality. They carm<!»t hide behind a facade of intelleotua:Uzation ••• 
Issues in counseling become cJ41.¥ied by generalizations ••• Land nothing 
can be so helpful to a traine.!f as to see theory concretized in a 
counseling situation ••• (5) Role-playing is a useful. device for the 
teaching of psycho-dynamics. The phenomenon of unconscious motivation -
or at least of 110tivation at a lavr level of a11areness - can be observed 
in the behavior of both the client and the counselor ••• • J/ 
A variation of the role-playing technique is reported by Thompson and 
gj 
Bradway wherein numbers are used in place of words. They refer to this 
form of role-playing as the content-free intervig and describe it as 
followss 
" ••• Psychotherapists are becoming increasingly aware of aspects 
of therapy which are independent of the content of the interview& 
the nuances of tone, the emotional interchange, the expressive move-
mEil.ts, as opposed to the words the patient chooses to say ••• To 
sti.JIIllate the student to look for facets of the interview, and to 
provide an actual learning situation to increa4e his skill in doing 
so ••• we have found Lthe cootent-rree intervie.!!{ method to be helpful. 
••• two st;udents decide who is to be patient and who the therapist, 
they then conduct an interviEftlf in llbich they use no words, but count, 
or use numbers in any sequence. Each or the participants in such an 
if Ibid., P• 196-198. 
&/ Clare W. Thompson al¥1 Ketherine Bradway, 11 Tbe Teaching of Psychotherapy 
Through Content-Free Interviews'*, Journal of Consulting PsYChologY, 
1950, 14:&521-323. 
intervin feels quite certain 1ihat he lmows what is happening in 
the interview and there is fare agreement between the two 1tl en they 
later discuss their impressions. In listening to such interviews, 
we also felt f'airly certain of llbat was going on and decided to use 
observation as wll as participation as a teaehing situation ••• " l/ 
Thompsm and Bradway state that as a result of their experiences in 
using this teaching technique they have found that: 
"• •• There was a positive relation between the instructor's 
:ranking of the students, aeeording to predicted aptitude for doing 
psychotherapy and the correc,lness with 1fllieh their descriptions of 
"Wbat took place during the Lcontent-fre!/ interviews liBtched with 
the statements by the patient and therapist of what took place. 
This suggests that the technique 'lfA'Y have value in contriruting to 
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an appraisal of students potential psychotherapeutic a bill ties ••• " gj 
Counseling of ee,ch other .... Closely' allied with role-playing is the 
technique wherein the trainees DBintain their own identity and assUII8 the 
rol.e ot counselor ani client. Rogers reparts using the method and states 
thati 
•· ••• One of' the most useful. ear~ training experiences bas been 
f'or students to counsel each other. The student is encouraged to 
select f'roa the group someone with whom he will be comfortable, and 
to pair up with hill for counseling experience ••• 'While one uember of' 
t~~-- pa~becomes a client and talks out SOD9 probl.em, often a minor 
-·- one, the other member of the pak is the counselor. Tbey •:r at 
another time reverse the situation, or a student may choose to be 
a client with one fellow student, a counselor with another. 
Recording equipDSnt is available so that these interviews can be 
recorded, listened to, and discussed. Even when this cotmseling 
renains at a superficial level it is a most useful experience 
because it gives the student; the opportunity to learn, in the 
discussion after the interview, how be is experienced wll!ln he is 
endeavoring to be a therapist. Somtime both members of the pai2' 
are 'Willing to have a third person present as observer, ao:l in this 
instance the counselor is able to leam how his functioning seems 
to a neu1iral party •• .As might be expec1ied, such mutual counseling 
frequent~ goes beyom a superf'icial. level. One ue mber or the other 
J'JJI!J.Y feel enough confidence in the relationsbip to use it for 
i/ Ibid., P• 521. 
gJ Ibid., p. 522. 
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personal therapy, sometimes at a deep level. Here the student who is 
functioning as counselor can carry an with comfort, since it bas been 
understood in advance that either the client or the counselor may 
withdraw from the situation if' he finds that he is uncomortable ••• 
Often, however, he carries through, thus obtaining his first couplete 
experience of therapeutic responsibility. ••" 1/ 
Didactic coypae].ing experiences - In the counseling relationship, the 
counselor cannot help but be involved in the process. The counselor is 
involwd with the client simpl\1 because both are human beings obeying the 
laws of' human interaction. Tbe counselor influences the client consciously' 
by 'What he does and he intluences the client unconsciousl,y by the sheer 
weight of his awn personality. During the counseling hour, the crunselor 
is seen gratitying his own needs as well as meeting the needs of the client. 
It is therefore rather important that the counselor has achieved a f'airl,y 
adequate understanding of himself' ard of his own dynamics. It is important 
tba t he recognises his own unconscious involvement in therapy. One way 
in which a future counselor can gain an understanding of himself and of the 
process of counseling is to undergo therapy himself. In the training of 
psychoanalysts it has been a long established practice to require that the 
E/ 
trainee undergo analysis. The training analysis is seen as a 1119B.ns of' 
sensitizing the therapist to the significant aspects of his Ollll personality 
and behavior in the counseling process. The American Psychological 
Association has included in its standards fort he training of counselors 
i/ Carl R. Rogers, op. cit., p. 47e-471. 
&/ Eugene Zieldnd, "Provision for Peychotherapy and the Training of 
Psychotherapists", Proceedings of the Fonr1;,h InternatiaMl Congress 
w•nwlHeUh• ~n, p. 2S-2~. 
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J/ 
the recolllllendation that trainees experience some form of personal therapy. 
SeeDilll found in his questicxmaire study of a grwp of leading therapists 
i.D the United States that the highest agreement in opinion of the group was 
with respect to making therapy available to prospective cGunselors so that 
gf 
they can better understand themselves. 
Ynli;ipl.e therapx- Rogers describes this technique in the following 
DBDners 
" ••• we regard the development of this new preeedure, and its 
adaptation to the training function as one ot the most important 
social inventions of recent years in this field ••• multiple therapy 
is that if two or even more than two therapists begin with the 
client the relationship is formed to both of them, and therapy proceeds 
just as meaningfull.y' as it wwl.d with one therapist, though perhaps 
a little differently ••• From the point oi' view of our illlnediate interest 
in training, however, it means that two therapists have lived through, 
emotionally, the same therapeutic relationship. The discussions of 
the process in the client and of the feelings that each therapist has 
toward the functioning oi' the other, have a vividness and reality 
achieftble in no other way ••• Eaoh student is given the opportunity 
to become a eo-therapist ldth an experienced staff member in bandl.1ng 
a elient ••• the student can begin to function as a therapist earlier, 
because the staff member can carry the mjor burden oi' therapy, With 
the student entering in only the degree that he feels comfortable 
and · confident. The stl¥ient can graduall,'y feel the responsibility 
for the delicate handling ot lif'e ••• " J/ 
The practicum training experience -- In the practicum experience the 
trainee finds an opportunity to synthesize all of the fragments of his 
training gleaned from his academic work and practice experiences. 
n •• e!'he praeticum is in some respects the most important phase ot 
the whole training process in counseling. Without this, the student 
i/ American Psychological Association, "Recommended Standards for Training 
Counseling Psychologists at the Doctorate Level", op. cit., P• 178. 
'IJ WilHam Seemn, op. cit., P• 52. 
JJ Carlll. Rogers, op~ cit., P• 472. 
my be unable to apply his academic knowledge or to integrate 
required skills to understand and help his clients ••• The essence 
of the practicum must be the acquisition by the trainee of a 
sense of the realities of the counselor-client relationship ••• 
there is Bo eeonoDdcal way to acquire professional conpetence 
except through well-organized and supervised practice •• •" 'J/ 
In the practicum the trainee is placed in a cooperating agency that 
provides couBseling services and takes part in a series of systenatic 
experiences as teat administrator, counselor, group therapist and a 
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variety of other aetivities. In his study of practicum programs, 
Polmantier reports that the most frequent:cy- mentioned practicum activities 
engaged in by trainees are counseling, testing, aintaining records, 
preparation of reports, interviewing, giving occupational inf'oruation, y 
graup guidance, observation of counseling and attending ease conference. 
Paper-and-pencil training exercises - Examination of the literature 
in the fiel.cl revealed on:cy- two forJIBl. accounts of the use of paper-and-
pencil exercises as a teclmique in counselor preparation. 'l'he personal 
contact that the writer has had with counselor trainers indieates that y 
the use of paper-at»-pencil devices is a common one. Porter produced 
a textbook which contains pa.per-and-pencil counseling tests designed to 
l/ American Psychological Association, Division of Counseling and Guidance, 
Committee on Counselor Training, 11The Practicum Training of Counseling 
Psychologists," American Psxcho1orlst, 19521 7:182-188, P• 182. 
1/ Paul c. Pol.Dimtier, op. cit., P• a. 
'fJ/ E. H. Porter, Jr., Introciuction to Therapeutic Counseling, Houghton 
111fflin Compar1y, Boston, 1950. 
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help the trainee develop insight into his attitudes and skills. Bloeksma 
dewloped a paper-and-pencil counseling test which he utilised in a 
special training program for Vetemns Administration counselors in client-
cantered counseling. 
i/ Dougl.aa D. m.ocksma, An li.Qgleriment in Counselor learning, Unpublished 
Ph. D. Dissertation, University of Chicago, Chicago, 1951. 
CHAPI'ER ni 
RESEARCH PROCEDURES AND TECHNI~ES 
Overv:i.ew of the Study 
The outline of the procedure or the S'!aLd.y is as ;tollows; 
1. Develop a number of crude test items. 
2. Organize a committee or expert counselorsa source or criterim. 
5. Submit the orude test items to the committee of experts tor 
their responses. 
4. Screen these responses and select those test items which are 
identified by a similarity and general agreement of responses as made by 
the conmittee of experts. 
s. Collect the responses for the ttaelected" items and re-submit 
these collected responses to the comm:l. ttee for coding. 
6. The codings, as mde by the eolllllittee, are tabulated., the 
najority opinim of the experts determining the category tor the 
collected respcmses tor an item. 
7. Arrange the selected test items in a test rormt. 
s. Administer test to a trial sample to check adm:inistration 
procedures and points needing revisl on. 
9. Administer test to sample population of counselor trainees. 
10. Determine coefficient of reliability through split-half method~ 
using Spearna.n Brmm formula. 
Retain random split-hal£ division of test items to construct the 
Form A and the Form B of the experinsntal edition of the test. 
Developing the Test Ite~ 
The design of the test items follows the pattern of most paper-and-
pencil counseling exercises that are commonly used by counselor trainers. 
The test item consists of a statement I!Bde by a client in a counseling 
session to which the trainee J18kes an appropriate response. 
Source of the test items - For the purposes of the present study, 
the l'l8terial content of the client statements that nake up the test items 
were drawn from typescripts of counseling sessions with real clients. 
The typescripts were taken from the counseling data of eight different 
clients undergoing therapy with counselors functioning in college, social 
work, clinic, and private practice settings. 
Construction of the test items - The construction of the test items 
involved a rather intensive analysis of the typescripts in order to select, 
in the judgJEnt or the writer, particularly strong emotionalized verbal 
expressions made by the client. The statements were regarded as being a 
fairly representative cross-section of the verbalizations presented by the 
clients during the therapeutic hour. Represented in the series were a 
variety of complaints and expressions or feelings and attitudes regarding 
homosexuality, incest, rears or child-birth, parent-child relationships, 
teacher-student, boy-girl, ard peer relationships. 
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In constructing the test i tems1 in many instances1 entire blocks of 
client talk were extracted from the type~cripts and left unchanged to form 
the pamgraph or more or expression that constituted the item. In other 
instances1 a series of short client statements were extracted, the inter-
vening counselor statements omitted, and the client talk telescoped 
together to tom a rather extensive coherent paragraph for a test item. 
In this fashion ninety-four crtde test item.s were developed, 
consisting of a paragraph of client talk, followed by a short counselor 
response, a second continuing paragraph of client talk, followed by an 
open-end, that is1 the second counselor response is left Dlank. This 
open-.md is the point at which the trainee makes his response to the client 
talk. These crude test items were duplicated by use of the "ditto•• process, 
one item to a page, and distributed to the conmittee of expert counselors 
tor the elicitation or their responses. 
The Criterion Committee 
The use of a conmittee of exoerts: a validity technique -Since the 
training device is aimed at the measurement of counseling perception skill, 
especially its accuracy in a given situation, the most obvious source for 
the criterion of counseling perception in that same given ~ituation liBS the 
demonstration and exercise of such skill by expert counselors. A nlllllber of 
basic assumptions are involved in this thesis. 
First., it is asswood that the highl.1' skilled and successful therapist 
is better versed in the theory of counseling. I.t counseling technique DIBY 
be considered as t heory translated into action, the technique of the expert 
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approximates the most accurate expression of theory. 
Second, the expert counselor has definite proof' of his achievement 
as a successful therapist. The naey clients who were relieved of their 
tensions and anxieties 1 who were assisted to achieve a reconstruction of 
their response pattems and arrive at a satisfying adjustment constitute 
this proof of counseling success. Such proof' validates the therapeut;ic 
procedures practiced by the expert counselor. 
Third, expertness, in counseling is a function of experience and 
successtul practice am that there is a distinguishable difference between 
the counseling techniques of' the experienced and inexperienced counselor. 
It a:y . be appropriate here to refer to Fiedler' s study regarding the 
analysis of the methodology of' different therapists by objective judges: 
" ••• Three of the major schools have here been conpared: 
the psychoanalytic because in methodology and theory it probably 
represents today the most consistent system and provides its 
practitioners with the most extensive training, and the non-directive 
and Adlerian (individual psychology) because they represent the 
extremes on the dimension of' intervention vs. non-intervention on 
the part of the therapist ••• the present study takes as its basic 
unit the entire therapy hour ard concerns itself primari.q with the 
therapist's feelings toward the patient as these .t'eelings affect the 
therapeuliie climate •• •" J/ 
Fiedler states that his stuiy: 
n ••• Indicated that theoretical allegiance to one system o:t 
psychotherapy does not change the therapist 1 s goal 1fi th respect to 
the relationship which he strives to create with his patient ••• 
the findings suggest that Lexperi/ therapists generally agree on 
the most effectiw type of therapeutic relationship ••• one general 
factor was found. The better trained therapists of' different 
schools agreed Jlk>re highly with each other than they agreed with 
1/ Fred E. Fiedler, "A Comparison o! Therapeutic Relationships iil Pa;rcho-
ana]¥tic, Non-Directive a:td Adlerian Therapyft, Journa1 of Contul.ting 
Psycho1ogy, 19501 14:456-445. 
less well-trained therapists within their cmn school ••• " l/ 
" ••• ~ the basie of results obtained, the following 
conclusions were drawn, (1) expert therapists of any of' the 
three schools create a relationship more closely approrlmting 
the ideal therapeutic relationslip than relationships created 
by non-experts. (2) The therapeutic relationship created by 
experts of one school resemble more closely that created by 
experts of other schools than it resembles relationships created 
by non-experts within the same school. ( 5) The most important; 
dimension which differentiates experts from non-ooq>erts is 
related to the therapist 1 S ability to urnerstand, to COIIID.unie&te 
111 th, and to maintain rapport with the patient. •" FJ 
In a study corducted by Strupp in 'Which comparisons were made 
between the practices of' experienced and inexperienced ps.ychiatrists, 
psychologists and. psychiatric social "WOrkers, it as found that the 
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techniques that are most popular among the inexperienced therapists 
~ 
undergo a pronounced decline as the therapiR becomes more experienced. 
The technique of the present etud.:v- To arrive at the identification 
of counseling perception in a given situation (i.e. the test item), the 
procedure followed was to present a number of cru~e test items to the 
expert counselors and have them respond to the situation represented by 
each test item. The responses of' the experts were collected and submitted 
to a screening procedure wherein items were isolated ltlich were distinguished 
by the tact that a number of' the expert counselors responded in a similar 
way. 'lhese items in which the experts gave responses l!lbich were similar 
i7 Fred E. Fiedler, "The Concept of An Ideal Therapeutic Relationship", 
Journal of Consu1ting Ps:vcbology, 1950, 14:259-245. 
gj Fred E. Fiedler, op. cit., "A Comparison of Therapeutic Relationships 
in Psychoanalytic, Non-Directive and Adlerian Therapy". 
~ Hans H. Strupp, "Psychotherapeutic Technique, Protesst ona.l Affiliation, 
and Experience Level", Journal of Consulting Psychology, 1955, l9 :1-7. 
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were retained as criterion iteJIIS in that the item was capable of eliciting 
a criterion response and was valuable tor the purposes of comparing the 
responses of trainees with the responses of experts. 
Tbo38 test items which drew from the experts a wide range and variety 
of responses were discarded as having no value in eliciting a criterion 
response. 
Organizing the Criterion Comittee - It was decided that for the 
purposes of identifying the expert counselor that might serve on the 
Criteri.an Committee, the individual must be .functioning in the role of 
counselor trainer, professor of guidance, director of student personnel, 
director of counseling or testing, or counseling psychologist. Current 
journals and publications in the area of counseling and persormel, 
memberfilip lists of professional organizations such as the American 
Personnel ard Guidance Association and Divisl.on 171 Anerican Psychological 
Association were examined and a list of names of individuals functioning 
in the atorenentioned roles were c~Ued. These individual!!! were contacted 
by letter, the proposed study was explained to them and they were requested 
to serve on the coDID.ittee. They were also asked to suggest the names of 
their colleagues whom they felt might be interested in serving on the 
comnittee tor the study. These individuals were in tum, contacted by 
letter and asked to serve. 
Seventy-four expert counselors were contacted and of these, forty-two 
replied indicating they woul.d ar 110uld not serve on the Criterion Committee. 
Twenty-seven ind1Tiduals indicated that they would be willing to serve on 
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the co.lllllittee but just prior to the initiation of the 1D rk of the study, 
two Embers had to ll'i thdraw because of the pressure of previous cOlllllitments, 
leaving the conmittee membership at twenty-five. During the course of the 
work of the study, mterial -was processed and returned by twenty-tw> of the 
coDIUittee members and thus the criterion responses were established on the 
basis of the responses made by the twenty-t110 cooperating experts. 
A copy of the initial contact letter sent by the writer to the 
conmi:&tee and the list ef the mmbership of the Criterion Committee my be 
found in Appendix A and B. 
The. training backgrowxl o! the committee of expert§. - It li&S intended 
that the committee of expert counselors be mde up of irviividuals representing 
a cross-section of the products of a number of different counselor training 
programs. The members of the committee received their graduate training at 
eleven different schools in the United states. Four experts were trained 
at the University of Chicago, four trained at Columbia University, and two 
each trained at Harvard University, Indiana University, University of 
Minnesota, University of Buffalo, and the University of llichigan. Oregon 
State College, Ohio State Universi. ty, Brann University, and George Washington 
Universt ty each trained one or the eX:pert co,.msel.ors. 
'lgt work ot 'h! c?JP'\lee - All communication with the committee 
members liaS conducted through the nails. Each member processed the 
DB terials without contact 'Wl th other conunittee members. The work of the 
committee lias divided into two najor phases, the responding phase and 
the coding phase. 
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The resptmd.]ng phase -The coliJilittee mm.bers were presented with a 
total of ninety-four crude test items. They were asked to project them-
selves into each of the situations represented by the individual test 
items, assune that a relationship with the client as being already 
established and respond to the client as they.,., uld acting in the role of 
the counselor. The committee wrote their responses on specially prepared 
response Sheets and returned the material to the writer tor screening. 
'!'he coding phase - The screening process followed by the writer 
resulted in the selection of thirty-tour test items which were found to 
have twelve or more of the expert counselors giving similar responses. 
Such test items beea~ the "selected" or criterion items and the responses 
to these items became the criterion responses. 
The criterion responses for each of the selected items were listed 
on separate sheets and the total collection presented to the committee for 
study and coding. It was the function of the committee JOOJnbers in this 
second phase of their work to study the collected responses and to 
determine 'Whether, in their judgmnt, the bloek of responses to a particular 
item were or were not similar. Having done this, it was next their function 
to identify the nature of the block of responses as belonging to one of the 
categories that describe the uniqueness of counselor statements. The 
coJD'lli.ttee members then returned the coded responses to the writer for 
tal:nlation and determination of the criterion codings. 
The Coding Procedure 
SeJ.ecting a eategor:r system for the identification of the nature 
o;f a unit g! verb81ization - One of the preliminary decisions tbat had 
to be mde in establishing the stu:iy design was that regarding the 
adoption of some means of identifying and classifying the single units 
of oral expression that constitute one aspect of the overt behavior of 
human individuals in an inter-action process. Examina. tion of the 
literature in the field disclosed that a number of previous studies had 
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been coooucted conceming the systenatic analysis of the interaction 
process between h'UJIBn beings. These studies involved the principle that 
what is verbalized by individuals during the interaction process, each 
unit of talk, has a distinct nature and uniqueness. 
J/ 2,/ 
Porter atd Snyder eoncemed their studies w1 th too analysis of 
the "Yerbaliza tiona of the client and the counselor during the counseling 
w 
process. In another study, Bales concerned himself with the analysis 
of the inter-action process in most individual and group situations. 
Each of the aforementioned researchers formalized their fi:rrlings into a 
system of categories that described each of the ver~lizations that couli 
appear during the course of the interaction process. The use of the 
categories DBde it possible to objective:cy describe what was taking place, 
l/ Elias H. Porter, Jr., "The Development and Evaluation of a Measure of 
Counseling Interview Procedures•, Educational and Psychological 
Measurement, 1945, 5:105-126, 5:215-258. 
gj William U • Seyder, 11An Investigation of the Nature of Nondirective 
Psychotherapy", Journal of General Psychology, 1945, 35:195-224. 
!/ Robert F. Bales, Interaction Process Anabsis, Addieon-Wesley Press, 
Cambridge, 1950. 
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what the irnividuals were doing during the counseling hour. 
A study of the category systems revealed that they appeared to be 
very adequate tools complemented by the obvious care and painstaldng 
effort that went into their development. Each was substantiated by data 
pertaining to the validity of the categories and the reliability of their 
use as coding devices. It appeared that one of the category systems, in 
the judgment of the writer, was more adaptable to the purposes of the 
present stu:iy. It was desirable to be able to arrange the various categories 
on a continuum from most directive procedures through semi.-directi ve to 
non-directive procedures and it appeared that Snyder's system would be most 
adaptable to such an arrangement. In addition, Snyder reported his system 
as having a high degree of reliability in its use as a coding device, stating 
that int:re.-person cod~recode reliability :re.nged from .76 to .87 and inter-
1/ 
person coding reliabilities ranged from • 52 to • 78. It l'IBS on this basis 
th&t Snyder's category system was selected as the coding device for use 
in the present study. 
Initial screening of experts responses: establishing the eut-oft 
point for criterion re§ponses - "Responses were secured from twenty-two 
experts by presenting to them the entire series of ninety-tour crude test 
items. A total of 21 068 response units were thus obtained. Each of these 
response units was coded as belonging to one of the couneelor eategorie• 
as described in Snyder' s category system. The eodings were then tabulated 
l/ William u. Snyder, op. cit., 11An Investigation of the Nature of Nondirective 
Psychotherapy". 
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and the coding-frequencies determined for the collected responses .tor 
each test item. A thorough examination of all the responses and eodings 
for all the items revealed that the minimum cut-off point for the number 
of counselors responding in the same 1181 was to be twelve. 
In arriving at what the minimum eut-orr point should be for the 
criterion responses, the following factors were taken into eonsideration1 
(1) The criterion responses should be representative of at least more than 
half of the committee membership. '1'he figure of twelve would thus 
represent 54t per cent of the colllllittee membership, (2) The minimum cut-off 
point shwl.d be SllCh that it would allow for the selection of enough test 
items to form at least two form:9 of the test. The figure of twelve permitted 
the selection of thirtiy-four test items out of the total of ninety-tour 
crude items 'Which praYed to be au.f'ficient tor the construction of two 
forms of the test. 
The coding of the collected responses for the criterion items -
It was felt that it liB.s a most i~ortant aspect of the study design to 
determine the reliabUity of the initial screening process. The reliabili t:y 
of the screening and categorization process was determined by comparing 
the judgements of the committee of experts llho coded the respcnses indepen-
dently • The collected responses tor each of the thirty-tour criterion 
items 11ere listed on separate sheets and distributed to the committee ot 
experts who then proceeded to code the responses. The codings were returned 
to the writer and the codings tabulated. 
The guiding factor in the coding procedure was that, in order for a 
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criterion test item to be retained for inclusion in the final. test form, 
the criterion coding should represent agreement in j1.ilgement on the part 
of at least half of the membership of the committee ot experts. In eases 
where there was a Wide range in codings or where the consensus coding 
numbered less than half of the committee membership, the test item was to 
be removed from the criterion group. Famination of the codings made by 
the experts revealed a high degree of agreement and it was possible to 
retain all thirty-tour criterion. test items. 
Constructing the Fonat of the Test 
Preliminary form of test - The thirty-tour criterion items were 
arranged in a single te!lt booklet, one item to a page. A s:b: page answer 
booklet was prepared which provided numbered spaces 1 corresponding to the 
number of the test item, in which the counselor trainee would write his 
free response to the test item. 
Administration of tbe test to the AAPP?le po.pu],ation - It was planned 
to administer the test to two populations. The first population would be 
used for preliminary testing in order to observe and correct any necessary 
changes in the test's directions or test format. This first group was 
made up of students in a class in Principles of Guidance. 
The second population, numbering at least one hundred, would be 
tested so as to provide data for the determination of the test' a reliability. 
This second population consisted of one hundred graduate students in the 
counseling and persomel training program at Boston University. Specifi-
cally' it was made up of students enrolled in the following classes; 
Counseling Methods, Seminar in Counseling Psychology, ar¥1 Principles of 
Guidance. 
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The preliJiinary testing revealed that it took a trainee approximate~ 
three minutes to read and make his response to an item. With this in mind, 
it was decided to mke an al.lowance of at least one hundred ani ten 
minutes for the administration of the total number of test items. The 
regular tliO-hour period of a graduate class meeting made i~ possible to 
administer the test in a single class sitting. Only a few minor changes 
were necessary in the directions as they proved adeq'IBte in the preliminary 
testing. No change was made in the test format. 
The f1pal test format of the exoerimental edition- A random numbers 
split-half was made of the thirty-tour test items for the procedure followed 
in determining the reliability of the test. These two b&lves of the test 
were then retained as Form A and Form B of the te~. 
Treatment of Data 
Scoring the tests- There is no pass or fail, or right or wrong in 
the ease of the test under development. The score on the test consists 
of the tabu.Jation of the frequencies of response categories. The individual 
categories fall into three major groupings: non-directive, semi-directive, 
ard directive responses. A trainee 1 s score on the test thus consisted of 
the total frequencies of his responses falling Within ee.ch of the major 
groupings. His score is a trichotomous one of three frequencies. 
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Split-half division of the criterion items - The original plan of 
the study design in regard to the determination of the reliability of the 
test was to follow the test-retest procedure. As the study progressed, 
it became apparent that this procedure would not be the appropriate one 
to follow, am that the split-half' method of determining reliability 
would better suit the needs of the sttdy. 
A number of factors 1nfluenced the change in the procedure to be 
followed; !'irst, the taking of the test was considered to be a learning 
experience in itself ar¥1 that a product of this learning might be a desire 
on the part of the trainee to respond to certain situations presented by 
the test items in a different fashion from the way he originally responded. 
This is an intention of the instrument and justification of its use as a 
training deTice. Since the facilitation of change in the individual is 
intended by · the use of the instrwrent, the test-retest method would appear 
to be an invalid procedure to determine whether the test measured the 
consistency o.f' response behavior of the trainee at a given stage in his 
training. 
Second, the subjects that made up the population to be tested 11ere 
engaged in training and were undergoing change as the result of their 
various learning experiences. The period of time that w:mld elapse between 
the first and second administration of the test in the test-retest method 
w:mld allow a considerable amount of change to take place and such cbm ge 
on the part of the trainee would affect the determination of the test's 
reliability. 
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The split-half method of determining relia bili t:y would not be 
affected by the aforementioned factors since the method has the advantage 
or collecting all of the data at one time. 
Determining the test's reliay~- The thirty-four teat items were 
divided by chance into halves b:y the use of a random numbers table, that 
is, the specific placelll9nt of the test items in each half was determined 
by the use of chance-selected column of random-ordered numbers. Each halt 
was then scored separately. The two halves are treated under the assumption 
that they- are equivalent and the reliability coefficient obtained by' the 
use of the Pearson product-moment coefficient o.f correlation. 
ll 
The .formula 
.for this is: 
r • --~-: y-~-=--~ X__...;.) (_~y_._) -
N 
llhere x • one set measures 
y • the other set of measures 
N • the number of cases 
If' the two halves of the instrument were in truth equivalent, the . 
coefficient of correlation obtained b,y following the procedure outlined 
above would be the coefficient of reliability of either half. Bu.t ·Since 
the diviaion of the thirty-four items was a chance split ard the 
equivalency of each half can anl:y be assumed, it is desirable to eatiDBte 
i7 E. F. Lin:iquist, A First Course in Statistics, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1942, p. 168. 
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the .reliabUity of the whole series of items arrl thus have a second 
statistic from which to infer the reliability o£ each bal£. The estinate 
of the reliability o£ the entire aeries o£ items is obtained through the 
11 




where r§i is the correlation between the scores on the chance halves. 
~ is the estimate o£ reliability o£ the whole series of items. 
J/ Ibid., P• 219. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
VALIDTIY AND RELIABILITY 
Validity of the Instrument 
The determination of the validity of the instrument under develop-
~nt was accomplished empirically. 
The criterion for the instrunent was the most logical one, that 
being, counseling perception skUl exhibited by expert, successful 
counselors in a structured situation (the test item). 
The intent of the stu~ 11as to develop an instrument consisting 
of test items capable of eliciting responses that represent counseling 
perception skill as exercised by expert c·ounselors. It is an assumption 
in empirical procedures such as followed 1n this study that the responses 
of the experts to the test items are representative of the responses the 
experts ....,uld make in an actual counseling session. 
A test item was considered to possess criterion qualities if the 
responses DBde by the experts to that item where typified by a substantial 
degree of similarity. Similarity, in this ease, JDB&nt that the mjority 
of the responses were in the same counselor-response category. Test 
items possessing this quality were termd criterion test items and 11ere 
retained for inclusion in the experinl!ntal edition of the test. Test 
items that did not have this quality were discarded. 
Ninety-four crude test items were prepared and submitted to the 
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coD11rl:ttee of experts tor the elicitaticai or their responses. Material 
118s processed by twenty-two expert counselors and a total of 2,068 
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response units 11ere collected. Each response unit was coded and frequency-
counts made of the response categories represented by the responses for 
each test item. 
The data were then submitted to a screening process so as to identity 
those test items that possessed criterion qualities. A minimum cut-off 
point 118s established and all test items that bad twelve or more counselors 
responding in the same fashion were selected as criterion items. In this 
manner, thirty-tour test items or 36 per cent or the entire series ot 
crude :Items were found to have each elicited twelve or more responses 
that appeared to be siJiilar. Ot a total of 748 response units involved 
in the tbir1iy-tour ;8l.eeted items, 4:58 response units (58 per Gent) wars 
in \he orite:d. on categories. 
Table l presents the results or this initial screening process ar¥1 
illustrates the distribution of the criterion responses for the thirty-
tour items, the per cent of the committee represented in the eriterioo 
categor,r for each test item and the number and per cent or each member 1s -
representation in the criterion response categories. 
An examination or Table 1 reveals that twelve counselors bad 7S per 
cent or more of their responses appearing in the criterion group and, of 
this group or counselors, seven had 91 per cent or more of their responses 
falling within the criterion group. There were four counselors l'Vho each 
had 33 responses out or a total of' 34 response units (97 per cent) 
appearing in the criterion categories. 
Tabla 1. Distribution of Criterion Respons~s, Per Cent of Committee of Experts Represented in the 
Criterion Response Category and Per Cent of Individual Member's Responses Represented in 
the Criterion Response Category. 
Criterion Responses of Committee Committee Test Represen-
Item 
( Code Number Identifies Expert Counselor on Committee ) tat ion 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 Per 110. cent 
(a) (b) (•) (d) 
Al X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
A.2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15 68.1 
A3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13' 59.0 
A4 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
A5 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
A6 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
A7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 59.0 
A8 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
A9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 59.0 
AlO X X x- X X X X X X X X X X X 14 63.6 
All X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
( Continued on next page ) 
Cl'l 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Test Criterion Responses of Committee Committee 
Item ( Code Number Identifies Expert Counselor on Committee ) Represen ... tat ion 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 Per 17 19 20 21 22 No. Ce~ 
(a) (h) (cJ (d) 
Al2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X: 13 59.0 
A13 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14 63.6 
A14 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
A15 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
A16 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
A17 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
B1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 59.0 
B2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 59.0 
B3 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
B4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15 68.1 
B5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 59.0 
B6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 59.0 
B7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15 68.1 
( Continued on next page ) 
~ 
T.able 1. (concluded) 
U'est ,., . Criterion Responses of Committee Committee t.;;r ·, .;i' - Represen-
. Item l ~ { ·Code Number Identifies Expert Counselor on Committee ) :; .• ~.-: .,4 tat ion 
Per 
1 !2 J ~ ~ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 'No• Cent 
(a) (b) (e) (d) 
B8 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
B9 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
B10 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
Bll X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14 63.6 
Bl2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15 68.1 
Bl3 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
Bl4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 14 63.6 
Bl5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 59.0 
Bl6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 59.0 
Bl7 X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 54.5 
Total 
Responses 3 33 )2 7 9 19 31 28 25 33 33 33 30 26 6 2 5 3 31 25 21 3 438 
Per Ceat 8 97 94 20 26 55 91 82 13 97 91 97 88 76 17 5 14 8 91 73 61 8 58 
~ 
There were six counselors who had 17 per cent or less ot their 
responses falling within the criterion group. Two experts bad between 
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20 ani 26 per cent and two others had between 55 and 61 per cent o! their 
responses in the criterion group. 
Examination ot colUDil (c) and column (d) reveals that 16 items had 
twelve criterion responses (54.5 per cent o! agreemnt) ~ 10 items had 
thirteen criterion responses (59 per cent of agreemnt) 1 4 iteDI!I bad 
fourteen criterion responses (representing 65.6 per cent of agreement), 
and 4 items had fifteen criterion responses (68.1 per cent of agreemnt) • 
The qualification that the selected test items are capable ot 
eliciting a response that typifies expert counselors is evidenced by 
the tact tbat fourteen counselors~ 65 per cent ot the coDJilittee's 
membership, have 55 per cent or more ot their responses in the criterion 
response eategor,y with a Mean percentage of representation of 85.8. 
The Mean percer;ttage of representation of the entire group o! 
experts in the criterion eategory is 58. 
It is interesting to note that the minimum cut-o.rt point fort he 
aelectioo of criterion test items provided for 54.5 per cent of agreenent 
among the experts and that sixteen test items met this minimum. Eighteen 
test items had percentages of agreement that exceeded both the min1D:aun 
pereentage ot 54.5 and the Mean percentage of 58. 
· Coding agreement -As an additional check on the validity of the 
test items it was necessary to obtain agreenent among the experts as to 
~ 
the l)&ture Of the collected criterion responses. The question was raised 
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as to whether the experts agreed that the criterion responses to a 
particular test item~ similar and if this was true, to what category 
~uld they assign the collected responses. 
Table 2 presents the results of the coding procedure and depicts 
the distribution of coding frequencies, the criterion coding category 
and the percentages of agreement among the experts for each criterion coding. 
&lamination of Table 2 reveals that there appears to be a very high 
degree ot agreeDBnt among the experts, the percentages ranging from a high 
of 95 to a J.aw of 65. One item (B8) was found llhere the agreement of 
coding was as low as 65 and tll) items (A~ and B6) were found to have 
percentages of 95. 
The Mean percentage of coding agreement was found to be ao.a. 
Tabl.e 2 also reveals that, with blt one exception, all of the 
criterion responses were coded as Accurate Clarification of Feeling (XCFa) • 
The one e:x:oeption, item BB, was coded as Restatement of Content (XRC) • 
It should also be noted that the coding procedure was carried 
forth on the basis of coding judgemnts made by twenty experts. 'I'll:> 
members of the conmi ttee were not able to process the material for the 
second phase of the colllllittee' s 110rk. 
Reliability of the Instrument 
The total series of thirty-four criterion test items were 
administered to the sa~~ple population of 100 graduate students in the 
counseling and personnel training program at Boston University. 
A rardom-numbers split-half ll'&s 118de of the test items and the 
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Table 2. Distribution of Ceding Judgement Frequencies, the Criterion 
Coding Categorr for Criterion Responses, and the Percentage 
ot Agreemant of Judgements ot the Committee of Experts. 
Test Frequency of Coding Judgements Jade by Experts Total Crite- Per 
Item Number rion Cent 
ot Coding ~ XRC XCFa XCFu. m XCFi IRS Unclassified Codings Agree-
ment 
(a) (b) .(c) (d) (e) (t) (g) (b) (1) C.il (k) 
A1 2 18 20 XCFa 90 
A2 4 16 20 XCFa 80 
AS 1 17 2 20 ICFa 85 
M 2 1.4. 1 1 2: 20 XCFa 70 
AS 5 17 20 XCFa 85 
AS 1 l8 1 20 XCFa 90 
A7 4 16 20 XCFa 80 
AB 2 16 2 20 XCFa 80 
.&9 1 15 4 20 XCFa 75 
AlO 5 14 1 20 XCFa 70 
All s 15 1 1 20 XCFa 75 
Al2 1 15 4 20 XCFa 75 
Al3 19 1 20 XCFa 95 
Al4 1 17 2 20 XCFa 85 
Al5 18 2 20 XCFa 90 
Al6 2 17 1 20 XCFa 85 
.U7 5 15 1 1 20 XCFa 75 
Bl s 1'7 20 XC Fa 85 
B2 2 1B 20 XCFa 90 
BS 5 15 20 XCFa 75 
B4 2 17 1 20 XCFa 85 
B5 2 16 1 1 20 XCFa 80 
B6 19 1 20 XCFa 95 
B7 5 JA s 20 XCFa '70 
B8 lS 6 1 20 XRC 65 
B9 s 15 1 1 20 XCFa 75 
BlO 2 15 2 1 20 XCFa 75 
BU s 17 20 XCFa 85 
B12 2 16 1 1 20 XCFa 80 
Bl.S 1 17 1 1 20 XCFa 85 
B14 6 lA: 20 XCFa 70 
Bl5 1 17 1 1 20 XCFa 85 
B16 5 15 20 XCFa 75 
B17 18 1 1 20 XCFa 90 
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Table 5. Reliability Coefficients .tar the TrichotoliiOU.s Scores 
of the Random-Numbers 'Split-Halves of the Entire 
Series of Test Items. 
Trichotomous Size of 
.Score Sample r <1"r 
(a) (b) (e) (d) 
Nondirective 100 .945 + -.ol 
Semi-directive 100 e74S + -.04 
Directive 100 .956 + 
-.02 
'lable 4. The Mean Relial:xLlity Coefficient Between the Random-
Numbers Split-Halves and the Spearm.n Brawn Reliability 
Coefficient for the Entire Series of Teat Items. 
Description of 
Reliability Size or O""r Coefficient Sample r 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
lfean r Between 
Halves 100 .es !.o2 
Spearman Brown r 100 .936 + -.01 
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collected test data f'or each half' was then scored separately. 
It has already been noted that the score on the test consists of 
a trichotomous frequency-count of the subject 1 s responses falling within 
each of the three sjor category divisions. There is no way of' combilling 
the trichotomous score into a single score w:1. thout distorting the picture 
of' the subject's pertorDBnce as represented by the trichotomous score. 
Therefore, reliability coefficients had to be obtained between the halves 
of' the test for each of' the trichotoiiOU.s scores and then a Mean 
reliabi+f.ty coefficient between the halves obtained. 
The reliability- coefficient tor the entire series of test ite!IB 
was then obtained through the use of' the Speanan Brown Prophecy Foruu.la. 
'18ble 5 and Table 4 present the results of the aforementioned 
statistical procedures. 
E:mm:l.nation of ~ble 5 and 4 shows that the test halves and the 
entire series of' items possess a high degree of reliability. All of the 
obtained reliabilities appear to approxinBte each other and it perhaps 
can be stated with confidence thB.t the split-bal.ves of the test are 
reliable and can be utilized as reliable equivalent forms of the test. 
CHAPl'ER V 
SUMMARY, CONCI1JSI01'5, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
SWEBry 
A free response test -.s constructed consisting of items 'Which 
can be used to appraise counseling perception skill. The basis for 
item selection for inclusion in the final test form was the degree of 
agreement of response and agreement of eoding judgement among a group 
of expert counselors. 
Thirty-four test items, out of a total of ninety-four crude items, 
were found to possess qualities that enabled them to elicit a criterion 
response from expert counselors. 
The entire series of thirty-four criterion teat items wre 
administered to a sample population of counselor trainees dralfll from 
the graduate students enrolled in the counseling and personnel training 
program at Boatcm University. 
A split-half division was made of the test items and the collected 
data treated statistically to determine reliability coefficients. 
'lhe split-half division of the test items were retained as Form J. 
and Form B of the experimental edi-tion. The two forms are considered 
to be equivalent since the same conditions applied to all items 
throughout the item construction and selection phases of the study. 
The reliability of each form is inferred from the Spearman Brann 
..05-
reliability coefficient obtained for the entire series of items. Each 
form contains seventeen items and requires approxinately 45 to 60 
minutes to administer. 
Conclusions 
The utilization of a committee of expert co'I.Ulselors as t he source 
or the criterion disclosed that: 
1. !he group of expert counselors did not pose any objections, 
nor did they find it difficult to respond to the fragments of client-
talk represented by the test; item. 
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2. There was a good degree of agreement among the experts regarding 
their ·reeponse behavior in the structured situations represented by the 
test items. 
5. To varying degrees, the responses of every member of the 
committee of experts appeared in the criterion response categories. 
4. A uajority (63 per cent) of the experts shared a !ban 
percentage of agreement in response behavior aDrJUnting to 83.8 per cent. 
s. The entire group of expert counselors shared a Mean percentage 
ot agreement in response behavior of 58 per cent. 
s. The conmittee as a whole shared a Mean percentage of agreei'D9nt 
in coding judgement amounting to 80.8 per cent, indicating a high degree 
ot agreement. 
7. The test iteDIS ae selected through the procedure followed in 
the study appear to possess a high degree of face validity. 
Analysis of the data obtained from the sample population of 
counselor trainees revealed that: 
1. The correlation between the split-bal.Tes of the series of test 
items produced a reliabil.ity coefficient of .88:1: .02~ 
2. The rel:iabil.ity for the entire series of test items was high 
with a reliabil.ity coe.tfieient of .9~ .ol cr> 
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s. Since both of these reliability coefficients approximate each 
other so c1osely_, it can be inferred with confidence that the reliabllity 
of each halt of the series of items is high. 
It also can be concluded that the instrument eat be used as a va1id 
and reliable device which provides a means for comparing the response 
behavior of counselor trainees with the response behavior of expert 
counselors. 
Suggestions For the Use of the Instrument 
The instrument may be used as a tool in the classroom phase of 
counselor training , in the following ways: 
1. Responding to the test items provides an opportunity for the 
trainee to experience the role of the counselor and to practice 
counseling perception skill. Fach test item provides the trainee with 
an Eaperience in evolving a construction of what the client is doing 
and saying, and in selecting aspects of this construction to respond to. 
2. Coding the responses provides an experience for the trainee 
in anal.y'zing ani evaluating the counseling procedures he has used. 
B. Comparison of the trainee's responses with the respon88s of 
experts provides a l:asis tor evaluating the counseling perception skill 
exercised by the trainee at a given stage of his training. 
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4. Comparison of the trainee's responses with the respooses ot 
fellow trainees provides an opportunity for group analysis and evaluation 
of the tra:i:nee 1 s use of counseling procedures. 
s. Serial testing, wherein the trainee takes the alternate forms 
of the test at spaced intervals during the training period, provides an 
opportunity to determine and evaluate the changes that DBY take place 
in the trainee's counseling perception skill. 
The instrument rrs.y be used as an aid in individual analysis and 
selt-screen:lng of the counselor trainee: 
1. Analysis ot the trainee's reaponses my serve as a basis tw 
individual consu1tation by the trainee with the counselor trainer with 
respect to the trainee's personal involvement in the counseling proeess. 
2. E:xam:tnation of the content of specific test items am the 
trainee's response to that itea •:r assist the trainee to identity to 
himself areas that are sources of possible threat to himself. 
Limitations of the St1%ly 
It appears that tbe following limiting factors rre:y have been in 
operation and Dl\lst be taken into consideration 'When viewing the results 
of the study: 
1. The sise of the committee of experts liB.S a smll one and may 
not have been suf.f'icient enough to provide a valid sample of the expert 
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counselor population in the United States. 
2. The di.tfieu1ty experienced in finding counselors who were able to 
.:f'ind time in their over-bu.rdened schedules to take part in the study resu1ted 
in no guarantee that all counseling orientations were represented in 1ihe 
uembership o.:f' the Criterion Committee. Therefore~ 1ihe sampling of the expert; 
counselor population rray be a biased one. 
3. The selection of the criterion test item9 depended upon the assumption 
1ibat the responses nade by the experts were tru~ representative o.:f' their 
response beharlor in actual counseling practice. 
Suggestions .:f'or Further Research 
In the course of conducting the research of the present study, a number 
of problems .:f'or further investigation have suggested theDlSelves, and are 
l isted a s follows: 
1. A stl.d.y similar to the present one could be made wherein separate 
committees or expQr\ counselors, representing ~ eci!'ically each of the 
various 1 schools' of counseling, are used as the source or the criterion. 
The intent would be to determine the typical response behavior of counselors 
..:f'ollawing certain orientations, and the degree of correlation of responses 
between each school of theory and methodology. 
2. A study could be mde in which the test items contained in the device 
developed here are recorded on tape and where the expert counselors are asked 
to make their free response as they listen to the client talking. 
a. First, administer 1ihe written form of the test. 
b. Second, administer the recorded form ot the test. 
c. Determine the relationship that DBY exist between the 
responses as obtained through the two procedures. 
d. Determine in 'What way a client's voice (tone, quality, 
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pitch, volume, erm.nciatim1 etc.,.) as he verbalizes his 
.feelings and attitudes, affects the way a counselor responds. 
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Initial Contact Letter Used in the Study 
l80A Nahant Avenue 
Winthrop 521 Uass. 
llay 4, 1954 
Dr. Kilton Schwebel 
Associate Professor ot Education 
School of EducatiCD 
New York University 
New York, New York 
Dear Dr. Scbwebels 
This letter is written for the special purpose of requesting your 
cooperation in carrying forward a dissertation study that I am conducting. 
I am a Teaching Fellow at the Boston University School of Education 
and am working toward a doctoral degree in counseling and personnel under 
the advisement of Dr. Dugald s. Arbuckle. 
The st~ that I plan to do is concemed with the construction o£ a 
more objective measure of counseling perception to be used in the training 
of counselors. Rather than attempt to present a description of the study 
in this letter, I have taken the liberty to enclose a copy of the thesis 
outline that was used tor the presentation of the problem to the doctorate 
cODIDi.ttee here at the School of Education. I hope that you will tind it 
to be deserving of your interest and attention. 
113 special request is twofold in nature. First, I wilb to obtain your 
cooperation in participating as a member of the criterion-coDIIlittee of 
experienced counselors. Again, may I refer you to the thesis oatl.ine tor 
a more complete deseription of the committee and its activities. Partici-
pation on the committee would involve the follcnr.lng: 
1. Such time as 1Duld be needed to respond to approod.*t.te~ 
100 'crade' test items. 
2. Your responses would be retumed to me; I would chart the 
collected respCilses £rom the coDIDittee and determine those 
test items that are distinguished by having a high degree 
o:t sillilarity in the responses as made by the committee to 
a particular item. 
5. '!he screened test items with the collected responses for 
each item would be presented to you tor your coding of the 
responses. (See page 5 of the outline for list ot 
Dr. w. u. Sn)'der' a coding categories.) 
The second aspect or nv request is that I would appreciate your 
re:terring me to any of your associates that perform counseling functions 
whom you feel may be interested in participating Cll the eoDIIlittee. 
I earnest~ hope that the proposed stuey interests you and that you 
would be able to interrupt your busy schedule to take part in the activi-








The Criterion Committee 
Here, listed alphabeticall:r, are the names of the expert counselors 
that participated in the work of the Criterim CoDIDittee. 
The writer is grateful to them for their cooperation in Daking it 
possible to carry forth the work of the study. 
It should be noted that this ordered listing of the experts in no 
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way coincides With the order of the code nuni>ers1 assigned to each counselor, 
that appear in Table 11 Chapter IV. 
Robert P. Anderson 
Dugald s. Arbuckle 
Ollver H. Bawn 
I. Douglass Brown 
Don c. Faith 
John Gawne 
Clinical Psychologist 
Testing and Guidance Bureau 
University of Texas 
Austin, Texas. 
Director of Student Persormel and 
Professor of Education 




Testing and Guidance &reau 
University of Texas 
Austin, Texas. 
Counselor Trainer and 
Assistant Professor of Education 
School of Education 
Boston University 
Boston, Mass. 
Director of Man's Activities and 
Associate Professor of Educational Psychology 
George Washington University 
Washington, D. C. 





Earle A. KoUe 
Horace Lethbridge 
Framis w. llcKenzie 
J. I8vid O'Dea 
E. H. Porter, Jr. 
lawrence A. Riggs 
Milton Schwebel 
Dorothy K. Simon 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
Graduate School 
Bostm. Uni varsity 
Boston, !lass. 
Counselor Trainer 
School of Education 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Director of Student Personnel and Guidance, 
Professor of Counseling Psychology 
East Texas State Teachers College 
CoDI!Brce, Teas. 
Counselor tor Men, 
Office of the Dean of Students 
University of Buffalo 
Buffalo, New York. 
.Director of Guidan ee 
Darien Junior High School 
Darien, Connecticut. 
Coordinator of Undergraduate Counseling and 
Associate Professor of Education 
School of :W.ucation 
Florida State University 
'lallaba ssee 1 Florida. 
Research Associate (Associate Professor) 
in Psychology 
Department of P syehology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois. 
Dean of Students 
~auw University 
Greencastle, Indiana. 
Associate Professor of Education 
School of Eduoatim 
New York University 
New York, New York. 
Chief' Counselor 
Division o! General and Technical S1ndies 
University of Buffalo 
Buffalo, New York. 
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Robert Stoughton 
Norman D. Swdberg 
Hilda E. Tinney 
Dennis L. Trueblood 
Lecma E. Tyler 
Roberts. Waldrop 
Counselor Trainer 
Bureau of Youth Services 
State Departm:m.t of Education 
Hartfo~ Connecticut. 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
Department of Psychology 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon. 
Assistant Coordinator of Counseling and 
Guidance 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida. 
Director, Aids and A11ards 
University of Kansas 
lawrence, Kansas. 
Associate Professor of Ps.ychology 
Department of Psychology 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon. 
Chief, Vocational Counseling Service 
Departnent of lofedicine and Surgery 
Veterans Administration 
Washington 25, D. c. 
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E d w a r d A. W I c a s 
FORM A 
S C A L.E 
(Experimental Edition - Not to be Reproduced) 
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D l R E .C T I 0 N S 
In this .booklet are a. number of extracts from typescripts of actual counseling 
sessions. These extrac" consist of rather extensive statements made by a client 
to a ·e01Jnselor • • Eacft.-.xtract or test Item stands as a discreet unit, having no 
relationship with adJacent I-tems. 
You are to read each extract carefully and to consider what is implied as to 
both fee ltng and behavior by the cltent7statement. You are to substitute 
yourself as the counselor in each of the situations presented. On a separate 
answer sheet, you are to wrtte the response which you would make as the 
counselor. Reply only on the basis of the statement presented, your response 
coming in .turn Just as you would expect to do in an interview. 
DO NOT MAKE ANY MARKS ON THE TEST BOOKLET. 
Be sure to place your response on the answer sheet in the space with the 
corresponding number to the test Item. 
There Is no time limit. The average counselor trainee will be able to 
complete the test In 45 to 60 minutes. 
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.Clg I alft7S :!elt that Dad. cUd loYe 118 9 I n.fn".er ba4 UJ:1' concern tb&t he d.itl:al t. 
Ke n.a · apontanaoua in hie expreaaion o:! af!eetiono •• He ns . al~ joYi.al . 
and he bad lota of pe~ Dallea <for ae. ~ut it •• Mothereo·.it w.a ilother. ·~ 
aetoall;y it waw ahe whose loTe I doubted and naed..ed reaasurancel about, 
not Dad01uoso••ti•• I think ••• oh~ but I n.ppo .. part o! it waa there W.l 
:no real reason for thia !eeling o! rejection ••• maybe eYen then, I auppoae 
I had !eelingl o! bat.e t hat I vas afraid of. Maybe I distorted it into 
loY.e., •• I , l alway• felt with Mother t hat · I had to be gooQ., or ebe aha 
would.n 8 t . loYe 11e. .bd. I vaa a good child. 1:! l did anything na\lghty-, the 
lli~te·t scolding would make me break into tears •. 
Co3 .tJb. huh 
Cl: l can remember I tried to be ao t;ood.,o.I felt .she mu.stn1 t love me. I can 
r•eimber I liked to play with the other kids ; on a number of times mother 
would suddenly aay w~ didn u t I pack my sui tease and move over with so and so 
since I teemed. to 'RJlt to be with them rather than with hero •• and it alvay1 
caae out o! a clear blue aQ'., lhe 8 d e:tplode about me not loTing her. ~ut 
then if I stay in, she 0 d be too bUI7 to pa;r a:rzy a ttention to me. !rhere vera 
times when I wanted to be vi th her but she just did.nG t seem to know how I 
:Celt or what I waB.ted ••. ollore and more 9 as I sit here 9 I ean.o.ofeel this 




Cls · Soeiet;r u:pecta ;rou to eoDfomo.e .. :vAn. 1'0U donBt , you baTe more feeli:Jl8a of 
iD.aecurit;r.. Soeiet;r a:p•cta 1'0U to be 11&1"1"ied,. larld of opportuni tie a! · 
.Jzq dmlb fool can t;et ~~arriod. h ttiJlc .. rried., unleaa you8re going to lto 
•r• aecuro than you •t• beu. aa a a~le peraone dooanv t .. help . . ... vhen 
7ou.8 ~• ilarrioi ;;rou thiDk ·;;rouBU fbd. aecurlt;;ro I nfl'er haTe folllld ~a• 
"ri.U._wllo:Ji I 8d f .ind. IJOC'Orit7oool 0d be OTOJl: aore frustrated .... Look:i~ arou:U. 
at ·•••• of theae aell 9 I 0• n.ro 1 would be .... It8a not juat m;r problo. --.;;r 
cirla haTe the 1aae probl• • ..,lo:ther say• IVa an idealilt~ Xq-bo I - .. 
She wasn° t and look wat 1t.ap:pe~- to her.. I a.ono t think ahe would M.'Y• 
married the way she iii., 
•~ You don't want to follow in ;rour .11otlLer 8 a foo·t.teps. 
· Cl.& ~o 9 .I don8 t. X;r brotur was -.rried., ... Ter;r unhappily aarried. Ke -. ... ~ t 
...U;r i:a lo_T. with to cirl- ..... •rr1od., It ,.. a rebound affair. lle 
bc14ed. against tu &irl u rall;r lOT ad., •• na wife •• a Te'r:T nice !irl, 
-• aort of bacqroUlli aa ou:oto .o .On tu turfaee it , .. od. to be u. itt&l 
~~atch.. .Uter a while ho told •• that thi.nca weren° t !Qing -too well. flat 
4iiimrbei •e to ••e Rto:at.. •• co:t a dinrce and. •• preety upaet \;r U. 
A2 
•• 'told me· OTer and. OTer -cain;, 11 lf you can8 t be bappil;r marri.ed., ~- dons t . 
cet married a t all .. 1 · Iou juat don° t fort:et ezp'l!lriences like thiso .. o 
. . Ce: 
01~ 
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.. 1 is neet and he 0 8 r'Wl7 goOd t;c:, me • ., 9 &nd eTeryone ia -.king 8~ a _ 
t;.,;;., oTer ·ua becauae w~ ~aiel •• were going t o get marrj,ed ••• ,And l~Te felt 
that ! •.• really loTe him ••• now t heae creeping f eelings .... wo:ruieriXlg ••• I 
suj,pose it 0 s really silly 0 makill€ such a di!iltinction as to whether thia 
life With leal 1a really what I 0.m going to want for .a lori~h : long time 1;o 
come or whet}.ler~ • .,Illm really going t o eontinu.e to l~Te him.~_ ,I know yo'Qo,~,,+.l 
think I 8m jUJt ~eiD& yo'Ung and ••• ailly9 b.ut.,.,. I dO Wailt my ma.rri~e .. : .. .;. :~o · · ._·. 
bep eTen though l know that t here will be ups and downs •• .,lOts o:t them.o~. · 
I atill want. it , j;o be iqlliCooo.llld I dQ get upaet 'brjJ~O_IJJq kind o! . ::.-· 
disagreement ali all<>~: .le ha-re • • .oso IU.D1' of thM .. . !-y8 re oTer auch lUtlce· 
things,.... · · · · · · , 
. . . 
Cog Uh huh 
. - . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cl.~ What concerns me ••• it 9s not what 8e_ taking place now ..... They1re j~t li.ttle 
Bp&t8<>o 9 the thing that concerns me ill the :fear that When We get to liTiDg 
together what ifocoit shouldli~t ~e 'lfh.atl ¥ut it to be., •• what if' ••• i,t 
th.o'Oldn 8 t be • •• what 1f' ••• instead -of' growiDg clo_a;ser together we. ;, .... grew _. .· 
·-Cog 
apan. • • .In a ·1t'ay it-~ a ·a.""~ ·parato;E, .,.,ot wa:n~il1c Tery much to be completely · 
o •• well!) of having my life comple~ely intertroTen wii.h someone and yet e__t · · 
t _he ~~ame time a fear r>t doi~ ~oQ ~., fe~.:r fear tba t it might be a mistake 
&:114 tl:at .,., .. you can°t cet out of it.,.,~at leaat .without an awful lot C)f 
:pain on both parti!Jo .,, nov t hat u _a .• ge1!t1ng 80. cl()Seo .... I 0m reial_ly_ge~UDg 




Iow with Dot.oo'a&&ill I knov ••• vell • .eo .there are Jll&lcy' ~eelin&a. .!here is so 
1llllCh more warmth ••• vomen can be ao much .more ex,Pretaive and tend.er ••• there8 a 
aore aecuri ty ••• more love ••• than ever with a Ioa.n. · LyilJ8 in her al'lla or she 
A4 
in mine, there 8 s much s exual arousal • ., . Intel lectually, I know I can be blaae 
about this ••• i t doesn°t fri ghten me , but at the same time I 8m not real~ bla,e. 
On the conscious level , it 1 s not a matter of right or wrong, but underneath · 
I auppose there must be some simple feelin& of morality. In marriage, I 
.ceuld juatif;y anything, but, I don8 t know in J1J':1' relationship wit:Q. Dot. I 
don't think that I have aey atrong f'eelin& that 1 1m bad. · !he main probl• 
ia IIOc.ieJ.. ~.if diacoverecl •.••. well, we1 re open . to eri tieism. 
Co: It bother• you to lmow that others lll&Y not accept yoUr relationship with Dot. 
Clc I, 1 dislike b&ving to be aeeret about it • • • and ••• that brings up the question 
of how we 1 re going to live together aad. have :paraliel jobs. It 1 s : expected 
that a wife will go with her ·husband, but it ain8 t so in this ease. And 
Cos 
tha. there' a the probl• of almost W&JltiDg aoine people to know,. •• or at leatt 
not hidi.ng the fact tbat Dot and I are in love_ • •• It 1 s not easy ••• finding 
an accepting atmo~re ..... where you can talk freely ••• I sometimes _l:ave to 
remind myself that people I know ... _don't hold any liberal. views .when it 
eomea to homoa8%1l&l.a ••• but there is aomething more ••• there 8 a almost a need 
to expo-ae myself, to be pu.18he4 • ••. or to aee if they would accept me at rq 
worat. 
------.- ·- --- - --~·~::·-- :,·-- -:-'"""T"":"""-.--.---- - -.-- -:-- -- - -- - -- - ·- _________ _ _: -- .. 
~ ··--·- -- .... :-- - -- --- -- .. -~-
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Cl: !he other night, !rhurada;r; _it vaa .... I bad. the eTCliDC ahead. of ae ••• and I 
-~ a lo:t. to do ••• lettera ~.o .. write aDd. .., on ••• plentT of thing a to do ••• 
aDd.. I "'ot a aort of a )I&Jlicq feeliDC~ ... b7 _tb&t I ~--••• well ut a real 
puic..,~.'but •.•• well a feeli»c that I _had. to .. ao aolle~~ ••• I ha4 to be with 
aoaeone ••• and, ah. •• l wan\ed to .be Yit~ Dot • . Well, heek, .. I -· coiDC to 
aee her for a weelted the nut 4al' ••• .bd ao far ••• nen tho it 1a onl.7 a 
fort:r minute ride · b7 trai_n ••• I bacl newer !;0138 ·out . . \o her on a weelt-aight ••• · 
_ !ut at \bat point ••• I ••11, .c&Te in to the 1mpul~e and called her •• .;well, 
ahe vaan1 t home ••• 8114 \hat waa tbat~ . .lh.·.-.1 p1.Uered, around a little bU, 
bu,t the feeling waa aUll there •• ~.and eo I Called another friend and 
. au came over and we ·~:Dot tbe nening together and talked. .lfhat bothe_ra 
•• 1a tbat I ahoUld get • feel~ like tbat ••• I 1ve had them in the paat ••• 
. - . 
... Col tll--.... a feelimc ·of loDelluaa, ah! 
Cl: Yeah, I guess tbat 1 e what it iWeo~but like -~' other night, it really 
d1dn1 t matter ••• too -.uch when it co11lcbat• be . Dot, it was just. t.hat I bad . 
to be with aomeone •• ~ l . Jli.at cov.l.o! t -fat;e ~·~~Il& home puttering a.rolm&l 
b;r ~lelf. eoitl a 1oaething tbat1a hard for me _,to . understand why . I ahould . 
•_feel that Wlq',. •• I 1a not fr1,;htone4 or a~thing like that ••• aD,d I had 
.. Cot 
plent:r to do to keep. ,. ,. bu:a;r . .. . I Juat didn1 t ~t to be alone ••• and &DYboq 
woulcl do .. ~.Just aeybody ao•a I•a llOt alone"" .,I vaan1 t feeling blue or 




I. to).d 1'CU t;hat luollft'er a htreated Catb7o . ·. w.ell tha:t., •• ian9t t~.e ••• I 
have., •• Ig I gues• there have been tiaea when I 0ve been a toDO!abitch ••• 
Jut a ••• tonofabit~h.eql 8 Te thoU&}:tabout it all veeko •• I mean. aiout telling 
t he honest truth .... you mu11t. ha.Ye wuspected that I lied. to 70~ ._.I . thoU&ht 
about it and t hought about it. o .and .... l eo .find it hard to begin., .. . I feel 
that I ahouid make a clean. breast of it •.. so youo 11 know • •• just so youB 11 
_mow ..-er1'thing. • oiO .1'0U C&no o oYell 9 10 you~ d DOW what to do to help zile . 
O'Q.t- of thilo . . 
A6 
Co z tJhtnm!• 
_Cla. Whq I ~e here to~ ••• 1~ •• 1 bad pretty much made up Iilym.ind that 1 W.s 
. ·. co1J&C t·o tell1'01;i. bti.t ••• vell now., •• it 8 8 hard to start ••• when I think about 
Co11 
ito 00 l reel~ 0 0 Yell .. 0 ~ I feel &tb&med.u 0 it 0• Just something that I eari8 t 
tell people I d.id .. ~.;70U will probably .think that I 8m a baatard ••• . tbat Iooo 
.er.Yer 4icl thil to.,., •. cathy...., .my own daughter ..... you .... you I!I\l.St sort of Slllp~to-o ~- · 
.'irh&t IO<>o16't'e doneo.,.,.vhat I made her ·do., ••. v.Uh me.ul 0m just a no good·· 
tonofabitch., .. " . 
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Cb I reprimand them» ah.0 I r eprimalld t hem but I dDn9 t punish t b.(,m. ·A pupil 
will do something wrong i n the elass 9 and9 ah 9 _ whp~ they first dp it 
there 9 s nothing to it . 1 9 ah. do n 9 t personalise. bUt after I 9'Y'e 
· indicated to them t bat 9 that t hey 8ve had their fun and now t hey· 0.ve got 
to s top and get down to business 9 am. ah~ t hat I have a job t o do , I 1ve. 
defined the .situation. !!'hen what t hey do after that 9 as far as I 8m 
concerned is a !tind of personal sort of . thing. I mean I~ve been good . 
. to-.. them and I do ev.erything I · can and I satisfy my own feeling that l 8ve 
given them a chanceq •• a t least it seems to me IBve done everything I · 
can and •• b·ey-ond that point» when they start doing things, they 1 re 
giving mg. a go ingover. · · 
Cog !hey8re no longer doing it juet for the sSke of d,.oing it. 
· Ols 1 don9 t know whether its on purpose or not. :BUt .the fact . that live 
indicated that they can8t do it, be.cause if they do it will make things~ 
ah, bard for thellai\4 hard · for .IZI8ooql9ve put myself into the situation 
so I can feel Pve done all I can . for them. eo Now I expect thelli to do 
what i s good for themselves and myself. After t hat definition, they 
start doing things or continue to do things. · I feel 9 well 9 hell these 
kidi are screwiDg me, they8 1'6 making a sucker out of me. 
Oog 
A7 
·- . ~- .e .. - ::szu::i::::::: •• w - - - - -
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You take a person such a• myself who bas been brought up in a f@ily in 
which there has been0 ah9 such a minimum of ~ .ah, wha. t you call real 
social exchange • . We talk to each other but don1 t say anything ~ ah, 
with any feeling or mea.ning..-just going throUgh a rituai of living. toge~her. 
!bat~ B what I 'WBB brough~ up in. .And. of course t here were times when. we . 
didn8 t even talk to e&ch other~ No exchange and almost ashamed to show 
· any feelillg" •• I don ° t think. ~ .I can only renumber in all my years only 
kisSing my mother but twice. .And my brothers, I never showed aey affectioll 
for" Yet in our fami ly 9 Ye had a s tro J:I8 eense of . family loyalty •• 0 . 
Tery strongg it was amazing. · lio expression of affection for each other _ 
. . but yet when it came to one of us being questione~d from the outsdi.e, ~hie 
strong feeling showed up. 
Cog Ub.~ huh. 
01& I don8 t know what it was 9 duty or vhat .... I ~ink a lot of wa in t~ -t-.117 
bad, a.h 9 affection of a aori; or maybe a concern .for each other~ :But Ye 
neTer showed it .•• • never ahoved it at a ll. · Or when we. did, .we sbow:ed. it 
lik:e .we were very emb.arra .. ed. to ahow it, STan the Blighte.et affeqUon.. •• 
of course it was a rather a Bad . deal, ,ah; beeaus.e it made me inTerted, 





Cl: Well you know I'm out doint; my pract.ic~teachi~ now and I giiess rbav.e 
to undergo the experience of being observed by someone from T. O., you 
know, am I 8ve been laboring under quite a bit of apprehension for 
the. laat three or four da¥s ... I 8m getting quite nervous thinking about 
wh8.t1 • going to happen. · · · 
Qo: You're quite worried about it, eht 
·cti Yes·, - ;,ery ••• inasnn,ich as I knew someone 'Wa• c·oming very shortly and.· . ~ ·all.· .~ · 
· Co: · 
·711:¥ po.pils . though they're not demons, the;r can be very unru.ley ••• Bot 
knowing just how I fit with them r · was, I am, concerned about that their 
reaction would be. 1 8m wondering possibly if they would give me the 
buainesa ~ ••• you know how kids are., they .can r .eally give it to you. 
A9 
~-:·~ 
- .- -·- ---,-- ---:- - ·- ~~~· ..,. ... _ 
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01: I'Te often wondered why I particularly like to do a thing right. I 
don't know if it lies in the fact that I 1ve been taught that way by so 
Ill8lly of the people I 'Te worked vi th. !hey1 re the kind of people . that 
want ;rou to work bard., to do a good job. and they want you to wrk 
fast. You get around peeple who want that all the time, you begin 
to respect people who .work hard, fast and good. And I guess I feel 
t.hat ~. I feel tha.t a ~ does his job, I don 8 t care what it is, 
if be works hard, puta .i:a. his time, does his work and does a decent . 
JGb, well, 1 think a : .. iot of that ll&Il.. . 
. · • -1 
Oo: · · !ou. reepect such a per.~n '-Ild you feel that wla. teTer you do, you otight 
to clo it well. · · · · 
Clt . I ! .eel that I ought to follow that uaaple myself, and, AA, aoreove;r 
·· coaiD& to a.,ol ia :a.o~ J~t a JS&tter of saying I took thill courlie~ 
.Co; 
· !o me it'• a . matter · of IJell~ what did .you ~et out of · tmt course"•··· 
arul.o.working on thie committee .in clan with Jack and ·.u, 1reU •• • 
tlle;r 1i'e b.oth goofiJl8 o:ff; th.ey baven8t done a darn thin.g~ · ~ .and •• o 
we~l I just ean' t work Yi.th thED~ •• .I 1m trying to follow the principle 
I belieTe • • • I can't work with goof..;..offa. o. · · · 
AlO 
-··- ·- --~--··.--, .,·.-------,--· 
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Clg :The thing is •.• I gu.eu that ••• I ~ees . Ill¥ idea of ~t I should ha"{e · 
for ambition ·ie quite a bit different from wbat •.• the ambition I reaU7 
·d.o bave ••• I d.on 9 t know if rom setting Tfr3' judgments of what I should 
have in relation. to other people .-•• other so- called successful peopler as 
1 see them. They seem to have a lot more ambition than I do ••• I suppose 
tbe.t~s it •• ,.tl:JatOs my conception of what I ehould have ••• the type of 
ambition I should have ••• 
. Cog Sort of lookirig to aomebo~ else for yotir standard. 
' C18: , I.••~. ·I · F••• I . aa .: ~althou~ ito_ a not . any person in ps.rticular • . ! 011 . 
. . th.iDld:n!; · of other. men~ in general, in my field. 0 .the 9the~ men-teach~r· 
Ceg 
. &ro~ ae~ o ·.Wow ' i: just can It understand mysel:f when it COII.SI . right . . 
down to &I ·!ar as teliool. ia concerned.; .• on er 9 vhethe~ or n.ot I. tlloult •.•• 
I ab.ould P.en attempt or tey for a Ma.atora ••• 19 I bav• ao•• doubts ••· 
te ••• aoae doubh in rq miJ:II;i as \8. wilether I sheulclQ •. ~ could _do it 
auc~all,:full;r.,. .·.I d.o11.8 t knGY whether · I 8·m thiziking ~:ea.d ,.., a poaailtle 
de!Mt arid there:f'ore 9 IS¥ing to myself that 1 better not .tr7. ~.it ·· ... 
seea1 to me. perhaps tb&t I should t ry something or look forward to 
~oilethiJ!C atnce~ •• I .aemt U . wuJ.dn ° t do me aey harm ••• I know I 8m not 
stupid or a.nyiihiilg lika tha~ buto~" 




I 9 11 neTer be like . the peraen I vaa before· this deal with :tell. . 'When 
something like tbS.t blows u:p, ·it maes you feel .ao insecure • . . You think; 
. "What gives 11 , you wonder what goes on. ~o have everything so wonderfUl . 
so beautibl. and. then the next minute have him go out and narry someone 
else., •• .I would really like very much to talk With him, to actually know 
.what happened. · I f~el like a fool be;liev-ing all those things he told me, 
he seemed so sincere.. • . . 
Cog Uh huh 
.Cb Knowing hia bsck:ground. what be was • . I find it Plrticularly dif'ficuit to 
believe he V&sn 1 t sincere • .•• ret .... he was the type of person who needed 
· a great dea.l of' affection. !he first· thing he 1s say vas, 'Did you miss 
me? II 0 0 ... Oh., I I d like to kziov what happenedo He couldli It ba"V"e known ~r 





re-t. :felt kind of upset for the last few weeks . What can I doT . How ean I 
get these kids started so they will pay a ttention and learn a little som~ 
t hing. .And, vell D I guess I feel like 1°m a lousy teacher 0 but~ you know, 
when I compare myself to the teacher t hey had before me I feel a litt le 
better .. .. but t hat 9 s not enough 9 i.f I bad my way, I o d never go back in that 
class again, 
Oog You 0d l i ke t((» get away from the situation. 
Cl&. I:t 0s a kind of a grim sitUation whe n you ~ink of i to •ojust look at it~ 
When they spend the whol e period in that little game of theirs 9 trying 
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Dh. I know that I8ve tried. to hide it from JII1'Selfoooit just doesn't workooo 
When :Bill haa attempted ,o ••• he has realised his folly to some extent. . 
I know he lores ,me..,.., .. bii.:t •.• onow when he comes up . . to me and wants to . kiss seD 
l ean9 t ttand _hiao lie ' tr:i,ea to support you when he should have before·o · 
Cog .laat ,-our kuaaand baa tone before can8 t be U.d.e .up for now l30 matt~r _what 
·· h$ doeao· . . . . . . 
Cl& !eeo o<>-that 0 a tra.e ..... wqbe this raaction.o-ois IBrt of the thing that I reall7 
. :baven° t .~ted to talk about • . _I uver real~ felt proud of hiln. 1 felt 
·. love fer hul 0 but I •• .,a..-•r waa ... ose:Yer took pride in him •• o·l go.eaa actually 








In c~se aoaetimea when I 8ve attempted to get acroaa a ver.y liffieult 
point, _ ~ suddelll;y realize tba t perhaps out .of a clast of 35 kide, onl7 
two or ~ree bave &DT id.ea. of wb,at I 8ve eaid or have even civo lle the 
pr~~lege of p&7ing attention to •t I :was 181'illc· I cet a ~ 
feeling ... well, 1 t 8 s a helplessness, at if. ever1thi:nc 11 richt out of m:J' 
:bandit, •• I break out in a cold aw.eat ••• 1t1.e a panick;,r etrang eenaat1oD., 
ae if I'.d fallen apart~ 18Te .l:la4 the feeling a Jmllber of tiaes ilL 
claaa·n -.I'm tr;ying to run the cl&88 ~th!Jl wq on •u•n• u.d di~c,over 
that it ' ·• not vorki'DC..-· I . don 1 t mow wba t I .wuld 4o it I lo.e t comple~e 
ce:iitrol... . 
!hat' a sort of a dread, 
u•i frighteniq ••• if ;you lost the class, if ;you didn't get things back 
b eo.ntrol we11 ••• I 4on1 t bow,, t don't k:Dbw ••• non.e of the pupils would 
respect me ... if the thing got wound up and you got into trouble, well ••• 
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I feel more and more the need to get a'W&1'• •• just get up and leave every-
thing9 just drop everything ••• I don 8 t have any desire to do ·anything ••• 
it 8 a an effort to juat J!&7 attention te thing• ••• I just have no interest 
left.o~ .I baTe no delire to thi:ak. . I just., ... vellv I bave no desire. 
Y1»U juat can 9t aeem to do &lcy"thing . eh? 
••• I baTe to pu.1h my1el! to .:et a%111;hi:ng clone ••• lt 0sp••Y job .sust dr&elooo 
I can hardly wake up in the merni;n.: ••• I allloa t dread coil~& to the ahop. 
l .find the ti•e juat tracci-c aleac tb.roup tke da7 9 I just wait for 
quitti:nC tiae to roll around ..... I 8a juat Mt i:n.terested in work; JJ.7 job 
or anythilll: ••• l'o:thing se•• "te ie worth the effort or tho time ••• And 
I ae•'t Care wh&t people think of me ••• I de•'t care if I ple&se them ••• 
or if I aon1 t •... Maybe I'a juat aovn i:R the dumps ••• but I don!t e"Y'en 
care if I - • .;. . . 
105 
Clg I haTe hadoo o I haTe foeli:ac• of anxiouanesa. o .and. I feel ao tense ••• lfhen 
thi~• atartle m~, m1' reaction, well. o o it bothers me that my reaetionB 
are ao, ao ~xaggeratedoo.. I jumpoo .and people look at me ••. they don't 
aay aQ1thing, but ••• well, I feel embarrassed. And when I Walk into a 
room., I well, ••• I feel Tery u:neas;r when I 'irallr: into . a room •• o I don' t 
tlli:ak I 8how it p but I feel ••• as thoue}l the ~ople were tallcinc a'bout ae. 
Cog flUs feelinc occurs oal,- wkea ,-ell ceme upon a group of P"-J:lle? 
Cl: W:ell ••• tll.ere are other tillea toe ••• weli,, like we'll b.e in a croup .,nt . 
tllell. •••e of thea will ••rt of; all., aqarate, . I -mean- ah ~ the;y- 111 . 
fora a little huddle ad talk low~. ~it ll&koa ae fran.tic with worry 
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Cl& .It hasn°t been too bard up to noWooo!ob bas been in school and l 0"1:e had 
to 'IIO.rkoeo·Vell tba.t 0a been good enough an exeuse for not b8.Tillg Alcy'ooo 
c ·"ery tiM heO a .b:ro:ughi;_ up the idea of having kids~ o .. :well I could refer 
· to :baTing to work and that •s it; .... o 
.Qog Uh. lmh 
· '1].t ::But. hoYoo-o~obO s iraduatiD& nut June and he 0 a mentioned it a rmmbe;r> of 
Uaea.;~:<>lt'~ II bard be .... -u.e he reallf belie't'ea tlat .I want them \OOo., o 
..-eryone has alftys commented on how well I get along with kids.,uhoY · 
kids just naturally come to me when they won 8 t _to other adults that are 
aro'DDd &nd<><>-o.firat I -•• flattered by .it and _r~ felt . that I .. .,.. _ 
cenui:a.ely _like childref.Lu .,I 6ve thought about it a long U•e. &Ild .... o.l 
d.eeided tbat nw &:!fecti«m tor kids ie 0 well a real one but., oo tha~ it 
YO\il(}.n 8 t 'be iOoo·ogen'li.tU.Ooo-11' -~ hac! to bear than '!ll¥1&lt,.Q.,18:nt tlao~ 
about 1 t iio · mue ho ., "I · thilik..-<> o l 0 m · rtMlly afraid to go tllrougb. chiU.=birth 
""'"I like ay job oo.,lfeOTe been ~ried a~ J'e&r8 and l 0T• wrk.ed all that 
t1a•o Q .. well 9 now I lib it • J~UCh I 'ft:a.t to · co ntinu.,., .. -I o d 1 ike M 'be 
'a ~ur nan..;, .. a1ld ._, cJ.own deep I :mow I baTe ·r-.117 been ~ad for 
'tu sx~Wile of not ha"rtlc (lhildren ando o .nov it 6 a getting harder to uae 
it ai an excuae ... ~;,l mM.n Bob ill going to :tind out the truth •• otbat it 
'Riin° -t circumatal:lCe.l that pr«Wented us .. o .,l1e8 • going to find out a~ I 
clon° t kDO.YYliat to doooohe keepebri~ing it up., .. ol don°:t W8.llt to hurt 




Cl: .It seems ••• vell, I8m not completel7 hapP7 with my concept of myself, It 
h _n1 t in terms of~ · .,b, 111&1'be. ~~I'll --~eilti:cg too, again tl)o much, but I · 
don• t think it bas aJO"thi:nc to do wit~ .-eei:ag myself as a person involY'ed. 
in homote:mal rel&t.ionahipa. It8 e much more, as I say, tl:iat I 1 d like to be 
T8r7 .calm, poised, self-possessed i!iiH'fidUl. at all times. .Ah, .I. would likt 
.to u .... I would like . to be, w feel leas- depUd.ent emotioDally, for e:rample•u 
I clon8 t quite like b&TiDg the feeliDt! tbat I'in so dependent on Dot, that if 
~bing happened to her or our relationship that I would feel :J;oat ••.• ud. 
I know . I would. ~ o Oh 11m nre lif.e would go on. ~ •l W!> uldn a t do aeytlli.Dg 
desperate. :But I know that.,~ ~in ·&Icy' kind o:f close -hnlan relatiouhip, there 
. is leTa and • .,.! S'llpp088 tor a person to be detached enough not to b_e 
affected by the loss of a loved one" ... to be a cold ... well, again I '-Mti-8 t 
want that... · · 
O.o& !-hat would be more. irratiOnal b~vior than the other way. . 
01: 
Co: 
. . . 
l'••~ :B.ut in a way, it is rMlly ...... is that . I can't really quite accept that. 
I r•lise that .UCh. a :rMctio~ to lo~, ,o~d be nomalu. but ••• I do sort of. o:• 
. baTe this fear of beiDC hurt &pin. _ ~~ • ~~ guesa J ••• conceiTe of mt•elf &8 
a per1on who has been •• " burt_ in_ the. ].& .~.and. 11 Te aometille• nrriM abol:lt 
Ftting all . my eggs in one basketo .•• ~is relationship with Dot ••• thi1 11 the 
first in 7117 life in which I felt quite so close •••. 1t1 s like aomethi:ag I•Te 
been looking for all rq lU'e, and having found it now ••• 1 t hits me IIDI&Ck in 
the faee.· 0. wba t lf so• thing should bappen. 0 0 
/ 
.- --,.·-..------·· ···· ... -- ---- --
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018 I can°t deey t he general tact tbl.t ~ o o l o.oam tense and insecureouand ibat 
I oa unsure of myself i!l terms of., o "well ;, more t ha:il I would like it to be~" .. 
and there agai:P.o ~ Cl i t 0 s Just like thil1 busin~ss oi'ooovha.t I vas descr.ib1~ 
to you,. o.o&bout my hostility feelings .. oohOW some dqs I have a vecy . . 
poaiti.Ye feel :b:ag 9 I like people 11 no m tter what t hey s~ or do to me itJ;, . 
•b.J~ o o bUt What ia it t hat makes lle c blLnge., ooYLly ia i~ thAt Wh8J:l certab. 
thillf;l happen .. 0 0~ 1 t l_eeu it could be &nythingo 0 ol have negative 
t'~eliJli&S t o-.rd "peopl &o l.f I could f eel that i t was .. .,ono par'ti~ ­
.,T_i dence Of a lot of iu:I.CQn&CiOUS con:tlictso o o.and thus 6 • op&rbape indicate 
10tn.e incompetenci es of mysel f a s a t herapia t oo o I mean if. I could -ft!iel 
that I was free of these possible incompetencies., Q o If my .teruaeness$ -~~ it 
il within the normal. range to be expected, .~en among colln&elo.ra 9 t!Lhe · 
tb.eJ~.o .. .,l think l could aee.Qt IDYeelf , but . I baTe ~· doubt . ,." 
Ce& ·. I.t"8 • a qy.:eation ot whether you 0re i n t he nor'mal""'.ltobDOrJ~a.f ra!lge'~ eb.! 
-. Ole 
~n9 
. . ·· 
..l.l4 ~ ~-7•1o Whet her I 0 mo ... ah 9 blaho blah9 l jus t · .. gt,) · aro~ iZI. eit'~_lea" .. 
l t hillkv -.b.OQ oO~ 110. if I accept ~a•l:t: aud. say weit ' ~hla i.a tli8 :....,. I 
.. and t here u.- no thin« 'bet al.&mi:ac about iii & the:a..~ ~~ ·~. o·'~t thi .• ;Pct-i» .. t 
1 °4 ,rai~e t he quest-ion ma;rbe I O:m Jut fooling Ill1aelfo· ~ .-. just ratio-.!~ · 
id:ng t~&Ying t hat I 0m okay o oolijuet all centers &rOU:M .,a'T· feeii~~g of . . 
sseurit,- and competenee a s a couneelor o o. I can make a di etinctio.no •• 1 . · 
· haTe n o o . .. f.e$liJ3C• as f ar *' I 8 m aware about , • o towa r d$ society p a,bcro.t 
.· rq 'b•i:nc aecept ·.a b,- people ., 0 • it 1.s more this qu.es tion about ·am I 
,.._li:tiel io })e a counwelor when I bave this bostilityo · 
\ . 
-,_ 
. ~ . 
• ••• 4 ':J 
. Cl: 1°m not sure that he 9 1 aware tbat ••• I think he kno'W'8 something hae 
eha~ed ••• he m.Usto •• h$ must know ih&t I aa different ••• I .still have 
some 1exual attraction to bim • •• loll etill :fond of him. Ah ••• and ••• 
rom not ~e that it 0 1 ••• right to say that it 0s not as intense. 
IDa not sure that . tbatDe it •.• But, .ah ••• it has changed •• .• in that -I -no 
longer :feel that t)le world would end •.•• completely 1f I lost hila. 
He just isn9 t the :father to- me anymore,. .•• or someone whose compl,ete 
appron~ and aeeei>tanee I must . have •• .• it 1s no longer like thatH. 
Cog Itc• _not quite the way it used to be, eh. 
. . 
' 
Clg· .No', it 0 a not the same.~. I ~n° .t have to eliDg to him .... I'm not hanging 
on for dear life •. ~.ltts not aeythillg 110· drastic an;nnore •.•• it isn1 t 
the :desperate thing that it was ••• because trio longer feel that I'm 
. Cog 
at the • •• oh, what is it that I lm.Xlt to say.~ .well, at his mercy .... 
· 1 8m no longer at the aerey ·of his whims~ .~before I had to .. . . 'l'before 
if he didn't love me, well all lias lost ••• I 1m through of trying to 
geto .oo8l.l that· .... love !thought I needed .and wanted •.•• ! don't ·need 
it ~ more • 
B4 . 
• :. 




·'· .· · 
... 
.Jt.e:ry tim. l thillk ot thb teelinc ... it' • always when Joe bae to leaT~ me 
tor a .f.v dqs· ••• when he h&:ll t9·· go .on .a trip :for his boss..- ,.well, I t riel 
to think of &l.l the timea 1 &Ter had this feeling and ••• I remember t .bat 
when I vas a child, lfh8Jl V :pafel1ts -would go out and _leave me .with a 
'balt,....•itter ... .,1 cu l'SIIlember lJeir~g il1 b~ and feeling ..... this • .• ~ unba:ppy 
teei~Dg~. ~ beii'l€; a:wta.l17 'lm):lappr.:• •. and .l uatid to . crt .... I vas . terrifi~ ... 
JlOt ·ot the clArk, 0~ or :atq l'bP10&1 th.iDg .that coWJl.happ:en to me.... .. 
but feel'ing .1cared ~o 4•t11 tba~ ·they wouldii1 .t come ~k:~ tha~ 1he7 
.would leave me. · · · · · · · · · 
~ . . .. -
:I~·· that they might~ • • ' 
.It -· .neYer a tear that loraetb.iD« woud happen to them ~ ... i .t . ... nn'e.r a 
fear tiat tOiDething like u .au.toaobi.le accident would happen. ~,.it • .• 
.Ore Of & fear tb!lt Well., Ju\._.that th.07 :WOuldn't come bac~ •• lllld: 
that •• w:bat woUld. aaJa • \e. atra.id., • ~ l can r-.e.mber once b_e_iltli ia .a 
b.ic _.partment lt~re .. aDd. I lo1t motl'l.~ · a:ad. I can r.Umber · tlat I ... · 
· wae ..... ~ .• caz.ea to ~th, and 1 •.tal"t.,t . -~17i.D& and .. . . ~lt:ag t~r h~_t aDd 
. . all the ad.Ul , •••• . thet all '.l&~e4 ana: •• ~ · ~ aor t ot la~d \oo whe 
. 1 :t'Qu.:nd here; •• &D,t ,..,t •4e me feel tooliah but 7et I vae 10:rt of.., 41• 
well . relieved.~ ~-!he aue thing happel18 when Joe .l•Tea •• ._;,.,.r, l11p1i 
I baTe dri!laDla and what.w•r form 1' ' t&ke.a itl• allf&.Y• 'bai, '! ·:: .. left< 
alone • .,·.and when I •ll!lb ~. fe~tDc ~· with ae ,•l;L dq.... · 
• • • • • • • < • '. . • • ·~ • • • 
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.Cl~ .Well, •••. one of the things I want to talk about is tha.t.o.I 1m having a 
lot moredLnxiety in th_e last week or two that I 1ve bad for some time.u 
sweaty pS.lms ••• tension and heaaaches .. o .getting DB.useatedo.,. · 
Co~ Wummmmm . ' 1 
· ··.i 
01: .adp .aho . .. for a long time •• . I eould.n1 t figure out wb:a t the score wa.s ••• 
Cog 
· And l.Sm still not so.re that I reaJ.ly got it, but it sUddenly hit me, 
this morning , and I had been trying to .figure it from all angles bef()re .... 
. well it suddenly hit me that very, possibly tbat.o.. .all this tendon. ~ . 
i t •s related to my resolution tbat I was goi%18 to stop comi~ to ••• 
you ••• in fact D as I remember back now .... it, first - when the anxiety 
began to. hit me ••• vas when I began to look it full in the face. . ··1 
talked about ending thteee sessions and I thought I was getting along 
. pr•tt;r good.,.oobut I lad.n1 t re8l.ly ·faced it •.•. I really · badn~t faced lJ.p 
te the fact that ... . w~ll .... I depend on ;rou. o .and, ah .. . .,i 1raan1 t ·really 
r~., •• doVD. imderne&th I dtui1 t want to stop coming to see you ... I 
think really down deep rom •cared to ltopo .. 
B6 
Cl: 1 waa al~e afraid when I waa yo~er. Jot azly more. Jrow, 1nm 
i'i~neially i ndependent . He bas no physical .control oTer me now. 
!eeause of t hat I 0ve fought some of the battles for ~Y younger siste~ 
and for my mother with Dad. My sist er vas getting married • • • she wanted . 
a reception. He saidp "You can have your reception but 1.811 not be 




I told him there were certain reaponaibili tiea you owe a chil4. Oh, 
he W8.S there • • • but oh, . he 8 s never been wront; in hil t~wn eetiaLtion, 
nn:er~ •• he a till .thollght he was right. 
lven though you stand up to him and tell him • . o •••• it doesn't seem 
to change him 
lfo, he ' triea solletime, but he can at change •• ~not wi tb. U.s, ii,iw own .. · 
Children.,. o .and that B 8 the C)dd thing • . ae8 S much differtnt With hia . 
grandchildren than he is With Ull.o. ohe 88-8 t0 enjoy them ••• When · 
we were ~rowi~ up ke practically ienored. us.. he hardly spent any 
'ill• at home a all hi• recreation w&. vi th hie cronies, ••• they were 
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. . . . . . 
Wb;r do I t;et •o upaet when. ·pe!«>Jtle. aome people, su.pport me the way the;r ·_ .. 
do, when the;r ·try ·to ·p..Ye ·me reaaaUr&ncea, I get quite upset when the;r 
do . it. . Of . . co.urse, I n~er diaplay. 1 t visibly. I think, "Why are tb.ey ··· 
doing that? • - maybe it 8 s because I . reaiize . that when people conecioual7· 
support me I know wba t the;r are doing, and. it br~Dgs back my own .teelimca · 
of imdequaeyo Maybe that 8 • why I get macl'! Maybe tbatV a vhf I get io 
unhappy with th~ . Yet, there are Umes 9 other oc¢asiona, when 1 8ve . 
participated .iil Bi tuat,OU and people .baT~ told lile -Qr commented on What 
a nice job I cUd, I ha'Yeh0 t been defensive " .,. • . . . . 
So at times Q when you are complimented or reassured. it doe•l).&t Qother you., : 
. . . . . 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
.A..t certai:J!I. timea I reaent it, and: at o_ther times I don1t resent ·it • 
What 1a ther.e in a llituation. that at one time i get upaet and at .o-.er 
ttilea I ieel good a'bout it, I a-re wollilerecl if it. was U' the ~eauu:i:anQ•• 
were juatified • • • if thatos u. If I baven9t felt ~he job,_. done nllo .. 
wliat ··the7 aay waa Ulljuatifiei,. !OTe been. unhapw about they 0re be~ •i~• ·· 
ant cozplime~tary ••• !h~n P-te thought .11; vaa juat to. bolster my ego, 
· . . ~ather tl:lan a litatement to aupport a real :tact. · · · · 
B8 
Clg I um so anxious to :find out what to do ••• there must be something.,oosomew~ 
I ea.n., •• I .don9 t know.,. . ! don9 t knov •• ~ ~:he thi~s that she does to me ••• 
!he other day I vas washing in thela.UDdry downstairs» she locke.d the 
kit.ehen door., eo I couldnG t set back up ••• there was nothing to d,.o but stay 
until abe got around to open the door •• .,ah9 •abe thought: it as fu.n:ay .... . 
· I can 9 t under a tand U., • • . . 
Cog · It seems strange to you that your daughter should do that. 
Clg !he niore I think of it .• ., . i:t.U s a stra:ngekind of fun ••• she . doesn9 t seam 
to .care a t all what she does to me. 0. I have arthritis, I 0ve had it a 
long time and 9 lookn you can see _how the joints are so swollen • •• 
Iast night I told her to go to beQ.o • • she had been f ooling around all 
evening. She hadn 9 t done her lessons and it was 10 o a clock. • • she 
vouldn9 t go and I 9 · I spoke sb\rply to her and she went upstairs~ o., 
Cog 
I followed her up and when she .got to the top of the stairs •.• she . 
grabbed my band ani bent my fingers back. ~.1 9 1 had,. to ery~ .•• the 
pain was so terrible •• ;,she s.ereamed-at me that I wa.sn 9ther mo ther and . 
I eo11ldn 9 t make her do a~thiDg •• ., It~> 1 t scared me •• o What am I to d.o • ., ., 
What am. I to do ••• 
· .B.9 





.She is out ,of the house more than she is. in ••• sh6i:s always · off running 
a.rourid. t o the . neighbors.. She 0 s .in and . out of their' houses all the time. 0;. 
.rum sure they inus t wo nder why she do~sn:ot stay at homeo .• She almost 
· doesn°t seem to -want to stay at home •.•• her own home. oeShe~ d rather be 
off .some p lace else •• • .As soon as I va.nt her to do something with me 0 
she 8s got somet hiilg else to do . -
You would like her to spend more time with you 0 · is that iU 
I o d like so much to do things vi th hero • • h8. ve h~r with me •• o it 0 s b eeri 
hard to be alone since my h'WJbanli died ..... J.oa.n._.1s g43tting to an age DOW 
where we could r eally bave pleasur~ in. o. In · &)tng things together and 
. go'irsg places." " I~m !n the · houa~ . •o muchJ) I~ ,I 0d like to get out and go 
to pl.aces and , I ... just bate. to go alone ana J oan .could be compa:n;y for 
..... oU th.~re "vali o:nl7: some '1r&7 that I co\lld get. her .to stay with me~~. · 
come to me moreo instead of hanging around the neighbors· all, the ti~e~ oo 
l:! ,there was o:ri.l.y some way l . could make her depend on me •• o . · 
Bl O 
Olg -Yelln I Bve been ••• been having sort o!_ ups and downs in my mint1. •• and er ••• 
sometimes I feel that IBm getti~ somewhere ani sometimes I don't. I 
still feel ••• I still teem t o be struggling a little bit with my ••• with 
my dissatisfaction of •r n. o .w:ba t I think I should be.. I don 8 t seem to 
have eno~h driTe 9 e:!l,oup· •bi tionn I gueaa .... On the other band I think 
I :teel ae though 19m .getting somevhere as far .as picki~ out ••ller · 
jobs., •• ! m:ean, in other words, smaller goals toward smaller objecti~•• 
'!hich ~ be in the long run ••• ..o be JBrt o! a. larger o bj active., o. 
·· Oo: ~ereB • soiae procresa in the li-ttle things that moTe toward the big 
· thi~~o . . . . . . . . - . . ·. · . 
Ol.x Yeah. ••• I fully realise that I er. 0 0 you can 8 t cp ect thi~a to happen · 
Co: 
__ oTer nights; l auppoae~ b'litoo.I er ... ;.l still feel quite a bit of that 
dissatisfaction with my own ... ~seeming lack of ••• drive ••• ambitfon ••• 
I. feel that I ought to, I don 8 t lmow, somehow I feel as. though I 
ought to b.e. 0 .ought to be quite a bit strong in wanting to get 
somewhere .... not nececaarily a better job right now but. : ! mean, in 
looking forward towarde a 'higher .... well ma.ki~ something of mys el-1;; ~ 
like towards a Fincipalship or somethill8. · 
· ::i \ . 
,. 
Bll 
01& .My Mother keeps sending me articles about how t o get a mana and then she 811 
say 9 .uYou8ve bad so many boys 9 Joan., · The next time you bring one home 9 
why don 8 t you marry him and settle down?" o •• One . time in the Waves 9 .I was 
going with a real cute . fellow .... the other girls were all envious. .He 
was tall and reallyl:andsome and all the time my Mo t her kept sending me 
articles ~ !3Ho\f to catch a man"~ 18How to be popular". All the girls 
thought it was a real riot that she was sending them to mee And now a t 
school 9 she still sends them. Things like 9 "Men don 8 t respect girls 
that are loos e 11 » "You should never be petted!! 9 "Men don8 t marry that 
kind of a gi rl". · 
Cog Getting these t hings from your f-4:other annoys you 9 is that it . 
01& It makes me furious., .. o.to thiilk that she didn8 t t h iilk IBm capable of taking 
Ca.re of myself. .She thinks of me as a little girl 9 .she d.oesn8 t realize 
IBm 29 years old. It was the same at home 0 11Did you put t he salt in the 
pot 9 the blueing in the wa8h9 did you wash your stockings'l 11 •••. She cane t 





CU,l ~t to ae is the bi& !•sua. b_efore me~ •• if I could o:Dl;r get that group of 
kids to plat ball Wii;h Jiie .... if .. 0. thql 4 jWit onlJ' tone down, •• could get 
aoae lea:ri.twg d~lle in t~ ~··~omc.o. .I coul4 be alii.PPY peraon theu_ 
C•a. teu.; voul.4 r~ be eat1af1e4 if . 70U could cet tb.em in line. 
., 0~3., 
~-~ 
Yeah, .. that 0 ~ the thine ~~~ -o ~ ~&ei:rJ& me •• ~claim U, to.n• t I get ~r• at ~hl!ll 
tht;'12i;h.; I, f:.eel ,ore at th~ Ad., u ... a little '8~ed, ~. : •t in hrilB · · 
otWllat ther eiul c1o tA -~~ Pr•~~q · )~t .ill \e~ ol the locial aitutioa, 
itB • .·praqt1~7 4ia&~tero._ 'at t1•••.• lometille.e when I go to .... 11p ~a 
f~t oL ~ ~~· aB4 &a~ a q'liest-ion_and, ~be one pupil ia pai1Jll · · 
••·tai~oa :to me aD4 th8 .rest are off aoa.Vhero elee. .And ••• v811; I. clon~t 
~..,~ .. : 1~:·~ diaailter~ ..- Yh4.:a I · thiak nat a lli& Joke u .1• ·to ~-. ·· 




. Clg 1 know one thing. When I ~et out o! school and 1tart working 1 8m going 
to reserve myself a l ot of t~me just for relaxing. Xow, all the times I 
go out to have some fun 0 go to relax and go to do anythin~ just !or myself •• ~ 
it n 1 9 ah, gotten a t t he expens:e of somethi ng I should be doing • • • 
Co~ When you take time off !or yourself you feel uncomfortable about it, is 
tbat . it. 
Clg Well it appears so. You can see what happens • • . I go to a movie, enjoy it 
Cog 
· for a while ••• After the movie is all over you get a queezy feeling in your 
•touchn you feel lousy all over. · You 8~ 9 11J.w; hell, so here I went to 
a moTie, I should have used the time for something elSe• •• • .;ret,- l need . 
to. relaxo .•• I never sit down and enjoy myself completely ••• I 8 m jue t loold~ · 
forward to the time when , when I can have some · time to cali m;v ovn9 just 
te do what I want to do or do nothing if I wanted to do that. ~ .juet not · 
to have that nagging feeling. 
Bl4 
Clg Oh, I atill get upeet 9 but I don8 t think: I~ • • you know, the other night. 
'11!1 wife · reall y blew 9 she went completely off t he handle . she really got 
ros:ting. .A.nd my reaction t o that is that I become . ah. well like a 
person who i s stunned. I just don9 t have aey comeback • • • that 1 a the ~ 
I have been for yea.r1. I 9Te been ehouted down for so m8.ny years that 
I get more or lees p&ral7sed. . 
Co: Uh, h:uh 
Cl: · A:m that makes her worae because she expects me to, ah, do like an ordina.!7 · 
py should, you know, and have somethi ng to sa3o And, ah, she got telU"iDg 
Cox 
· a,vay and it got even worse. So I , ah , I got up 9 we were just going to have 
supper, I got up and I started for the door , but I . remembered to put cui a 
jaeket.0 1 t waa kind& cool out. I di.dn' t know where l was go i:ng to . iO. 
I wa1 just ~oi~ to get out of there. I was gett i ng sick o! it, juat 
lick o! the abu1e I have to t ake from her. 
Bl5 
Clg IBve got one class that are takilltT; •• OTer cold.,.o .They really bust ~ooae in 
cla•e aometimeo They ~et up and atart IWi ngi ng at each oth~r ani they talk 
out and~ one kid broke a chair in classo •.• they · ~ke wise remarks~ . they 
. r•ll7 cut loose ... ~ 1°ve tried all kinds af appeals to them and they just 
do•u t seem to work outo It seems that the ki ds just d.onft careo l'othb& 
I .ay to them hi t s home. 
Cog .You tried everythi ng 9 huh. 
Cl& . I 0Te tried eyerythinc but the 9 ab. 9 .routine that I knew would work all aleJtC .. 
C.g 
It wa1n8 t in my Da.ture te 'be that wa.y" •• :ah .. .. an s •. o. b. of a. disciplinaria:a.; 
One of the regular teachers 9 one of the old. timers~ told me to bear dowa · 
and turn the screws on th• •• oiutu .. Ok 9 I know I should have done what hi 
~~aidp but I feel that is!l8 t the, kiBd of teacher I want to be., •• ito s wro:ag, . 
u~. :l'lo ....,. to tr•t ki .... 9 CiTiJ3C them the busineaa9 clo~8 t you agree! 
Bl6 
01: I think my comment• in class are well founded and ••• well, I want to do 
rq lhare. llell, I don.8 t hoc the floor like some of those geys do ••• 
Wlq I make it a point to o~ apeak when I feel confident I havo a wort~ 
vhilo coment to D:~ake. oo.A:nd every time I open my mouth, the vholo cla .. 
. ••em• to jUIIp on me ••• !alf tho .. &U1'8 .juat talk. to hear ~hemeelvoa · · · 
talk &lld •• .• yet the claae will. lit there· like -~ a~ ~ .bunch of ••• well, 
thq J11;•t sit there. · · · 
Co: You feol a lot of tiae ia wasted. 
Q.lt Waatocl ••• koll, they ••• christ, I paid my .52 buck; for that coU.rse and I 1m 
not getting my money's worth that 1; sure ••• I figure that the . discussion 
ia only going to be worth eomethill8 if a l!)l.Y does some thinking before 
lLo talkl u.t I, I try to follow that r'llleu "y.et whenever I t%7 to \o · 
helpta.l ui t17 to _poiD.t ou.t ao .. tlL1BC to thea, they don' 1; take it tllat 
wv~ ... the whol,e cla•• tarns · o.• me~ . .. ikq :a.,.or accept &J11thing I have 
to 8q. · · 
. C~ :: 
. Bl7 . . 
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Purpose ·of the.· Inatrwilent 
The Counseling Perception 'Scale has been. designed to assist the counselor~trainee 
in gaining insight into his own attitudes and. skills.~ as. they are reflected in the 
way he perceives and responds -to the feelings and expressed content of a client's 
verbalizations. Each test item provides the trainee with an experience in · 
evolving a construction of what the client is. doing and saying, and in selecting 
aspects of this construction to respond to. ~he test items consist of statements 
made by a client to a counselor. '.rhe units of client-talk have been extracted 
from typescripts of actual counseling sessions. 
There is no right or wrong, pass or fail, involved in the way the trainee. responds. 
~coring is done on the basis of identifying the counselor~response category which 
best describes the traineeVs response to· a test item •. The codings of the trainee's 
responses are depicted oaa profile sheet and provide a picture of the counseling 
procedures used by the trainee. _ ~ther, the trainee is afforded the opportunity 
to compare his responses with the responses. of trained, experienced counselors. 
The instrument may be used as a training device in the classroom phase of 
counselor training. 
lo Responding to the test items provides an opportunity for the trainee to 
experience the role . of the counse_lor and to practice counseling perception 
skilL 
2. Coding the responses provides an experience for the trainee in analyzing 
and evaluating the counseling_ prucedu.re.s. he has used. 
3. Comparison of the traineevs responses with the responses of expert counselors 
provides a basis for evaluating the counseling perception skill exercised by 
the trainee at a given stage of his training. 
4. Comparison of the trainee 1 s responses with the responses of fellow trainees 
provides an opportunity for group anal}rsisand evaluation of the trainee's 
use of counseling procedures. 
5. Serial testing, wherein the trainee takes alternate forms of the test or 
repeats the same form at spaced intervals during the training period, 
provides an opportunity t.o determine and evaluate changes that may take 
place in the trainee v s counseling perception skilL 
The instrument may be used as _an aid in individual. analysis and self-screening 
of the counselor trainee. 
1. Analysis of the trainee ~s responses may serve as a basis for individual 
consultation by the trainee with the counselor trainer with respect to the 
trainee t s personal _involvement in the counseling_process. 
2. ~nation of the content of the specific test items and the traineevs 
response to that item may assist the trainee to identify to himself areas 
that are sources of possible threat. 
1ll 
Validity 
The criterion for the instrument was the most logical one, that being,, the 
counseling perception skill e:xhibted by expert, successful counselors .m the 
structured situation of the test itemo 
A committee of twenty-two expert counselors were utilized in establishing t.he 
criterion responses for the test itemso 1he committee was made up of counselor-
trainers~ directors of counseling and personnel, professors of guidance and 
counseling:~ counseling psychologists representing colleges and universities in 
various parts of the United Stateso "'l'he committee members, themselves, received 
their graduate training in the following institutions: 
University of Chicago - u 
Columbia University - ~ 
Harvard University - 2 
Indiana University - 2 
University of Minnesota - 2 
University of Michigan 2 
University of Buffalo - 2 
Oregon State College - 1 
Ohio State University - 1 
Brown University - 1 
George Washington U - - 1 
The basic assumption in the procedure followed in developing the test items was 
that the responses of the experts to the test items are representative of the 
responses the experts would make in an actual counseling interviewo 
The instrument was developed to consist of test items capable of eliciting 
responses that represent counseling perception skill as exercised by expert 
counselorso A test item was considered. to possess criterion qualiM .. es if the 
responses made by the experts were typified by a substantial degree of agreemento 
Ninety- four crude test items were submitted. to the committee of experts for the 
elicitation of their responses o Thirty-four test items were found to have 
criterion qualitieso Sixteen items had 54o5 per cent of the- experts responding 
in the same way3 ten items had 59 per cent, four items had 63o6 per cent and 
four items had 6Bol per cent of agreement in responseo 
~ourteen counselors, 63 per cent of the committee's membership, have a Mean 
representation in the criterion responses of B3o8 per cento ~e Mean represen-
tation in the criterion responses for the entire group of experts amounted to 
58 per cento 
As an additional check on validity, it was neccessary to determine the degree of 
agreement among the experts as to their judgement of the similarity of the 
criterion responses for each item and the identification of the response-categor,y 
which best described the responses for each itemo ~oding agreement ranged from 
65 per cent to 95 per cento "'l'he Mean coding agreement for the twenty experts 
participating in this procedure amounted to BOoB per cento 
1J.2 
The total series of thirty-four selected test items were administered to a 
sample population of 100 graduate students in the . counseling and personnel 
training program at Boston University. 
A random-numbers split-half was made ' of the test items and the responses for 
each half scored .separately. 'The correlation _bet-.een the split-halves produced 
a reliability coefficient of .88''± .02 r. The Spearman BroWn reliability 
coefficient for the entire series of items .. is .93 t .01*". 
The random-numbers split-halves were retained as l'orm A and Ji'orm B of the 
instrument. The reliability of each form_ may be inferred from the high 
reliability presented above. 
Form A and B of the Counseling Perceptio.n ··scale are self-administering •... - All the 
directions that are needed are outlined on the se~ond page of the test booklet. 
The instrument may be administered in c.la.ss -in a group situation or be to the 
trainee individually outside of class. It is felt that the best procedure is to 
allow the trainee to work on the test in a room by himself, free from interference 
or influence from others. The counselor trainer need only briefly describe the 
nature and purpose of the test. 
The trainee writes his responses on a separate answer sheet provided for that 
purpose. There is no time limit for taking the test.· Most trainees should be 
able to complete their responses to a form in 45 to 60 minutes. 
Directions for-Scoring ·t-he-R&Spo.Mes 
It is suggested that the trainee be permitted to score his own responses as this 
provides a valuable and interesting learning_experience. 
The coding procedure is outlined as .. follows: 
1. Familiarize yourself with the Counse.lor Response Category 'System 
contained here in the manual. 
2. Read the client statement over again so as to be familiar with the 
nature of the client-talk in the itemo 
). Read the response to the i teliL and decide which counselor category best 
describes the nature of the response. 
4o Place the code letters for the category in the box on the right hand 
margin of the answer sheet. 
5. Transfer the results of the coding procedure to the profile chart for a 
graphic presentation of the counseling procedures used. 
COUNSELING _PERCEPTION :SCALE. PROFILE CHART 
Accur(Jte Clarification of 
XCFu I :,. ., ~ -Unverbalized Feeling . . . • 0- • • • . 0 0 0 . . 0 • 0 0 
Accurate Clarification of -~.., 
Feeling XC Fa ,_ <» . . . • . . . • 0 0 • " . 0 • 0 .. . +- b. -------------~ r ---------------1- U ' ':l 
Inaccurate Clarification \ e" \ I · - G) 
of Feeling XCF i ' 
I -g g 
. . • . • 0 . \ • I 0 0 .. • • 0 . . 0 . ·o ~ 
Restatement of Content XRC ' I ·:: 
zo. 
. ., . c .. 0 . \. • q ~ 
S.imple Aeceptence XSA I .~ .. . • . . . . . . . 0 • 0 ' . • 0 
Interpretation XlT . . . . . . • . . • ~ . • • • .. • -~ 
Nondirective lead XND ·z; .. . • • . . 0 0 0 • • . 0 0 ' 0 0 0 u ' 
Forcing the Topic XFT e-p·· . . . • • • . . . • • . 0 .. • . 0 · - CIJ Cu 
StrQcturing xes r o . • . 0 I> 0 • . . . • 0 . . • . • ·e ct 
Friend I y Dtscli~sion XFD Q) • . .. 0 • ' 0 • 0 . • 0 . 0 . . . • V') 
Proposing Client Activity .XCA I • • • 0 0 . 0 • . • . 0 . • • . • 
Approv.cd and Encouragement ~E • 0 . 0 .. . • ~ ~ :Giving Information XIX . . . ·O · 0 ' . . • • • • . ' 0 . • 0 . ~ b ·- ::::1 --o Persu(Jsion XPS • ' . • • 0 • 0 • • • • • . • •· • • u Q) Q)U 
.Disapproval and Critlcbm XDC ·= e • . .. 0 • . . . . . 0 .. . • • . . • Qo.;; 
Reassu,rance XRS I • . • . . . • • • • . . • ' . 
Direct Questions XDQ I ~ • • • • . . • • • . . . . • 0 0 ( 
-
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to Jl 12 .13 14 15 16 17 
T e s t 
' 
t e m s 
· The ·profrle for the Criterion ResponsesJor fotm A ts indicated by~ ~ 
'·· 
The profll e for the Criterion Responses_ for Form 8 ls Indicated by-: 
--------
DEFINITIONS FOR COUNSELOR CODING CATEGORIES 
The Codiag Categories outlined here have 
beea developed by Dr~ -'W'il.li&m U .. -SRyder, 
Professor of -PsyC?hology, PeJlllaylvu.ia 
State URiversity. It is with Dr., S~er'a 
kind permission that they are used here, 
:me Re!tateme~at of COllte:at 
11.4 
.A siJRple repeatillg of lhat t}le cli9t has said without uy effort 
to organize.~~ clari.fy-.9 or interpret, or aay effort to show that the 
counselor ia app~eiating the feeli.Bg of the client's state•at -by 
UJlderstandillg ito These statements umally reflect the intellectual 
rather tha:n. the affective aspects of the clieRt' s response .. 
XCFa Accurate ClarificatioJl of Feeliag 
A stateDBnt which puts the client's feeling or affective tone in 
a clearer or more recognizable form; any effort to show that the coUlUielcr 
is accurately recognizing the feeling of the client 1 s statement by UDder-
standing it., Emphasis is placed on the clie:n.t' s attitudes and feelings · 
toward the topic being discussed. 
XCFi Ipaecurate Clarification of Feeling 
A statement which expresses attitudes and feelings oft he client 
different from those the client has expressed or implied., These 
statements are characterized byg (l) Reflecting a minor feeling ancl 
igrtoring a najor feeling when both are present., (2) Gross underatatemeat 
of the client~ s feelings., (5) "Real errors or mistakes as result of 
nD..sunderstanding the client~ 
XCFu Clarification of Uaverbalized Feeling 
.A statement which expresses unverbalized attitudes or feelings 
of the client., A recognitiOD. of feelings which the client bas :not 
verbalized but which is clearly implied in the el i eRt-talko l!Shre11d 
gu.essesllll or the clientu s attitudes., 
XIT Interpretation 
A statement which indicates_, EVEN VAGUELYs & ,JtaUII!I&l relationship 
in the client 8 s behavior; explains, or informs the cliellt as to his 
pitterns of personality. The counselor attempts to impose his 
Odiagnostic~ concepts., 
D:tffere:n.tiating XCFu from.XITg Both types might have elements 
of Ul\expressed feeling but if.9 ia additiOJl~ the counse-lor statement 
contain• elelll!nts of causal i"Aference9 it is classifi ed as XIT. 
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XCS Structuring 
Statements Which explain the counseling procedure; they emphasiz:e 
the process itselfo Reference to expected outcomes~ limitations or time~ 
respon•~tiea or the counselor or client. 
XND NOll-directive Leads 
Counselor statela!m.ts "ffhieh are aimed at eliciting from the clieat 
a further statement of his problemo 
Example•g "What would you like to talk about tQday?6 11How have 
things been going?13 
XFT Forcing t he Topic 
S·tatements which redirect to the client t he respQBaibility for 
selecting a topic for discussiORj or suggestions that the client discuss 
or develop a specific topic o 
Exi!lmple g 88Can you tell me more about that?ll8 aHow do you feel 
about tba.t?~m 
XCA Proposing Client Activity 
Any statenent that impli.es that the client should take any kind 
of' actiono 
Exiamplesg "Why don 9·t you read Red.P s book o:A nental hygiene?uo 
~ Direrc:t Question~ 
Questions asked to obtain Bpecific information from th~ . client o 
An outright question that requires the given of a factual unero 
Examplesg saWhen was the last time you masturba.ted?18 11Did you 
read tha:t book?sa 
XPS Persuasion 
Any at,temp·t ·to persuad.~ t he client -to accept an alternate poin·f.D 
of vieWj an implica·tion that the client should change his attitude or 
frame of r e:ferenrc:eo 
Example r; g 19Do:n. 9 t , you think it would be be·tter tha·t way now?~ 
Simple agreement; st.a tement s t hat indicate wrlerstandirtg or 
a iis&nt» 'but do not imply approval or disapproval. 
I 
'\ 
Exampless taYe:~83 3 18~ » •I aee" ~ . "Uh huh"» 1111'1'ha t n s right" (If not in answer . to a. question from cliento) 
Statements l'tlich enco'Ul'age the client; which are intended to 
reassure the client 3 s self-esteem or self..ass'llrance, or which imply 
sympa.thyo Statement tends to alleviate anxiety by eha:ngingthe 
clientH s evaluatioll of himself through a millimizatio:e. of his problema-
~ Approval and Encouragement 
Statements which evaluate the client or his ideals in terms of 
the counseloz.H s oWD attitudes in such a mamner as to provide emotional 
support3 an obvioua reward give:n by- the counselor for S1'l activity of 
the client., 
Examplesg "'l"h.atns fine.,eg taYouYve covered a lot of ground 
today~ that v s good.,n 
XDC Disapproval and Criticism. 
.Any expression of disapproval or criticism of the client by theJ 
counselor ,. 
Example g "You need to get hold of yourself~~~ !!That p:-obably 
wa.s:nV ·t; the thing .to dooiU 
ll6 
Any fftatenmlt of friendl,y discussion 'Wi. th the clie:at$ unrelated 
to his probleu~ which are dreltiigged to mintain a positive rapport with 
·the cliento 
~ Giving Information 
St.3teme:nts wpplying factual data to the client .. 
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CRITERION RESPONSESs TI'EM Al 
CoUllselor'a 
Code Number Beaoonse1 
2 You caB feel this hateooo 
I The old feeling of hate is coming back.., o 
5 She nade you very- UJibappy o o oYOU still feel this stro.g 
hate., .... 
7 As you thiD.k about your mother aow and her past treat-
meat of you~ you have a decided feeling of hatred toward 
her oo o 
8 hd you feel that this hate is due to your having to be 
a "good girl" lest you lose her love., • ., 
10 UhmoooShe made these demands on YOUoooand YOUoooehooo 
built up a egative feeling toward her., •• 
11 The hatred washes over you like a great wave<>.,., 
12 You feel deep hate for .her now for the way S"le misunder-
stood and treated you.,., o 
14 These denandil of your mother or goodmeiJJ em your part has 
left you with a deep feeling of hatred now.,.,ois that it.,.,., 
19 You felt her deilandlloooand you hate her for ituo 
20 ,_re is lots to hate her for .," o 




CRITERION RESPONSES& ITEM A2 
CoUll se lor 1 • 
Code Number Jtesooases 
2 To be UJlhappily narried is worse tba.Jl •o marriage at a1lu ~ 
5 What you have •eo has real.ll caused you to do a great deal 
of thi•ld•g .... about marr:i.ageu. 
5 You're afraid tba t your JBrri$ ge wouldn't be happy ..... 
6 AJtd this sort of makes you doubtful whether you'll have a 
happy marriage .... 
? Your brother's experience bas ne.de you Jiesitant about 
marriage for yourself ••• 
8 You've see:a enough unhappiness ill marrilg e to make you 
wonder if you'd be happy ..... 
9 You are afraid that you might not be happy if you were 
married .... 
10 You meaR, that this experiel!lce of your brother's has had 
its effect .... o• your own ideas about marriage ••• 
11 You've had plenty of reaso•s to be a little pessimistic 
about marriage aad not eager to embark on it yourself ...... 
12 This seems like more proof to you that a persom shouldn't 
be expected to get married unless she is sure that it's 
aot a mistake ...... 
l5 Marriage looka pretty bad to you .... you sometimes wonder .... 
l4 You feel that narriage didn't help but it hurt your mother 
and brother and tba t it might do t he salll!t to you ..... 
19 You're afraid of failure ill marriage .... ~ 
20 As far as your concerned, marriage is not the answer 
for you .... o 
21 Younre family experie:nces have affected you in forming 
your present attitudes about marriage for yourself .... 




CRITERION RESPONSES~ ITEM A5 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 Youire begi.Rning to worry about the possibility of the 
IB rriage not workillg out ..... 
5 The closer the date to uarri.age the more you t end to 
fear the possibilityGGe 
6 You9re afraid that thing• may not be what you wmtt them 
to be, is that it eoo 
7 You are very eager for complete union with this one 
person, and yet yoU; fear that: the ·union might be very 
painful for both of youoeo 
8 It distres:sea you to think about undertaking something 
about which you cannt be absolutely sure .... ., 
9 You feel disturbed because you aren 9 t sure whether or not 
you and Neal are right for each otheree ., that you should 
get married .... o 
10 You want to be close and t.here is also a fear of what that 
closeness might do., ... 
11 The closer you get tC? your ma.rriagej) the more it seems 
like a terrible risk .. It could be stich a ·tremendous 
mistake .. o o. 
12 YoW!> disa.gree~nts create fear and doubts and lead you to 
woR.der if you 'Will get along bstter or worse after you are 
ma.rriedo o .. 
14 The desire to blend your life complete~ With the one you 
love is very important to youo .. .,but the fear that it might 
not work out becomes rather frighte ing 0 0 0 
19 Youv re afraid o:t getting into something that wn«t work the 
way you want it to work.,.,., 
20 The ~loser it lo~m~~ the more you doubtGoG 
21 You may be taking a chance on something which may not work 
outooo 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM A4 
Counselor is 
Code Number Responses 
1 You feel sometimes that it would be a relief to have 
people know about you and Dot •• ~ 
2 You feel that maybe you almost want to be discovered 
aad punishedo o o 
6 You have a feeling then that you should be punishedu. 
that this wculd cause you to overcome your guilt feelbgsoee 
7 You feel you~ d like to tell tile world.. about.. your love and 
you feel that it ww.ld. ~lieve you. · of guilt feelings if you 
would openly admit your loveooo 
8 Sometimes you think you 1 d feel better if you could t ell 
others about you and Dot ooo 
9 You want people ·t.o know about you and '!lllot o o .. you feel . 
gu.iltyo ooYOU feel that your relationship with Dot is wrongoo o 
ll There i s still some guilt in you.,.usome feeli~g that 
homosexuality is wrong and shoul:i be punishedo o o 
12 lou want to b e a ccepted_, but you would almost rather expose 
and punish yourself t han to hide your true feelings any 
longerooo 
15 You almost want t o tell other peopl e just to get yourself 
in trouble..., .. 
14 Short of a cknowledging your relationship and gettil'lg some 
degree of socia l a cceptanceo •• you feel the need t o have it 
a cknowledged at least so that you might be punishedooo 
18 You .feel y ·a would like t o tel l everythingo .. oyou would 
feel be·tter ... o 
19 You .feel a need to expose yourself and be punished .... o 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM AS 
Counselor's 
Code NUJBber Response a 
2 You feel the need for companionship, for anyoae ••• 
3 You just couldntt stand being alone ••• 
4 "This desperate feeling of not waJtted to be alone disturbs 
YOUooo 
6 Just having som!one around. o .. anyone ..... just so _TOU are not 
alone, huh .. oe 
7 Yes_, you just can't Ullderstand why you have such a dread 
sometimes of being alone • ., .. such a need · for huma.:n 
companionship .... 
8 Not having someone with you gave you a feeling of 
insecurity, huh • ., o 
10 Uhm • .,.you felt the need of someone to be 'With you, eh .. .,., 
11 It~ s not fright or boredom ..... it's just that you had to see 
someone • ..,you couldn't stand it to be by yourself any 
longer • .,., 
1.2 Just a desperate need to have someone with you and you 
simply can 9 t understand why • .,. 
14 You find it J:ard to understand how you can suidenly feel 
t'Mt lonely and need t he company of someone: .. .. in fact, 
anyoneSI eh., ... 
19 Being alone.,.,.,without some person panicked you ...... 
20 It didn 9t have to be Dot ..... it could be anyone ••• anyone 
but yourself ... ., 




CRITERION RESPONSES: ITEM A6 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 You feel pretty much a•hamed of what you've done ••• 
5 It's sort of difficult to talk about ••• 
4 It's difficult to talk ••• you feel that you have done 
wrong ••• 
6 You find it difficult to get started..,.to tell what you 
wanted to tell me..e. 
7 You feel that you're pretty low and you are deeply 
humiliated ••• you feel it is sort of hard to talk it out ••• 
8 It all nakes you feel pretty bad ... as if you just 
weren't worth muchooo 
10 Uhm ••• you feel pretty badly ••• about yourself ••• 
11 You de spire yourself so for i t that it's almost 
impossible to talk about itooo . 
12 You feel absolutely worthless and good for nothing 
for what you did .... and you find it hard to talk about it ••• 
15 You feel so badly about it that it's har::l t o talk about ••• 
20 You'd just like to take a great big pukeooo 
21 You find it very difficult t o talk about ••• 




CRITERION RESPONSES: ITEM A7 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 Beyond a point you feel they are taking advantage of youu o 
5 They always seem to be taking advantage of you • .,. 
6 In other WCirds, they really try to make things tough for you 
.... almost aa if you didn't count .... 
7 Y~u feel as if they are really maki.Jlg you look foolish.,.,., 
9 You feel that the children don' t like you~ .,.don't respect 
youoeethey 1re playing games with you., ... making you look 
foolish.,." _ 
10 Uhm.,oothey are just taking advantage of you ..... 
11 It's like a direct insult.,.oa direct attack on you., ... 
12 If they do things after you sort of :lfput yourseli' in it", 
you feel that they must be deliberately trying to foul _ 
you up ., ... 
15 You don 1 t like to be nade a sucker of~ aee&pecially after 
trying to set the situation rightoa• 
14 They overdo ito •• make it tough for you and make you look 
foolish, huh ..... 
19 When the,y disobey you, you feel they're taking it out on 
you.,., .. 
20 You canft really decide whether they keep at it to purposely 
attack you .. uthat' s the -way it feels when youJre in the 
middle of it .... 
21 What they're doing ••• gets to be a pretty personal sort of 
thing ..... 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM .A13 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 You have always been embarrassed when it comes to reveal;i.Jag 
your feelings of affection.,.,., 
3 It is difficult to show affection ••• 
4 And it bothers you that you are not able to express 
affection toward othersooe 
5 You 1d really like to be able to show your affection 
without being embarrassed ••• 
7 You feel that this lack of expression of affection in your 
home has interfered with your learning how to express your-
self without embarrassment ...... 
8 You think that because of your family 9 s tendency to keep 
feelings to themselves you find it hard to express your 
feelings freely ... ., 
9 You feel it 1 s difficult for you because you have always 
had t o hide your feelings fpr others •• o 
10 Uhmmoe .,it nade it hard to mix with others, eh •• ., 
11 It 9 s become almost impossible for you to 81 ow affection 
t award anybody o .... 
12 You would prefer to be able to show affection, to show 
how you feel, without embarrassment .... o 
20 Almost as though life cheated you out .of what 1ou coul.e.'be ..... 
21 You feel this lack of emotional di splay has made it hard to 
express yourself with ot hers., .... 




CRITERION RESPONSESs ITEM A9 
Counselor' a 
Code Number ReapoJI.ses 
2 Your kids caR nake it real bad for you ••• 
5 This new experie:ace ter!ds to maek you apprehen•tve o. ~ 
4 You feel appreheas:i.Ye about how the childre!l will react •• ~ 
7 You feel you are aot quite aure whether you have establishH 
yourself with the kids aRd h'?l' they will act ... 
8 You wo~ hate to have them act up whell you're being 
observed ••• 
9 You feel Ullsure of yourself, the children a:nd the s1. tuation• 
and are worried what ki.Rd of an impressio:n you will DBke oa 
those who com to obserTe you ..... 
10 You meall if they'd.~.ahooobe realy nasty when a supervisor 
1188 i:n.u~ .. 
ll I t' s a t hreateld:n.g thiRg to be judged according to the way 
&. l ot of kid• behaveooe 
12 You are afraid your pupils mi.ght show off in front of the 





You feel quite unaure about their attitude towards you and 
bow· they'll aet ee~ 
You're concerned lest they make a demonstration before the 
supervisor that might feflect unfavorably on you ••• 
Youv re worried that the kids wo:n' t behave· and that it 
will look bad for you~ is that ito .. o 
You don ' t know what to expect that Ili!Lkes you &RXi ousooo 
t he kids might give it t o youooo 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM 1\10 
CoUJt.selor' Iii 
Code Number Response Iii 
1 You feel that everyone ought to see this thing as you doooo 
2 You work hard and expect others to also.,.,., 
5 Without sharing in the same prillciple•9 _you fi:rrl that they 
are hard to work lfi th oD. the colllli ttee u "' 
7 I see; you just c&llut .tolerate people llho refulile to take a 
comscieRtious9 _serious attitude toward whatever activity 
they u•dert&ke.,.,., 
8 You fiRd it much easier to work with people who mare your 
ideals.,.,., 
9 You find it difficult to wor k with people who do not come 
up to your standards of operation ... ., 
10 You' feel you should do your best and it 9 s hard to mrk with 
those who don 11 t ...... 
11 It bothers you to be associated with people that don 11 t do 
their work thoroughly and well., . .,., 
12 It~ s a natter of principle with youe and i't 8 11 hard to put 
up . with . peopl.e who woa 11 t carry their share of the work.,.,., 
15 You donwt think they're doing right~o.. 
14 'l!he close contact with people Who are not trying to reach 
the same standaro that you are becomes aa irritaDt to you.,.,., 
19 You don't like the_ir goefing off~ ... 
20 To you .f) . t h,ere w s SOI!r)thing basically 1'fl"' g in not doing 
things reaponsi bly.,"" 
21 They don~t have your philoa9phy about s chool lilO it~ s hard 
f or you to work with them., .. ., 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM All 
CoUDselor' s 
Coda Number Responses 
'·. 2 You mean that you feel you are afraid to try because 
,;; you may fail ..... 
5 You are just not sure what is required if you went on 
alld whether you could meet the requireme•ts ..... 
6 You feel some apprehension toward something new ~~ feel 
fearful of defe&tooo 
8 It bothers you that you don 8 t ha ~ higher &lilpirat io.• .. o., 
e•psciallJ if it 0 s beoause you are afraid of failingooo 
9 You feel that you "WOuld like to work 011 a master's degree 




You'd probably do all right but you might not .... should you. 
take the chaace~ ehooo 
There may be some doubts about your Ollll ability, you 
woul.dn°t want to try something and fail, eh ••• 
You ought to try for the master's and work to get ahead, 
but you are not sure or that you can nake it., ., o 
You tell yourself you should go ahead, but you do•' t feel 
eonfideBt as to whether you caB do itoeo 
You liS. !It to set your sights on some forward looking program 
but you have some doubts about it ... .,particularly the 
possibility to failure to achieve it9 is that it. oo 
19 You feel you should go on but are afraid of maybe failing ...... 
21 .. ~ You8 re not quite sure you could nake it .... ., 




CRITERION RESPONSES s ITEM Al2 
CoUllselor' s 
Code Number Responses 
2 It is hard to accept that he mrried her.,OI) 
5 It 1 s :r&ther difficult f'or you to UD.derstaad why he did as 
he did.,.,. 
6 It's hard to understand how ._his happned. ... .,you felt your 
re 1a tioaship to b e 110 strolt.g., ... 
8 It' s hard to b elieve ~ you' re 11£) Jlde rillg whether lihe gave hila 
JllOre affection or what 0 .. e 
9 You feel hurt and eonfused .... aad woader how you failed.,.,., 
10 You feel he must have beelt. closer to you t~ to her and it's 
hard to UJldersta:rd how he could do this ..... 
11 
'( 
It 9 s disturbing to haft soZD!tthillg like this ha.ppe:a ud aot 
understa.d it...,.,you felt you knew what he -was like a.Rd how 
he felt about you.,.,., 
1.5 You WOJlder haw he could have tu!'lled from you when you seemeli 
to meaR so much to each other., ... 
14 You find it hard to believe .. Cl ohis llllLrrying someORe so quickly' 
leaves you very UJtcertain as to what was wroag.,..., 
15 It's reall:y hell not to be able to put your finger on it .. oo 
19 You9re wntdering why., .. .,alld whether he was honest With you» 
is that it ...... 
21 It v s hard to see how it could haTe happaed.,.,.. 




CRITERION RESPONSES:: ITEM Al5 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
1 They seem to be gaRging up against you and it hurts •• o 
2: They are always trying to see how far they can go .... 
5 lath the kids all against you, it seems pretty hopeless ••• 
6 As you see it the kids are set against you ••• trying to make 
your life miserable .... 
7 You feel pretty upset over the way the kids act as a group 
toward you ••• 
8 It hurts to think they are all ganging up on you ••• 
9 Ycm feel tbat the children gang up against you, that they 
don 1 t respect you and you don ' t know what to do .... 
10 It's a pretty unpleasant and upsetting business ••• 
11 It 1 s a sort of a torture chamber ••• 
12 To you it doesn't seem l ike there is any real learning 
going on, just tricks and games to try t o put something 
over on you .... 
~ You see the situation as a battle between yourself and the 
kids., eo 
15 Makes you feel a bit futile or hopeless, huh • .., 
19 It 1·s like a war~.o 
20 Right now it looks pretty for biddi ng and overwhelming ..... 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM Al4 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 You feel bad now when yau realize that you don't look up 
to him .... 
5 Admittimg how we really feel is difficult ••• 
7 You hate to admit that you were aever proud of your husband ••• 
Category 
.Coding 
8 It's hard to say that you aren't really ppou.cl of your husbanduo 
9 You feel guilty about your feelings for your husband .... 
10 Uhm ... .,you mean that ••• thim.king now that your feeling for him 
never was .... deep ••• sort of hurts ••• 
11 You're ashamed of looking down on him ••• it makes you feel 
terrible •••. 
Admitting that you are not proud of him makes you feel pretty 
guilty, is that how it is .... 
15 It 1 s hard tot alk about these feelings, huh .... 
19 It's hard to face up to the fact that you never were proud 
of your husband ••• 
20 You feel there was something pretty wrong about that ••• 
22. You feel guilty about your feelings toward Bill ..... 
* XCFa - Accurate Clarification of Feeling. 
\ 
1.51 
CRITERION RESPONSES~ ITEM Al5 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 If you lost control, you'd be f:inished as a teacher., •• 
5 Fear of failure iR your career is pretty much on your 
mind ••• 
7 You fear the possibility of complete failure and the 
disgrace it might bring •• ., 
8 The thought of possible failure is pretty disturbing 
to you., •• 
10 Uhm.,., .. if you lose control of the kids, you think that ••• 
well.,~.it would be hard to continue, eh ••• 
11 It seems like an earthquake or a tornado that could destroy 
all at once everything you've bee:g t ry:ing so hard to build., ... 
12 The thought of losin~ the class and of your work blOWing 
up in your face overwhelm& you ••• 
15 If that would happen, if things got out of hand, it 
would be the end ..... 
14 It's not only losing the class; in a sense you fear that 
in so doing you lose yourself and your whole purpose 
of life., 0 e 
17 You're afraid your whole world is going to fall apart .. ae 
19 You feel your self-respect and your career, everything 
is wound up in this class., •• 
20 I gather it's like standing on the edge of an a byss and 
looking Qver to see a sign t hat says n jump11 • ., .. your best 
is not good enough! ..... 




CRITERION HESPONSEa ITEM Al6 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 Nothing seems to ma. tter ••• 
3 It all seems hopeless to you, huh ••• 
6 Nothing seems to interest you •••• othing worthwhileooo 
7 Yes, you doa't seem to have any energy or. &RY interest 
for anything .... 
8 All in all, nothing seems worth the effort any more ..... 
10 Uhm ... .,can 1 t feel that you care about aRything, eh .... 
11 There 1 s no energy or enthusiasm left for anything 
&l'lymore .... 
12 Nothing, absolutely nothing, natters to you., ... 
15 Things just don't seem worthwhileo .. ~ 
15 Nothing means anything to you and you dcm 1 t careu .,don 1t 
even care that you feel so lousy. eo 
19 You have no interest in anything., ... even yourself e ... 
21 Nothiliil.g ..... nothing seems to mean anything anymore .... 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM Al7 
Counselor's 
COO.e Number Resoonse& 
2 You tsd to be se:m.si ti ve to other people's actions ..... 
5 You feel that people may discuss you behind your back, i& 
that it~ .... , 
4 ' You feel that people are talking about you .... 
7 Whenever you observe a suall group talking, as it seems to 
you, confidentially ..... you feel worried for fear they are 
talking about you ... . 
9 You feel that people are saying umkind, or untrue, or nasty, 
or what kind of things about you .. .,. 
10 Whem they do this, you feel you're !l.o:r.t of involved in it 
somehow .... 
11 It ma.kes you terribly uncomfortable to think "What they 
might be saying about you., .. ., 
12 A panicky fea.rfuhess that they are talking about you 
comes over you when you don't know what they are talking 
about .... 
15 You feel very self-conscious then ...... 
14 Group discussion of which you do not happen to be a part 
of eo .. makes you frantic to fear they are talking about you., u 
19 You're pretty U.~omfortable about what people might be 
saying about you., ... 
21 You're afraid they're talking about you and it upsets 
you ...... 
* XCFa -Accurate Clarification of Feeling. 
Category 
Coding 
CRITERION RESPONSES: ITEM Bl 
Counselor's 
Code Nunt>er Responses 
2 You don't want Bob to find out that ,..,_,r.e &cared a:ad 
don't want to have a baby ••• 
5 The possibility of childbirth is frightemiJlg. •• 
6 As I understand, you want to contiRue as a -eareer woman 
and not have children, but you 1 re afraid to tell Bob 
the way you feel ••• 
7 Yes, I see ••• you fear childbirth; you like your job, and 
you dread having Bob find out the real truth for fear 
he'll feel deeply hurt, is that it ••• 
9 You feel that you are afraid to have children and you feel 
that Bob will be disappointed because you are afraid ••• 
10 You mean, you're afraid of childbirth; you just can't see 
how you can do what he wants you to do but you don't VBDt 
to hurt him, eh ••• 
11 Circumstances are pushing you up against the mll ••• you're 
afraid of childbirth and you're afraid to have Bob find 
out how you feel ••• 
12 You don 1 t want to hurt him but you are afraid, deeply 
afraid, to have a baby ••• 
15 The thought of childbirth is frightening to you ••• you'd 
like to keep on the way things are .... 
14 You want to keep up working and avoi d havi ng children .... 
you feel afraid of childbirth and can't keep things the 
way they are without hurt i ng hili ••• 
19 You don't want a baby and you fear What will Bob do when 
he finds out the t r uth ••• 
20 I t 's pretty danmed threatening to you ... 
21 You're worried what will happen when he find how you feel 
about having children ••• 




CRITE.lUON RESPONSES~ ITEM B2 
Counselor's 
Code Number P..esoop,ses 
2- You 1re afraid that something may happen to this 
relationship ••• 
5 Now that you have a satisfactory rela. tionship you fear 
that you may lose it ••• huho•• 
5 You don't want to be hurt .... you don't want to lose this 
feeling of security .... 
6 Afraid if something should happen to this you might be 
hurt as you were before ••• 
7 Your relationship with Dot se~ms so very sati sfying ••• 
almost too good t o be true ••• and you can' t help but worry 
about what you'd do if some catas·trophe would e:nd itoee 
10 Now that you have this secure feeling, you're concerned 
about losing it ..... 
11 You aren't quite willing t o let down your guard completely. 
The risk of being really hurt bad is too serious .... 
12. You have given yourself rather completely in this relation-
ship and the thought of losing it really upset s youo •• 
lB You are afr aid it might not last ••• 
14 As satisfying as the relation ship is to you, ~rou don~ t 
want t o put yourself in the position of ever being hurt 
again ..... 
19 This good thingo .. you 1 re afraid of losing it ani .f' 
being hurt . oe 
20 Ita s almost as if you were saying 11 To share love can be 
a lmos·t dangerousn ..... 
21 You 1 r e af:r.a i d of be i.ng hurt .... losing what you.Fve wa.i te;d 
so long for .. ~ .. 




CRITERION RESPONSES 3 ITEM B5 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 You're wondering if your hostile feelings impair your 
c oun se ling ••• 
5 Your feelings of hostility are of concern to you ••• 
7 You are disturbed as to whether you are really fit to be 
a counselor in view of your hostile feelimgse•• 
8 You feel that if perhaps you could be sure of the meaning 
of the hostility, you might have fewer doubts regal' ding 
your competencieso•• 
9 You're concerned as to how you can operate as a counselor 
knowing you have these hostility feelings ••• 
10 It's a question of how these hostility feelings might 
affect your competence as a counselor, eh ••• 
11 It's what the hostility means about you ••• you're concerned 
about it as an indicator of qualities that unfit you to be 
a counselor a •• 
12 You feel concerned over how you can have hostile feelings 
and still think of yourself as a counselor~e. 
15 You feel that as a counselor, you should somehow be above 
having hostility feelings.oo 
14 These feelings of hostility are such that you find it 
difficult to accept them as being present in a person who 
is to be a competent counseloreoo 
19 You.' re wondering if you have too much hostility to be a 
competent counseloro•• 
20 You fre afraid that you may be an unwitting fraud, is 
that it? .... 




CRITERION RESPONSESg ITEM B4 
CoUJlselor1 s 
Code N'Wllber Re§p01ases 
2 You doD 1 t feel so depeadent upoa him anymore ••• 
5 It 1 & different thaa it used to be ••• you ~epe~deRtoo• 
5 You feel independent of him now ...... 
6 Sort of feel that you are o• your OWJl .... 
7 You find that he is no longer absolutely indispensable to 
your happiness, you are much more indepeadent ••• 
8 You feel a sort of independence, is that it .... 
9 You feel that you are aa indepeDdent perso•, free of him ••• 
10 Uhm ••• you feel your own strengths more, eh ••• 
11 Your sun doesn't rise and set with him any longer ••• 
12 You dontt need or even wa:nt his love anymore ..... 
15 You .feel more independent and !ree of l:J~ huh...-.. 
14 The depende:a.ce on him you felt is no longe:r ~reooo 
the relatio~tship is not o•e of a critical need for hiiit ..... 
19 You don't :need to work for it anymoreoo .. 
20 Standing more on your own feet now, not so much on his ..... 
21 It~'s not as important as it used to be, you're free .... 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM BS 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 The old fears of being alone come back when Joe leaves ••• 
5 It's a feeling that scares you ••• 
4 The feeling is more of a feeling of being left alone ••• of 
being deserted ••• 
6 A feeling of loneliness that's hard to take, the fear of 
being alone. oo 
7 I see; you feel very insecure when Joe is away and your 
dreams tend to augment that feeling ••• 
8 You feel as thou May may not love you enough to return ••• 
you would be alone, is that it. o. 
9 It was a frightening experience getting lost ••• and these 
fears of being alone come back again·. ·a:rad again ••• 
10 This feeling of.o.aloneness, eh ••• 
11 It 1 s the most nightmarish feeling of all for you ••• 
being abandoned ••• 
· 12 As you felt about your parents, you have that panicky feeling 
that you are left alone ••• that Joe will not return ••• 
14 1~e fear of being left alone is a disturbing fact then for 
a long time with you ••• 
19 'When a loved one leaves ••• you feel abandoned ... 
20 From whatever it comes, this feeling of impending desertion 
is a very ~al thing ••• 




CRITERION RESPONSE.S: ITEM B6 
Counsel or's 
Code Number Responses 
2 You feel that maybe you're afraid to stop seeing me ••• 
5 You bad resolved not to come back and that scared you ••• 
7 You feel that fundamentally you still have definite need 
for these counseling sessions with me • .o 
8 Being alone was frightening and you feel that there are 
still some problems that you were not ready to handle ••• 
9 You feel that you still have problems that are unsolved 
and are afraid of going it alone., •• 
10 Uhm ••• being sort of ••• on your own ••• is still a bit 
frightening, eh ••• 
11 It's frightening to think of being completely on your 
own ••• 
12 You feel that the real truth of the matter is that you 
are scared to launch jmt on your ovm.. eo 
It seems hard to break away and be on your own. o. 
14: 'While you want to get aloRg by youself, you aren 1 t sure 
that this is the time to break off this relationshipeooyetooe 
19 You're afraid to 11 go 11 it alone. u 
20 And this :is. more frightening than you'd thought ••• 
21 You're not quite sure you're ready to go along on your 
own .. .,., 




CRITERION RESPONSES& ITEM B7 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses. 
·2 He paid little attention to you when you were young .. ee 
5 Just sort of i gnored his O'Wn children, huh .... 
5 Thi& hurt n:e.de you feel he was ignoring you when you didn't 
want him to ...... 
6 It hurt that others seem to count more to him than you ...... 
7 You still resent the fact that he ignored you kids and had 
all his r ecreation with h i s cronies ...... 
8 He never seemed to care too 1mch about h i s ow.t'l. children ani 
t hat always hurt you ...... 
9 You feel that your father was mor e at home with his cronies 
·than with his children., .... that he doesn't really love or 
know you ..... and it annoys y ou ...... 
10 It sort of hurt, that to hi.m you were of' less importance 
than h i s cronies ...... 
12 You f' eel that you never have counted with him ...... 
15 I t makes you angry the way ·he ignored you .... 
17 You resent his refusal t o deal with you as a person with 
needs ...... 
18 You feel he neglected you as a child .. uand even now ..... 
19 You mean it hurts t ha t your father preferred his friends 
to you ...... that he enjoyed them, but not you .... o 
20 You feel you still doni t count ...... 
21 While you were growing up and naeded h im$ he just didmit 
seem to ·~::!.re .... o 
* XCFa - Accurate Clarification of Feeling .. 
Category 
Coding 
CRITERION RESPONSES: ITEM B8 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
5 Some of these reassurances a.re difficult for you to really 
accept .... 
4 You do not like to receive, what you co:nsider, Ulljustified 
praiae .... 
5 You aren 7t willing to accept such reassurances unless you 
feel you deserve them ..... 
6 Sometimes you feel you just cAn't really believe what peopl!l 
say about you .... you don 1 t deserve it .... 
7 You would resent a reassurance if you suspected the 
sincerity of it ..... but would be pleased if you could believe 
it to be sincere and you deserved it ••• 
8 When you think people are just trying to make you feel better, 
you can't take their praiseo .. o 
10 Uhmmmoooif you 1 T~ sure about it, you like the compliment ...... 
but not if you feel it's just to make you feel good .... 
11 It makes you uncomfortable to sense that people think your 
ego needs bolstering .... o 
12 You think then that it's when you have not come up to your 
own standards that you resent reassurances and feel that 
people are just being nice to you ••• 
15 You don't like to be in a position where someone tries to 
bolster your egOooo 
14 Getting compliment s or reassurances then, to be accepted by 
you without resentment, c an only be offered when you yourself 
feel they are merited by ·your own standards of success eo .. 
19 If you feel you haven 9 t done well then these compliments 
only make you feel worse and you resent t hem ...... 





CRITERION "RESPONSES~ ITEM B9 
Counselor'• 
Code Number Respo:ases 
2 You don't really know which way to turn at this time ••• 
5 Your daughter's actions are frightemiRg and puzzling 
to you ••• 
7 Yes, you are deepl;y troubled over her cruelty to you, you 
do•'t know What to do ••• 
8 It's pretty disturbing ••• something you just don't know how 
to handle, eh ••• 
10 'rhi11 sort of thing frightens you ••• hmmm .... 
11 You're getting sort of desperate over her behavior ••• 
12 Her hostility puzzles and frightens you ••• 
l.'3 You &~ometimes feel desperate about this ••• 
14 Her behavior has gotten to the point ~ere you feel you 
ca11 1t handle he·r and you feel upset over it ••• 
19 You are deeply hurt by what she has done but mostly you 
feel helpless ••• 
20 Right now you're feeling pretty desperate ••• 
21 Having her behave this way really scares you ... 




CRITERION RESPONSES& ITEM BlO 
Counselor' • 
Code Number Responses 
2 You'd like her to be closer to you ••• 
5 You feel that Joam could be a real pleasure to you.,.,., 
you want her to be closer to you ••• 
8 You feel rather disappointed that you are not close lo~· : 
her aRd wiSh it were otherwise .... 
9 You would like Joan to be nearer to you., •• do the things 
you like.,.$do the things you want her to do ••• 
10 You I d like her to be closer to you, eh~ 0 e 
11 You wish there was iOme bond betweeR. you ••• it would be so 
nice to have her with you when you need someone ...... 
12 You want her to spend more time with you, huh~ •• 
15 You'd like her to be much closer to you., • ., 
14 You want her compa.m.y and have her closer to you ... ., 
15 You want to be really important to her and to be nearer 
to ,each otheru o 
19 You want her as a companion and you don 8 t know how to 
win her from the neighborsaeo 
20 You vc uld real:cy- like her to want you ... ., 




CRITERION R ESPONSESg ITEM Bll 
CoUllselor 1 s 
Code Number Responses 
2 You are not sati•fied with your lack of drive •• $ 
5 Your lack of drive is disturbing ••• 
7 You feel somewhat disturbed because you don't have as much 
ambition as you thiak you ought to haveeaa 
9 You feel that you should have more ambitio~, more drivee ... 
10 You feel that you should have more drive, eha•• 
11 You're dissatisfied with your lack of ambiti.o:a. ua person 
ought to -want tog et ahead_, huh •• ., 
12 You feel you ought to be more ambitious and get ahead ••• 
15 You feel you ought to be ambitiousoee 
14 ~ile you do not have a strong feeling of ambition, you feel 
you ought to have mor e of it ••• and need to have some goal 
like a principalship i~ which you can steadily move toward ..... 
You mean tba.t life should mean more to youe. ~that you should 
be headed somewhere •• .,wanting things definitely and strongly .... 
16 You mean you feel the pressure to go on to some·thing higher 
but the drive or ambition which would help isn't t here.eo 
19 You wonder why you don 1t have more ambition •• " 
20 There's still a real w cuum in your life, is that i t? 
21 You feel as though there ought to be a larger goal aheado e. 




CRITERION RESPONSES~ TI'EM Bl.2 
CouD.selor's 
Code Number Resoonses 
2 Your mother still treats you as a child and you resent it. o. 
5 It's upsetting to you that she still treats you as a little 
girl ••• 
6 You want to run your awu life ~thout your mother's inter-
ference.u 
7 You can't help but resent your mother's treating you as a 
ve~ dependeRt little girl •• ., 
8 It's pretty arm.oying to be told how to do things all the 
ti!D!. 0 & 
9 You resemt it that your mother doesnit seem to trust you .... 
10 It's irritating to have her treat you like a child ••• 
ll You hate to be treated like a child who can't be trusted 
to make her own decisioRs in her own way .... 
l2 You are saying that at home, in the Waves and now at 
school, your mother does not accept the fact that you are 
capable of managing your own affairs ••• 
15 You wish she would leave you alone, huh • .,. 
14 You feel annoyed that she doesn't recognize your self-· 
sufficiency and let you deal with the man in your life 
without her assistanceooe 
17 The thing you despise about it is the sense of nanipu.lation.ll 
the idea that she 9 s trying to take responsibility for your 
life ••• 
19 You can stand on your own and you resent t his pressure from 
your mother.,., .. 
20 Y cu do'n 1 t like it ~d.; all to be treated as a chil d .... 
21 It seems to you that she won 1 t recognize you as an 
adult ..... 




CRITERION RESPONSESg ITEM BlB 
CoUAselor' • 
Code Number Respol\ses 
2. This is an importa:nt thing to you but they just jo~e and 
it' s hard to take oo .. 
5 It really burns you when they act that way., .. ., 
5 It nekes you feel foolish and futile and you hate to appear 
that way to your students~ ... eh.,.,. 
7 You feel extremely humiliated over the way the kids act 
toward you.,.,., 
8 It seems 110 hopeless and the most amoying thing is their 
enjoyment at your expense.,.,., 
10 Uhm.,., .. when · you see them react this way ...... it., .. .,ah.,., .,well, 
it realJ.¥ affects youooo 
11 ItV~ a feeling of some sort of catastrophe apprcaching .... .,the 
&'l.ger you fe~l against them gets hottest l~J;lu. they take it 
as a big jon., .... 
12 So:rmtimes t hey ignore you almos·t completely and that seems 
like just too much to take.,.,., 
15 It makes you feel futile to thiRk they are not doing what 
you ·want and not paying attention to you.,.,., 
15 :Mad a:nd scared and t erribly helpless and almost completely 
iJ:Jipotent 3 hmm .... ., 
17 You get furious when t hey ignore you., ... more like you'd 
like t o -hash their little heads together" .,.,., 
19 It9 s humiliating to you and you 8re boiling iaside.,.,., 




CRITERION HESPONSESs ITEM Bl4 
CoUilselor 1 s 
Code Number Responses 
2 It bothers you so, you j'U8t caa 1 t seem to relax ••• 
5 You blamt yourself' for takiag time off for yourlilelf •• ., 
7 I see, you feel sometime11 all urgent need for relaxatioll )'•1H, 
whea you do take time off to relax, you feel as guilty as 
if youtd stole• somethiag ••• 
8 You feel tense instead of relaxed whea there are too maRY 
things to do ••• 
9 You feel that you have so much to do that you D.eed every 
miRute of your time to do it ••• or you feel guilty relaxing . 
and having fun because you feel that you should be workingoe o 
10 Uhm, to be able to take it easy without having that feeliag 
of being uncomfortable, eh ••• 
11 It seems as though it would be completely wonderful to get · 
away from the nagging feeliRg that you must keep on working ••• 
12 It would be wonderful to relax and enjoy yourself without 
feeling so guilty and uncomfortable about it ••• 
15 You want to relax but you can't ••• 
14 ~en you do aomething to relax ••• you e-Joy it temporarily 
but the feeling disap!f: ars quickly because you are period-
ically reminded by yoursel..f' that other things should have 
been doae ~ • :~ · 
18 You seem tof eel that you have to keep on the go most of 
the t~ ••• 
19 You nag at yourself to work and you can't enjoy yourself ••• 
20 What you're sayingJ) as I get it, is that it 1 s not right 
for you to .ff'eel this way ••• 
21 Just to r elax without feeling guilty ••• 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM BlS 
CoURselor's 
Code Number Response 
2 You're aick of her abuse and would like to get away from 
it ••• 
5 It 'Was just about all you could stand., •• huh ••• 
6 Reached a point where you wa11ted to get away from it all ••• 
7 You got so thoroughly fed up with her nagging that you 
just had to get away from her for a while ••• 
8 You can't take any more ••• you have to get away from it all ••• 
9 You feel that your wife is abuaive and ... you don't deserve 
it ••• you can't take it anymore •• o 
10 You just couldn ' t take any more, eh ••• 
11 You felt as though you just couldn ' t take it any longer ••• 
you had to get out. o. 
15 You felt sick of having to give in to her and take things 
'from her ••• 
16 You feel you've come to the end of enduring abuse from 
your wife ••• you have thise desire to get away from the 
situation ••• 
1.9 You hyst wanted to get away and you're tired pf taking it 
from her ••• 
20 You deserved better than that ••• 
21 You just wanted to get away from the si tua t:l.on ••• 




CRITERION RESPONSES g ITEM Bl6 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 Giving them the works may control things but you 1'0 uldn 1 t 
like doing it, eh~oo 
You feel that they deserve getti:ag it, but you feel there 
must be some other way outooo a more acceptable way.,.,., 
7 You just doll 1 t like to place yourself in the role of an 
extremely authoritarian figure., oo 
8 You feel that it seem& as if they needed to get the 
business but you feel there should be some other way 0 0 0 
9 You feel that you have treated the children the way 
the.y should be treated and yet they took advantage of 
you., & .,you think that perhaps you should be mean and nasty 
but you don't really want to treat them that way.,.,., 
10 It might establish order, but it goes counter to your ow. 
feelings 9 eh...,., 
11 You could get the upper hand if you wanted to clamp dmm. 
on them in the old-fashioned way but it would go a gainst 
all your ideals about what a teacher ought to be.,.,., 
12 You· don't want tobe the kind of a teacher who puts the 
B.crewliil on them, but at this point you hardly know what else 
to do.,., .. 
15 Being a hard disciplinarian seems to be the only way nowll 
but it goes against your feelings of 'What ought to be., oa 
14 You are reluctant to use a stricter form of discipline 
for fear you will be a disciplinarian in the negati ve sensa 
of the word.,.,., 
17 Your frustratiom with t hem is enough t o nake you want to 
beat the h...,., out of them,Sl but you just can9 t be that kind 
of a persoa comfor tably.,.,., 
19 The one met hod you feel would work you feel is wrongoao 
22 Something about being strict and a rigid disciplinariaa 
bothers you.,.,., 




CRITERION RESPONSESg ITEM Bl7 
Counselor's 
Code Number Responses 
2 They gang up on youo •• 
5 You feel as though the class really doesn't understand you, 
that they gang up, eh.o •• 
6 As you see it, the class doem't feel what you have to say 
is important, is that ito. o 
7 Yesa you feel that the entire class is hostile toward you 
and this seems grossly unfair to you because you really 
do think before you speak in class ... ., 
9 You feel that you have something to offer and yet everyone 
rejects your ideas eo o 
10 You feel they're sort of against you, is that itooo 
ll You sense the antagonism of other people in the class 
every time you ~ay anythingo•• 
12 They seem t o jump all over you, even when you are trying 
to make a contribution .... " 
15 You feel it's the class' fault ..... that they jump on you 
without provocation .. .,., 
14 You feel they rather consistent-ly misunderstand your attempts 
to add something to the discussion ..... 
l9 You ·fay to do your part and you feel it 7 s ' aot appreciatedu~ 
20 It just seezu· comp.Letely tmreasonable that they should react 
t o you that wayoo~ 
* XCFa. - Accu:t."a.l:ie Clarification Feeling .. 
Category 
Coding 
